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Abstract
The most advanced approach to make nuclear fusion an energy source available on earth
is the connement of high temperature plasmas with strong magnetic elds. This me-
thod is currently investigated in experimental devices such as tokamaks and stellarators,
which use toroidal magnetic congurations designed to conne fusion plasma eciently.
However, turbulence contributes signicantly to the transport of energy and particles,
which results in a degradation of the connement quality. Therefore, the understanding
of the transport arising from turbulence and its suppression mechanisms may contribute
to the improvement of the connement and thus to the eciency in present experi-
ments and future fusion reactors. To this end, a careful experimental characterisation of
the turbulence in fusion plasmas and its comparison with physical models is required,
especially with results from gyrokinetic simulations. They can predict turbulence charac-
teristics in detail, such as spectral properties, shape of turbulent structures and driving
micro-instabilities.
Doppler reectometry is one of the diagnostic techniques used for turbulence inve-
stigations in fusion plasmas. Based on the backscattering of a probing electromagnetic
wave o density uctuations, it provides local measurements of their velocity (u?) per-
pendicular to the magnetic eld and of the perpendicular wavenumber (k?) spectrum of
the density turbulence. In addition, the radial correlation technique uses two Doppler re-
ectometer channels for providing information on the radial structure of the turbulence,
in particular an estimate of its radial correlation length (Lr). However, the complexi-
ty of the wave propagation and of the scattering process involved induces a non-trivial
diagnostic response, which has to be considered for a proper interpretation of experi-
mental measurements. In this thesis the Doppler reectometry technique is thoroughly
investigated analytically, numerically and experimentally. The advanced understanding
obtained is then applied to turbulence studies which have been performed in both the
ASDEX Upgrade tokamak and the TJ-II stellarator.
The wave propagation and scattering relevant for Doppler reectometry are inve-
stigated using a linear analytical model (Born approximation), a physical optics model
and two-dimensional full-wave simulations. This allows for a detailed study of both the
linear and non-linear diagnostic responses. In particular, a new regime with an enhanced
backscattering response to the uctuation level is found and characterized for the rst
time. In connection, its impact on the k? spectra measurement is examined. Moreover
the diagnostic response to Gaussian, at and Kolmogorov-type spectra is studied in a
broad k? and turbulence level range. The radial correlation technique is also investigated
in detail. A new analysis method is developed, which gives a measurement of the mean
tilt angle of the turbulent structures. This is a relevant quantity predicted by theories
and gyrokinetic simulations, which can provide information on the turbulence interacti-
on with plasma ows and the type of dominant micro-instabilities. The method is based
on the analysis of the time delay of the cross-correlation function of the Doppler reec-
tometer signals. It is found that diagnostic eects may impact the measurements of Lr
and the tilt angle. Corresponding correction factors are derived and applied.
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A detailed characterization of L-mode plasmas using Doppler reectometry is per-
formed in both the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak and the TJ-II stellarator. Wavenumber
spectra, u? proles and Lr are measured simultaneously. The experimental data is ana-
lysed based on the modelling results, and the diagnostic eects on the measurements
are investigated. Furthermore, the experimental observations are linked to the theory of
turbulence regulation by sheared ows and to dierent types of micro-instabilities.
The experimental time delays of the cross-correlation are studied using the develo-
ped analysis techniques. The mean tilt angle of the turbulent structures is measured in
the conned region of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak and the TJ-II stellarator for the
rst time. The eect of the temporal decorrelation of the turbulence on the tilt angle
measurement is investigated experimentally. In the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak, a change
of the tilt angle has been measured between phases with either dominant ion or do-
minant electron heating. This change is consistent with a transition from a dominant
ion-temperature gradient to a dominant trapped-electron mode driven turbulence. The
tilt angle measured in the TJ-II stellarator is in qualitative agreement with results from
linear gyrokinetic simulations. Moreover, a radial variation of the tilt angle consistent
with expectations of the u? shear has been observed.
The profound study of Doppler reectometry performed in this thesis has highlighted
relevant diagnostic properties and eects, allowing for a more accurate and complete cha-
racterization of the turbulence. In particular, the nding of the enhanced power response
regime has contributed to a better understanding of the measured k? spectra, and the tilt
angle measurement method has provided a new element for experimental investigations
and comparisons with simulations and theories. These innovative methods make advan-
ced studies with Doppler reectometry possible, which may contribute substantially to
a better understanding of the turbulence in fusion plasmas.
Zusammenfassung
Die fortgeschrittenste Methode, um Kernfusion zu einer Energiequelle auf der Erde zu
machen, besteht im Einschluss von Hochtemperaturplasmen durch starke magnetische
Felder. Zur Zeit wird diese Methode in experimentellen Anlagen wie Tokamaks und Stel-
laratoren untersucht. Solche Maschinen werden fur einen ezienten Plasmaeinschluss
konzipiert. Trotzdem ist Turbulenz fur einen groen Teil des Energie- und Teilchentrans-
portes verantwortlich, was zu einer Verschlechterung des Plasmaeinschlusses beitragt.
Deswegen konnte das Verstandnis der Transportprozesse und ihrer Unterdruckung zur
Verbesserung des Energieeinschlusses und damit der Ezienz derzeitiger Experimente
und zukunftiger Reaktoren fuhren. Aus diesem Grund ist eine detaillierte experimentelle
Charakterisierung der Turbulenz in Fusionsplasmen und ein Vergleich der Messungen mit
physikalischen Modellen erforderlich. Besonders wichtig sind Vergleiche mit gyrokineti-
schen Simulationen, welche bestimmte Turbulenzattribute wie spektrale Eigenschaften,
Form der Turbulenzstrukturen sowie die antreibende Mikroinstabilitaten, vorhersagen.
Doppler-Reektometrie ist eine der Diagnostiken, die fur Turbulenzuntersuchungen
verwendet werden. Dabei wird eine von auerhalb des Plasmas eingestrahlte Welle, die
an Dichteuktuationen gestreut wird, genutzt. Dies ermoglicht die lokale Messung der
Geschwindigkeit der Dichteuktuationen (u?) senkrecht zum Magnetfeld und des Wel-
lenzahlspektrums P (k?) der Dichteturbulenz. Zusatzlich werden bei der radialen Kor-
relationstechnik zwei Doppler-Reektometriekanale verwendet, um Information uber die
radiale Struktur der Turbulenz zu erhalten, z.B. die radiale Korrelationslange (Lr). Fur
eine korrekte Interpretation der experimentellen Messungen muss jedoch eine nichttri-
viale Antwortfunktion der Diagnostik, die durch die komplexen Wellenausbreitungs- und
Streuprozesse verursacht wird, berucksichtigt werden. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wer-
den die fur die Doppler-Reektometrie relevanten Prozesse analytisch, numerisch und
experimentell untersucht. Das gewonnene Wissen wird spater fur detaillierte Studien der
Turbulenz am Tokamak ASDEX Upgrade und am Stellarator TJ-II angewendet.
Die Wellenausbreitung und -streuung, wird mit einem analytischen linearen Modell
(Born-Naherung), einem Wellenoptik-Modell und zweidimensionalen Full-wave-Simulatio-
nen untersucht. Dies ermoglicht eine detaillierte Uberprufung der linearen und nichtlinea-
ren Diagnostikantwort. Ein Diagnostikregime, in dem die Signalintensitat uberproportio-
nal stark mit der Turbulenzamplitude wachst, wird zum ersten Mal entdeckt und cha-
rakterisiert. Zudem wird seine Auswirkung auf die Messung der k?-Spektren analy-
siert. Weiterhin wird die Antwortfunktion fur Gausche-, ache und Kolmogorov-artige
Spektren in einem breiten Bereich von Wellenzahlen und Turbulenzamplituden unter-
sucht. Die radiale Korrelationstechnik wird ebenfalls modelliert. Eine neue Analyseme-
thode wird entwickelt, die eine Messung des Neigungswinkels der Turbulenzstrukturen
ermoglicht. Der Neigungswinkel ist eine Groe, die durch Theorien und gyrokinetische
Simulationen vorhergesagt wird, und der Informationen uber die Turbulenzwechselwir-
kung mit der Plasmastromung und uber die dominanten Mikroinstabilitaten liefern kann.
Die Methode nutzt die Zeitverzogerungen der Kreuzkorrelationsfunktion der Doppler-
Reektometriesignale. Es wurde herausgefunden, dass Diagnostikeekte eine Wirkung
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auf Lr- und Neigungswinkel-Messungen haben konnen. Deswegen werden Korrekturfak-
toren abgeleitet und verwendet.
Eine detaillierte Charakterisierung von Plasmen mittels Doppler-Reektometrie wird
am Tokamak ASDEX Upgrade und am Stellarator TJ-II durchgefuhrt. Wellenzahlspek-
tren, u? und Lr werden gleichzeitig untersucht. Basierend auf Modellierungen werden
die experimentellen Daten analysiert und die Diagnostikeekte untersucht. Die experi-
mentellen Beobachtungen werden mit der Turbulenzregulation durch Scherstromungen
und verschiedene Mikroinstabilitaten in Verbindung gebracht.
Die experimentellen Zeitverzogerungen der Kreuzkorrelation werden mit der ent-
wickelten Analysetechnik untersucht. Dadurch wird zum ersten Mal der Neigungswinkel
der Turbulenzstrukturen im Einschlussbereich des Tokamaks ASDEX Upgrade und des
Stellarators TJ-II gemessen. Der Eekt der zeitlichen Dekorrelation der Turbulenz auf die
Messung des Neigungswinkels wird experimentell untersucht. An ASDEX Upgrade wird
eine Anderung des Neigungswinkels gemessen, die konsistent mit einem Ubergang von
dominanter ionengradientgetriebener Turbulenz zu dominanter Turbulenz durch gefan-
gene Elektronen ist, abhangig von Plasma-Phasen mit dominanter Ionen- oder dominan-
ter Elektronen-Heizung. Der Neigungswinkel der Strukturen am Stellarator TJ-II steht
in qualitativer Ubereinstimmung mit Ergebnissen linearer gyrokinetischer Simulationen.
Daruber hinaus wird eine radiale Variation der Neigung gemessen, die mit Erwartungen
der u?-Verscherung ubereinstimmen.
Die detaillierte Untersuchung der Doppler-Reektometrie, die in dieser Arbeit vorge-
stellt wurde, hat Eigenschaften der Diagnostik aufgezeigt, die eine genauere und vollstan-
digere Charakterisierung der Turbulenz erlauben. Besonders hervorzuheben sind das neu
entdeckte Diagnostik-Regime, welches zu einer Verbesserung des Verstandnisses der ge-
messenen Spektren gefuhrt hat, und die Methode zur Messung des Neigungswinkels,
welche einen bisher unzuganglichen Vergleichsparameter zu Simulationen und Theori-
en geliefert hat. Diese innovative Methoden ermoglichen fortgeschrittene Studien, die
wesentlich zu einem besseren Verstandnis der Turbulenz in Fusionsplasmen beitragen
konnen.
Resumen
Uno de los metodos para hacer de la fusion nuclear una fuente de energa disponible
sobre la faz de la tierra, consiste en el connamiento por medio de campos magneticos
de plasmas a altas temperaturas. Este metodo se investiga actualmente en disposi-
tivos experimentales como los tokamaks y stellarators, que cuentan con conguraciones
magneticas especialmente dise~nadas para connar ecientemente los plasmas de fusion.
Sin embargo la turbulencia contribuye signicativamente al transporte de partculas y
energa, lo que conlleva a una reduccion del connamiento en los experimentos. Por esta
razon, es necesario entender los procesos de transporte causados por la turbulencia y su
supresion, para mejorar el connamiento y la eciencia en los experimentos actuales y
en los futuros reactores. Una de las piezas claves para lograr un mejor entendimiento de
tales procesos es la caracterizacion experimental detallada de la turbulencia y su com-
paracion con modelos fsicos. Especialmente con simulaciones giro-cineticas que predicen
caractersticas especicas de la turbulencia, tales como sus propiedades espectrales, la
forma de sus estructuras y las micro inestabilidades que le proveen energa.
La reectometra Doppler es un diagnostico empleado para investigar la turbulencia
en los plasmas de fusion. Esta tecnica considera una onda electromagnetica que tras ser
lanzada al plasma es dispersada por las uctuaciones de densidad, permitiendo medir la
velocidad (u?) perpendicular al campo magnetico y el espectro en numero de onda per-
pendicular (k?) de la turbulencia de densidad. Adicionalmente, la tecnica de correlacion
radial utiliza dos canales de reectometra Doppler para obtener informacion sobre la
estructura radial de la turbulencia, en particular sobre su longitud de correlacion radial
(Lr). Sin embargo, la complejidad de la propagacion de la onda y de los procesos de
dispersion inducen una respuesta no trivial del diagnostico que debe ser tenida en cuenta
para interpretar correctamente los datos experimentales. En esta tesis la reectometra
Doppler se ha investigado analtica, numerica y experimentalmente en profundidad. El
conocimiento obtenido se ha aplicado a estudios detallados de la turbulencia en el toka-
mak ASDEX Upgrade y el stellarator TJ-II.
La propagacion de ondas y los procesos de dispersion relevantes para la reectometra
Doppler se han investigado utilizando un modelo lineal analtico (aproximacion de Born),
un modelo de optica fsica y simulaciones de onda completa en dos dimensiones. Esto
ha permitido estudiar en detalle las respuestas lineal y no lineal del diagnostico. En
particular, un nuevo regimen con una respuesta que sobrestima el nivel de turbulencia se
ha descubierto y caracterizado por primera vez; ademas se ha investigado su efecto en las
mediciones del espectro en k?. As mismo, se ha estudiado la respuesta del diagnostico
a espectros gaussianos, planos y tipo Kolmogorov en un amplio rango de k? y niveles
de turbulencia. La tecnica de correlacion radial tambien se ha investigado en detalle, y
se ha propuesto un nuevo metodo de analisis que permite medir el angulo de inclinacion
de las estructuras de la turbulencia. Esta es una magnitud importante predicha por
teoras y simulaciones giro-cineticas, y que provee informacion sobre la interaccion de la
turbulencia con los ujos del plasma y los tipos de micro inestabilidades. El metodo se
basa en el estudio de los retrasos temporales de la funcion de correlacion de las se~nales
de reectometra. Se ha mostrado que los efectos instrumentales del diagnostico pueden
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tener un impacto en las mediciones de Lr y del angulo de inclinacion, por ende factores
de correccion han sido deducidos y aplicados.
Se ha caracterizado en detalle la turbulencia en plasmas modo L del tokamak ASDEX
Upgrade y del stellarator TJ-II. Se han medido simultaneamente los espectros en k?,
perles de u? y Lr. Los datos experimentales se han analizado basandose en los resul-
tados del modelado y se han investigado los efectos instrumentales del diagnostico en las
mediciones. Ademas, las observaciones experimentales se han podido relacionar con el
mecanismo de regulacion de la turbulencia por gradientes en la velocidad del plasma y
los diferentes tipos de micro inestabilidades.
Los retrasos temporales de la funcion de correlacion experimental se han investigado
utilizando la tecnica de analisis desarrollada. Por primera vez, se ha medido el angulo
de inclinacion de las estructuras de la turbulencia en la region de connamiento del
tokamak ASDEX Upgrade y del stellarator TJ-II. El efecto de la decorrelacion temporal
de la turbulencia en el metodo de medicion tambien se ha investigado experimentalmente.
En el tokamak ASDEX Upgrade, se ha medido un cambio del angulo de inclinacion entre
fases con calentamiento dominante de iones y electrones. Este cambio es consistente con
una transicion de un regimen de turbulencia dominado por gradiente de temperatura
ionica a uno dominado por modo de electrones atrapados. El angulo de inclinacion
medido en el stellarator TJ-II coincide cualitativamente con resultados de simulaciones
giro-cineticas. Ademas, se ha observado una variacion radial del angulo de inclinacion
que es consistente con la direccion del gradiente de u?.
El estudio detallado de la reectometria Doppler presentado en esta tesis ha revelado
propiedades y efectos del diagnostico, cuyo conocimiento permite una caracterizacion
mas precisa y completa de la turbulencia. Vale la pena destacar: el descubrimiento del
nuevo regimen de respuesta del diagnostico, que permite entender mejor las mediciones
de espectros en k?; el metodo de medida del angulo de inclinacion, que provee un nuevo
elemento para investigaciones experimentales y comparaciones con simulaciones y teoras.
Estos metodos innovadores hacen posible investigaciones avanzadas con la reectometra
Doppler, que pueden contribuir signicativamente al entendimiento de la turbulencia en
los plasmas de fusion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Plasma is the fourth state of matter and the most common in the universe. It is the state
where nuclear fusion occurs naturally in the stars; the high temperatures and densities
allow the atomic nuclei to overcome the repulsive Coulomb potential and to fuse into
heavier nuclei. This process releases large amounts of energy and is the energy source of
the stars. In the last 70 year, large eorts have been made in order to develop nuclear
fusion as an energy source available on earth [1, 2]. The limited availability of fossil fuels
and the environmental damage assosiated with their use make the search for new energy
sources urgent [3, 4]. Nuclear fusion is one candidate for a next generation power supply
for the growing energy consumption of the humanity.
Because of the large cross-section, the reaction between deuterium (D) and tritium
(T) is the best suited for controlled nuclear fusion on earth. They fuse producing a
helium (He) nucleus and a neutron (n) according to
D + T! 4He (3:5 MeV) + n (14:1 MeV): (1.1)
This exothermic reaction releases a large amount of energy (17.6 MeV) compared to
chemical reactions, with typical energies of the order of several eV.
The use of this processes as an energy source requires to conne the nuclear fuel
(D and T) in a specic volume and heat it to temperatures in the order of the keV,
at which the fusion reactions are highly probable. At such high temperatures the fuel
atoms are fully ionized and form a plasma. Moreover the amount of energy produced by
the fusion reactions has to be larger than the energy lost during the processes of heating
and conning the plasma. This leads to the Lawson criterion [5]
nTE > 3  1021 keV s=m3; (1.2)
where n and T are the particle density and the temperature of the plasma, respectively.
E is the energy connement time, which is the characteristic time after which the energy
of the plasma is lost to the surrounding environment. Hence the task is to nd methods
to eectively conne the so-called fusion plasmas. Although several methods have been
proposed [1, 6], the most developed approach is the so-called magnetic connement
nuclear fusion.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a tokamak. The toroidal and vertical eld coils, central transformer
and plasma current Ip are indicated. The toroidal Btor, poloidal Bpol and total B magnetic eld
are indicated. The resulting helical magnetic eld line is depicted. Refer to the text for more
details.
1.1 Magnetic connement for nuclear fusion
Magnetic connement is based on the principle that charged particles follow magnetic
eld lines circulating around them in the so-called gyro-motion. Hence charged particles
constitutive of fusion plasmas can be conned with strong magnetic elds. Through his-
tory of magnetic connement, dierent magnetic congurations have been investigated
in several experimental devices [1, 2, 7]. Nowadays, the devices with the best perfor-
mance are tokamaks and stellarators. In this section, basic properties and denitions of
magnetic connement are presented for the tokamak case. The magnetic conguration
of stellarators will be discussed in Sec. 3.2.
Tokamaks are toroidally symmetric as schematically depicted in Fig. 1.1. The mag-
netic eld B has toroidal, Btor, and a poloidal, Bpol, components. The resulting mag-
netic eld lines are helically twisted. The toroidal eld is produced by external coils. The
poloidal eld is produced by a toroidal plasma current Ip, which is inductively driven
by a central transformer. Vertical eld coils are used for stability purposes. R is the
distance to the symmetry axis and z the coordinate along it.
The magnetic eld lines form nested magnetic ux surfaces, as the yellow one depicted
in Fig. 1.1. The fast motion of particles along the magnetic eld lines, named the parallel
direction, makes the plasma parameters (as density and temperature) nearly uniform on
the ux surfaces. On the contrary, along the radial (r) direction dened as perpendicular
to the ux surface, plasma parameters may vary giving rise to gradients.
Electrons and ions in the plasma can be described as uids. Due to the gyro-motion
and collective eects, the uids move with a velocity v? on the ux surface and per-
pendicularly to the magnetic eld. The propagation along the so-called perpendicular
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direction is indicated in Fig. 1.1. The perpendicular uid velocity consists of a combi-
nation of the E B drift velocity vEB and diamagnetic velocity vdia;j ,
v?;j =
EB
B2
  rpj B
njqjB2
= vEB + vdia;j ; (1.3)
where the sub-index j refers to electrons and ions. nj is the particle density, pj = njTj
is the pressure with Tj the temperature, and qj is the electric charge. E is the radial
electric eld, which is dened by the plasma potential  through E =  r. The electron
density ne is usually refer to as the plasma density n.
No motion across the ux surfaces is expected neither from the particle motion along
the magnetic eld lines nor from the perpendicular uid velocity v? However, dierent
phenomena in the plasma produce an outward radial transport of energy and particles,
which leads to a degradation of the connement quality i.e. to a reduction of E . The
radial transport is at some extend produced by Coulomb collisions between the particles
which lead to diusion across the ux surfaces, this type of transport is called neoclas-
sical [8]. Nevertheless, this contribution cannot account completely for the observed
transport in fusion plasmas.
1.2 Turbulent transport
It has been found that uctuations or turbulence in the plasma parameters may con-
tribute signicantly to radial transport [9, 10]. Turbulence in fusion plasma is triggered
by micro-instabilities, which are driven by gradients of density and temperature. The
irregular behaviour of the plasma generates turbulent eddies or structures with a nite
radial size. They connect dierent ux surfaces contributing to radial transport. This
contribution, called turbulent transport, is dominant for some operation regimes, e.g.
the low connement mode (L-mode) in tokamaks. The understanding of turbulence and
its associated transport is an important task for improving the performance of magnetic
connement nuclear fusion devices.
A large progress has been made in the last years towards the modelling of turbulence
in fusion plasmas [11]. The development of codes and the increase of computer power
have made the simulation of the turbulence possible [12]. The comparison of detailed
uctuation measurements with theory and simulations is fundamental for the validation
of simulation codes and for the understanding of the turbulence dynamics [13]. However
from the experimental point of view, more detailed uctuation measurements are required
for comparison of specic features.
1.3 Doppler reectometry
Doppler reectometry is one of the diagnostic techniques used for uctuation measure-
ments in fusion plasmas [14]. It uses the backscattering of an injected microwave beam
from density uctuations at the so-called cuto layer. This diagnostic provides local-
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ized measurements of the perpendicular velocity (u?) of the density uctuations, and
perpendicular wavenumber (k?) resolved uctuation level. Furthermore, the so-called
radial correlation Doppler reectometry uses two probing beams measuring at radially
displaced positions. It allows to investigated the radial structures of the density uctu-
ations, in particular the radial correlation length Lr [15].
Doppler reectometry and radial correlation Doppler reectometry are techniques
well suited for the characterization of the density uctuations. Together, they can pro-
vide information on the structure of the turbulence on the radial-perpendicular plane.
Nevertheless, the complexity of the wave propagation and the scattering processes in
plasma introduce a non-trivial diagnostic response. Accordingly, diagnostic eects have
been observed in experiments [16, 17], simulations [18, 19] and theory [20, 21]. Such
eects have to be further investigated and need to be accounted for in the experimental
data analysis in order to provide a more accurate and complete characterization of the
turbulence.
1.4 Scope of this thesis
The aim of this thesis is two-fold. On the one hand, the Doppler reectometry diagnos-
tic, i.e. the wave propagation and scattering processes involved are investigated with a
physical optics model, two-dimensional full-wave simulations, and in Born approxima-
tion. The impact of diagnostic eects on the measurements, and the characterization
of the turbulence using correlation measurements are studied in detail. A new analysis
technique able to provide information on the mean tilt angle of the turbulent structures
on the radial-perpendicular plane is developed. This is a measurement of the turbulence
anisotropy relevant for investigations of the turbulent dynamics.
On the other hand, Doppler reectometry is applied in the ASDEX Upgrade toka-
mak and the TJ-II stellarator for turbulence characterisations. The uctuation level,
radial correlation length Lr, and propagation velocity u? of the density uctuations are
simultaneously investigated. The experimental data are interpreted based on the mod-
elling results and the inuence of diagnostic eects on the measurements are discussed.
The tilt angle of the turbulent structures is measured in the core region of both devices
for the rst time. This new measurements are compared with results from gyrokinetic
simulations.
The thesis is organized as follows: The st four chapters are of introductory char-
acter. Chapter 2 gives an overview of the turbulence in fusion plasmas and the aspects
to be considered in this work. Chapter 3 introduces the experimental devices, the AS-
DEX Upgrade tokamak and the TJ-II stellarator, as well as the heating systems and
diagnostics relevant for this thesis. In chapter 4 the Doppler reectometry technique is
presented in detail. The modelling of the diagnostic is presented in chapters 5{7: Chap-
ter 5 introduces the modelling tools which are applied in chapters 6 and 7 to the power
response and correlation measurements, respectively. The experimental characterization
of the turbulence in both devices is presented in chapter 8. In chapter 9 the tilt angle
measurement is used to investigated dierent turbulence regimes in the ASDEX Upgrade
tokamak. Finally, in chapter 10 the conclusions and an outlook are given.
Chapter 2
Turbulence in fusion plasmas
The turbulence is an inherent process in nature characterized by stochastic uctua-
tions of the quantities describing physical systems. Turbulence is nowadays an active
research eld with relevance in several physical systems, among them magnetic conne-
ment nuclear fusion devices, where turbulent transport degrades the energy connement
time [9, 10]. In this chapter, general aspects of turbulence are introduced for the neutral
uid case. Then, the properties of the turbulence in fusion plasmas to be investigated
in this thesis are discussed.
2.1 Neutral uid case and spectral properties of the
turbulence
Neutral uids oer a classical example of turbulence. In incompressible uids, described
by the Navier-Stockes equation, the Reynolds number Re is the parameter governing the
ow regime [22]. Re is dened as the ratio between the inertial and the viscous forces in
a uid. For Re  1, viscosity dominates and homogenises the uid velocity, obtaining
a laminar ow as depicted in Fig. 2.1a. On the contrary, for Re  1 the inertial forces
dominate and give rise to a turbulent ow characterized by turbulent eddies or structures
as depicted in Fig. 2.1b.
Figure 2.1: Artistic representation of (a) laminar and (b) turbulent ows in neutral uids for
dierent Reynolds numbers Re. Turbulent structures or eddies are indicated in (b). Adapted
from Ref. [22].
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Figure 2.2: (a) Kolmogorov k spectrum for a 3D uid turbulence. The energy with a spectral
index  5=3 is indicated. (b) k-spectrum for 2D uid turbulence. Energy and enstrophy cascades
with spectral indices of  3 and  5=3 are indicated. The eddy size are schematically depicted
(adapted from Ref. [26])
In the turbulent ow case, energy is injected into the system at the scale l0. Then,
the inertial forces allows a non-linear energy transfer to other length scales, which lead
to the production of eddies or structures of multiple sizes. This so-called energy cascade,
redistributes the energy over a wide range of length scales described by the wavenumber
k, which is the inverse of the structure size. The energy distribution across dierent
scales is described by the wavenumber (k) spectrum of the turbulence.
In the case of isotropic three-dimensional (3D) uid turbulence, the energy distribu-
tion is described by the Kolmogorov k spectrum [23]. The spectral energy per wavenum-
ber follows a power law E(k)  k , with a spectral index  =  5=3 in the so-called
inertial range. This scaling is obtained by considering non-linear energy transfer from
the injection scale kinj  l 10 towards smaller scales or equivalently larger k. Above the
inertial range, the viscosity dominates and the energy is dissipated. The Kolmogorov
spectrum is depicted in Fig. 2.2a. The energy cascade from the injection scale towards
smaller scales is indicated, and the eddy size is schematically depicted.
The situation is dierent for isotropic 2D uids. In this case, the dimensional con-
straint makes the enstrophy an invariant [24, 25]. Thus two cascades are produced. An
inverse energy cascade towards large scales characterized by a spectral index of  5=3,
and a direct enstrophy cascade towards smaller structures with a spectral index of  3.
The k spectrum for the 2D case is depicted in Fig. 2.2b, the energy and enstrophy
cascades are indicated.
The k spectrum gives a statistical characterization of the turbulence, which provides
information on the non-linear energy transfer processes and the energy injection scale.
The turbulence in fusion plasmas can be also characterized in terms of the k spectra,
however, deviations from the two cases described before are to expected because of the
complexity of fusion plasmas as discussed next.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic 2D spectrum as a function of radial (kr) and perpendicular (k?)
wavenumbers. Elongation and tilt indicate the anisotropy of the turbulence in the radial-
perpendicular plane.
2.2 Characterization of turbulence in fusion plasmas
The turbulence in fusion plasmas is more complex than the neutral uid case. Among
other reasons, the complexity arises because of dierent reasons: (i) Electrons and ions
in plasma imply the presence of two uids interacting between each other and with
electromagnetic elds. (ii) Fluctuations (indicated with ) of multiple quantities are
involved: n, Ti, Te, , B. (iii) Dierent micro-instabilities may lead to multiple
energy injection scales which may overlap with the dissipation range [27]. (iv) The
fast motion of particles along the strong magnetic eld smooths out uctuations in the
parallel direction, hence the turbulence can be rather described as 2D in the radial-
perpendicular plane. Even in this plane, isotropy is not expected because of the radial
gradients of the plasma parameters [28, 29].
Because of the anisotropy, the k spectrum has to be specied by the radial (kr) and
perpendicular (k?) wavenumbers. A schematic 2D wavenumber spectrum is depicted
in Fig. 2.3 in the (kr; k?)-plane. The elongation and tilt of the spectrum manifest
the anisotropy of the turbulence. For instance, the energy distribution of the density
uctuations over the wavenumber can be written as
E(kr; k?)  jh(kr; k?)j2n2rms; (2.1)
where jh(kr; k?)j2 is the 2D wavenumber spectrum and nrms is the density uctuation or
turbulence level. Measurements of the 2D k spectrum would provide detailed information
on the properties of the turbulence in the radial-perpendicular plane. Nevertheless, such
an experimental characterization is challenging.
Fluctuation diagnostics such as Doppler reectometry provide perpendicular wavenum-
ber (k?) resolved measurements of the uctuation level. Hence it is useful to dene the
k? spectrum jh?(k?)j2 of the uctuations along the perpendicular direction,
E(k?)  jh?(k?)j2n2rms; (2.2)
The relationship between the 2D k spectrum and the k? spectrum will be discussed in
detail in Ch. 6.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of an average turbulent structure on the radial-
perpendicular plane. The size along radial (Lr) and perpendicular (L?) directions are indicated.
The tilt angle  with respect to the radial direction is depicted.
The experimentally measured k? spectra are typically Kolmogorov-like [16, 17, 30,
31, 31, 32], although the spectral indices dier from the cases discussed in Sec. 2.1. In
the low k? range, spectral indices in the range  1:5 to  3:5 have been measured, which
is closed to uid predictions. Whereas in the large k? range, more pronounced spectral
indices have been observed from  6 to  9 [16, 17, 30, 31]. The regions with dierent
spectral indices are separated at k?i  1 where i =
p
miTi=eB is the ion Larmor
radius (mi is the ion mass). This is a characteristic length scale for micro-instabilities.
Kolmogorov-type wavenumber spectra have been also found in simulations. The spectral
indices are in the same range as the experimental measurements [17, 28], moreover they
depend on specic plasma conditions and the dominant micro-instabilities. Furthermore,
dierences of the spectra along the radial and the perpendicular directions have been
found, as an evidence of the anisotropy of the turbulence [28].
The correlation properties of the turbulence provide also a statistical characteriza-
tion in space and time. The correlation length indicates the distance within which the
uctuations are correlated. This is equivalent to the average size of the turbulent struc-
tures or eddies. In Fig. 2.4 an average turbulent structure is schematically shown in the
radial-perpendicular plane. The radial (Lr) and perpendicular (L?) correlation lengths
dene the average structure size. Note that the structure can be elongated (Lr 6= L?)
and tilted by an angle  with respect to the radial direction. The average tilt angle
highlights the turbulence anisotropy on the radial-perpendicular plane.
The intrinsic dynamics of the turbulence leads to the generation and destruction of
structures. The decorrelation time of the turbulence d indicates the time after which
the uctuations decorrelate, or equivalently the mean life time of the structures.
2.3 Interaction with plasma ows
The turbulence propagates is the perpendicular direction with a velocity,
u? = vEB + vph (2.3)
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the eect of sheared u? on turbulent structures. (a) A
weak shear stretches and tilts the structure, while (b) a strong shear turns the structure apart.
where vEB is dened as in Eq. 1.3 and vph is the phase velocity. Eq. 2.3 implies that
turbulence is advected by the EB ow and has an intrinsic velocity vph in the plasma
frame.
The dynamics of turbulence and plasma ows is strongly coupled [33]. One of the
mechanisms relevant for this interplay is the turbulence regulation by sheared ows. The
mechanism is schematically shown in Fig. 2.5 on the radial perpendicular plane, where
one turbulent structure (in grey) propagates in a region with a u? gradient. In the case
of a weak velocity shear (a), the structure is tilted and stretched by the sheared ow.
In the case of strong shear (b), the structure is strongly deformed and is torn apart,
which implies a reduction of the turbulence level and the radial correlation length. This
turbulence suppression by sheared ows has been proposed as the mechanism respon-
sible of the turbulence reduction and connement improvement observed in the high
connement mode (H-mode) in tokamaks [34].
The interplay between turbulence and ows occurs also in the opposite direction,
hence turbulence can excite ows by the Reynolds stress mechanism [33, 35, 36]. Self-
organization of the turbulence may produce radially localized band-like ow patterns,
named zonal ows [37]. Furthermore, it has been found that the residual stress observed
in momentum transport is accounted for by contributions of turbulence with a nite tilt
angle  through the Reynolds stress [36, 38, 39]
The previous mechanisms reveal that the tilt angle of the turbulent structures is a
relevant element for investigating the interaction between turbulence and plasma ows.
Moreover, it is a quantity predicted by theories and simulations which could be compared
with experimental measurements. Nevertheless tilt angle measurements are challenging,
especially in the conned region of fusion plasmas. One of the major contributions of
this thesis is the development of a new method for measuring the mean tilt angle of the
turbulent structures in the conned region.
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2.4 Turbulence drive and micro-instabilities
The turbulence in fusion plasmas is triggered by micro-instabilities. The radial gradients
of the plasma parameters provide the energy that drives micro-instabilities on the mm
scale. Once micro-instabilities have been exited, non-linear processes redistribute the
energy on a broad range of scales. As a results turbulence develops.
Micro-instabilities are characterized by their drive, length scale and phase velocity
vph. The drive is given in terms of the normalized gradients rn=n, rTe=Te and rTi=Ti.
The length scale is specied by k? and typically normalized to the ion Larmor radius
i, which is one relevant scale for micro-instabilities.
The main micro-instabilities and types of turbulence relevant for fusion plasmas are
listed below:
 Ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode: This instability is driven by rTi=Ti and
stabilized by rn=n. This mode propagates in the ion diamagnetic direction and
its scale is k?i . 1 [40].
 Electron temperature gradient (ETG) mode: This instability is driven by rTe=Te
and stabilized by rn=n. This mode propagates in the electron diamagnetic direc-
tion and its scale is k?i  1 [41].
 Trapped electron mode (TEM): This instability is produced by electrons in trapped
orbits and hence driven by rTe=Te and rn=n. It is stabilized by collisions which
lead to de-trapping of electrons. This mode propagates in the electron diamagnetic
direction and has a typical size of k?i . 1 [42].
 Electromagnetic drift-wave (EDW): In the plasma edge, for (rn=n) & (rTi;e=Ti;e)
the turbulence is of electromagnetic character. The typical scale for this type of
turbulence is k?i . 1 and the propagation velocity is in the electron diamagnetic
direction [43, 44, 45].
2.5 Gyrokinetic simulations
The accurate modelling and prediction of turbulence in fusion plasmas a is complex
task. Nowadays, the gyrokinetic theory is the most accurate framework for describing
turbulence in magnetized plasmas. It performs a dynamical reduction of the system
based on dynamical invariants related to the gyro-motion of the particles.
The gyrokinetic theory has been implemented in several codes specialized for several
experimental devices [12, 41, 46, 47, 48]. Gyrokinetic simulations have provided a better
understanding of the core turbulence in fusion plasmas. Recently, gyrokinetic simulations
have been also applied to astrophysical plasmas [49, 50]. In this thesis, results from the
gyrokinetic codes GENE [41] and GKW [46] for the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak, and from
EUTERPE [47, 48] for the TJ-II stellarator are discussed.
Chapter 3
Experimental devices
In this chapter the two experimental devices used in this thesis are introduced; the
ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG) and the TJ-II stellarator. The relevant heating sys-
tems and diagnostic are also presented.
3.1 ASDEX Upgrade tokamak
The Axial Symmetric Divertor EXperiment ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) is the tokamak in
operation since 1990 at IPP in Garching, Germany [51]. The tokamak concept has been
already introduced in Ch. 1.1. In addition to the toroidal and vertical eld coils depicted
in Fig. 1.1, AUG has further coils for shaping and fast stabilization of the plasma, as well
as for the formation of the X-point characteristic of the divertor conguration. AUG
has a major radius of R0 = 1:65 m dened as the distance from the axis of symmetry
to the center of the plasma or the magnetic axis. The cross-section of the plasma is
D-shaped with a minor horizontal radius of 0.5 m and a minor vertical radius of 0.8 m.
The toroidal magnetic eld decays with R following Btor(R) = B0R0=R. B0 is the eld
on the magnetic axis which can vary between 1.0 and 3.1 T.
In Fig. 3.1, the poloidal cross-section of AUG is shown for two congurations that
will be discussed next. The ux surfaces are depicted by solid and dashed lines. The
solid grey lines represent closed ux surfaces where the plasma is conned. The dashed
lines represent open ux surfaces containing magnetic eld lines touching the walls of the
machine. In this so-called scrape-o layer, particles follow the magnetic eld lines until
reaching the wall, therefore the plasma is not conned in this region. The separatrix
(indicated with red) is the last closed ux surfaces separating the conned and the
unconned regions.
In the divertor conguration, the separatrix forms an X-point as depicted in Fig. 3.1.
The divertor conguration moves the plasma-wall interaction far from the conned re-
gion, minimizing the inux of impurities into the plasma and focusing the heat load onto
specially designed divertor targets. The exibility of AUG allows to produce the X-point
below the plasma as depicted in (a) and above as depicted in (b). The two congurations
are called lower and upper single null (LSN and USN), respectively.
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Figure3.1:Poloidalcross-sectionoftheASDEXUpgradetokamak.Fluxsurfacesaredepicted
bysolidanddashedlinesforthe(a)upperand(b)lowersinglenulconﬁgurations.Refertothe
textformoredetails.
Theﬂuxsurfacesarelabeledwithρ(poloidal)deﬁnedas
ρ= Ψ−ΨaΨs−Ψa (3.1)
whereΨisthepoloidalmagneticﬂuxandthesub-indicesaandsstandforthemagnetic
axisandtheseparatrix. Henceρ=0atthemagneticaxisand1attheseparatrix.
ρspeciﬁestheradialpositionintheplasmaanditsgradient(∇ρ)deﬁnestheradialr
directionasindicatedinFig.3.1b.
Becauseofthe1/Rdependenceofthetoroidalmagneticﬁeld,thelefthandsideof
theplasmaisreferredtoasthehighﬁeldside(HFS),whereastherighthandsideisthe
lowﬁeldside(LFS).BothareindicatedinFig.3.1b.
3.2 TJ-IIstelarator
TJ-IIisa4-periodicﬂexibleheliactypestelarator[52].Ithasbeeninoperationsince
1997atCIEMATin Madrid,Spain. Diﬀerentlytothetokamakwherethepoloidal
magneticﬁledisachievedwithaplasmacurrent,instelaratorsthehelicalmagnetic
ﬁeldiscompletelyproducedbyexternalcoils.InTJ-II,themagneticﬁeldisgenerated
bythecoilsystemdepictedinFig.3.2a.Itiscomposedby32toroidalﬁeldcoils,4
verticalﬁeldcoils,onecircularcoilandonehelicalcoil.Theplasmacirculatesfourtimes
aroundthecircularandhelicalcoilsasdepictedintheﬁgure. Thecircularcoilwith
radiusR0=1.5mdeﬁnesthemajoraxis.Theaverageminorradiusoftheplasmaisat
themost0.2mdependingonthemagneticconﬁgurationtobediscussednext.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the TJ-II coil system including the plasma; (a) 3D view and (b) top
view indicating cartesian coordinates and R at two toroidal angles. Poloidal cross-section the
toroidal angles (c) 70 and (d) 20. Flux surfaces, vessel (light grey) and the circular coil (red
) are depicted. Refer to the text for more details.
The periodicity of the machine is evident in the top view in Fig. 3.2b. In addition
to the coils and plasma, elements of the vessel have been also included. The Cartesian
coordinates (x; y; z) are indicated, moreover the coordinate R is indicated for the toroidal
angles 20 and 70. Note that at these positions, the plasma is either above or below the
circular and helical coils.
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The currents in the coils can be adjusted, which provides TJ-II with a high exibility
of the magnetic conguration. Several congurations characterized by a dierent plasma
volume and rotational transform can be achieved. The magnetic eld on the magnetic
axis is about 1 T. The magnetic conguration investigated in this work is the standard
one (labelled 100 44 64).
In TJ-II, neither the plasma nor the ux surfaces are toroidally symmetric. The
poloidal cross-section of TJ-II at two toroidal angles is shown in Figs. 3.2c and d. Closed
ux surfaces are depicted by grey lines and the separatrix by a red line. The vessel and
the circular coil are also shown. The ux surfaces are bean-shaped. Furthermore as
a consequence of the plasma winding around the circular coil, the ux surfaces appear
above and below it in (c) and (d), respectively. The ux surfaces are labelled with  as
discussed in the previous section for AUG, with  = 0 at the magnetic axis and  = 1
at the separatrix.
3.3 Heating systems
Plasmas have to be heated in order to achieve fusion relevant temperatures in the keV
range. In the tokamak case, the plasma current Ip (introduced in Sec. 1.1) heats the
plasma due to its nite conductivity. Nevertheless this Ohmic heating is not ecient to
achieved the relevant temperatures and it is not available in stellarators where no plasma
current is driven. The high temperatures are achieved by external heating methods. Here
the heating systems relevant for this thesis are introduced:
 ECRH : E lectron C yclotron Resonance H eating is based on the energy transfer
from externally injected electromagnetic waves to the electrons in the plasma.
This happens at positions where the wave is resonant with the gyro-motion of the
electrons, i.e. the wave frequency matches a harmonic of the electron cyclotron
frequency !c = eB=me. e and me are the electron charge and mass, respectively.
AUG is equipped with eight gyrotrons operating at 140 GHz for heating at the
second harmonic of !c. Together, they deliver up to 6 MW power [53]. TJ-II is
equipped with two gyrotrons operating at 53.2 GHz also for heating at the second
harmonic of !c, with 300 kW heating power each [54].
 NBI : N eutral Beam I njection is based on the energy transfer by energetic neutral
atoms to the plasma. A beam of neutral particles is accelerated and sent into the
plasma. The neutral atoms of the beam get ionized by collisions with the plasma
particles and get conned by the magnetic eld. Afterwards, energy is transferred
to the plasma by collisions with electrons and ions.
The NBI system in AUG is composed by two injectors with four sources each,
providing a maximum heating power of 20 MW [53]. TJ-II has two injectors with
a heating power of up to 1 MW each [55].
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3.4 Relevant diagnostics
AUG and TJ-II are equipped with several diagnostics that measure physical quantities
required for the plasma operation and physical investigations. In this section, the di-
agnostics used in this thesis for measurements of plasma density n, electron and ion
temperatures (Te and Ti) and ion velocity are introduced. The Doppler reectometry
which is the main diagnostic used for the turbulence investigations will be discussed in
detail in Ch. 4.
 Thomson Scattering uses the incoherent scattering of a laser o electrons for mea-
suring their density and temperature. The scattered radiation is measured locally
along the laser trajectory. The scattered power is proportional to n and the spec-
tral Doppler broadening to Te. There are two systems installed on AUG, one for
measuring the core and one for the edge. The core system works with 16 lines of
sight and a time resolution of 3 ms, whereas the edge system has 11 lines of sight
and 8 ms time resolution [56]. TJ-II has a high resolution system with 160 lines of
sight, but with a single pulse per discharge [57].
 Interferometry provides a line average electron density (n) measurement. It uses
the phase dierence between a laser passing through the plasma and a reference
one. Due to the density dependence of the refraction index (cf. Eq. 4.4), the
phase dierence provides the average electron density along the laser path (for
more details on the wave propagation in plasmas refer to Sec. 4.1).
In AUG, 6 interferometer channels are installed. They provide line average densities
along dierent lines of sight [58]. In this thesis the core (H-1) and edge (H-5)
channels are used. TJ-II has a single channel interferometer passing through the
magnetic axis [59].
 Standard reectometry uses a microwave beam injected perpendicularly to the ux
surfaces. The probing frequency is such that the wave is reected at the cuto
position where the refractive index drops to zero (cf. Sec. 4.1). From a scan of the
probing frequency and the phase comparison between the injected and reected
wave, the density prole is computed [60]. TJ-II has a reectometer using X-mode
polarization in a frequency range of 25{50 GHz [61].
 Electron cyclotron emission (ECE) provides localized electron temperature (Te)
measurements. Electrons in their gyro-motion emit bremsstrahlung radiation at
harmonics of !c. For an optically thick plasma, the intensity of the radiation is
proportional to Te according to Planck's radiation formula. Moreover, the mea-
surements can be spatially localized by mapping !c to the radial direction consid-
ering the 1=R dependence of the magnetic eld. AUG has an ECE system with
60 frequency channels at the second harmonic of !c, corresponding to 60 radial
positions [62].
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 Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) relies on the charge exchange
reactions between NBI atoms and impurity ions in the plasma. After the charge
exchange reaction, the impurity is in an exited state. It decays and emits photons
at specic frequencies. The intensity of the radiation provides a measurement of
the impurity density. The velocity of the impurities induces a Doppler shift of
the spectral line, and the thermal motion a broadening. Thus, the velocity and
temperature of the impurities are obtained from spectroscopic measurements. The
thermal equilibration between main ions and impurities on the 100 s scale allows
to assume the ion temperature Ti equal to that of the impurities [63].
From the CXRS data, the radial electric eld Er can be computed using the radial
force balance equation for ions. It can be obtained by taking the cross-product of
Eq. 1.3 with B. For a toroidal geometry one obtains
Er =
rpi
niqi
  vi;polBtor + vi;torBpol; (3.2)
where vi;tor and vi;pol are the components of the ion velocity in toroidal and poloidal
directions, respectively.
AUG has a core and an edge CRXS system measuring at the mid-plane during
NBI heated phases or during short NBI blips. The core system has toroidal lines
of sights that provide measurements of the toroidal velocity [64].
 Lithium beam emission spectroscopy uses a beam of energetic lithium atoms injected
into the plasma. The lithium atoms are excited by collisions in the plasma, and
then decay emitting photons at frequencies characteristic of the atomic transitions.
In particular, the intensity of the transition 2p!2s (670.8 nm) is measured on
dierent lines of sight. Using a forward model, the plasma density is deduced at
the edge and in the scrape-o layer. Details on the AUG lithium beam diagnostic
are given in Ref. [65].
Chapter 4
Doppler reectometry
Doppler reectometry is an established diagnostic technique used for the characterization
of density turbulence and plasma ows in magnetic connement fusion experiments. It
uses an obliquely injected microwave beam which is backscattered by density uctuations.
This technique has been used rst on the W7-AS stellarator [66]. The capabilities of
Doppler reectometry to provide k? resolved information on the uctuation level and
perpendicular velocity of the density uctuations have been shown in experiments [67]
and simulations [18]. Nowadays there are Doppler reectometry systems installed on
several fusion machines around the world [14, 30, 68, 69, 70]. They have provided
experimental data relevant for studies of turbulence and plasma dynamics. For some
examples see Ref. [71, 72, 73].
The radial structure of the density turbulence has been investigated by using two
probing waves launched simultaneously from the same antenna [15, 16]. This technique
is called radial correlation Doppler reectometry and provides an estimate of the radial
correlation length Lr of the density turbulence.
Doppler reectometry is the main experimental technique used in this thesis for the
study of turbulence in fusion plasmas. In this chapter, the waves in magnetized plasmas
relevant for the diagnostic are introduced. Afterwards the physical mechanism of the
diagnostic is reviewed. At the end, the Doppler reectometer system installed on the
ASDEX Upgrade tokamak and on the TJ-II stellarator are presented.
4.1 Wave propagation in magnetized plasmas
In magnetized plasmas, electrons and ions interact with the electromagnetic elds and
with the background magnetic eld B, allowing for a large variety of wave phenom-
ena [74]. In this section, only the electromagnetic waves relevant for Doppler reectom-
etry are introduced.
The wave propagation is determined by the refractive indexN which relates wavenum-
ber k and the frequency ! of the wave through the dispersion relation
k =
!
c
N = k0N; (4.1)
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where c is the speed of light and k0 = !=c is the vacuum wavenumber. Waves propagate
for positive N and are reected when the cuto condition N = 0 is fullled.
For the high frequencies in the GHz range used in Doppler reectometry, the plasma
response to the electromagnetic eld is dened only by the electrons. Ions are much
heavier, hence they do not respond to the electromagnetic eld on the short time scale
dened by the frequency of the wave. Moreover, despite the high temperatures of fu-
sion plasmas the thermal velocity of electrons is smaller than the phase velocity of the
wave; vth  !=k. This justies neglecting thermal eects in the so-called cold plasma
approximation. Furthermore relativistic eects are also neglected because the electron
temperature is substantially below the electron rest mass, Te  511 keV.
Two quantities determine the plasma response to the electromagnetic waves under
consideration: The electron plasma frequency !p denes the characteristic time scale at
which plasmas respond to electromagnetic elds,
!p =
s
ne2
0me
; (4.2)
where 0 is the vacuum permittivity, e and me are the electron charge and mass, re-
spectively. The electron cyclotron frequency !c is the frequency of electrons in their
gyro-motion,
!c =
eB
me
: (4.3)
For propagation perpendicular to the background magnetic eld (k ? B) the polar-
ization of the wave, given by the direction of the electric eld, denes two propagation
modes. The ordinary (O) mode with a polarization parallel to B and the extraordinary
(X) mode with a polarization perpendicular to B.
The O-mode refractive index is
N2O =
 
1  !
2
p
!2
!
=

1  n
nc

; (4.4)
with the cuto density
nc =
!20m
e2
: (4.5)
This is the density required to match the cuto condition given by ! = !p.
The X-mode dispersion relation is
N2X =
 
1  !
2
p
!2
!2   !2p
!2   !2p   !2c
!
(4.6)
with the cuto condition fullled for ! = 12
q
!2c + 4!
2
p + !c

.
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Figure 4.1: Schematics showing the physical mechanism of Doppler reectometry in slab ge-
ometry. (a) The probing microwave beam propagates in a plasma without turbulence. The
beam bends due to the plasma density increase and is reected at the cuto layer. (b) The
density uctuations produce scattering at the cuto layer satisfying the Bragg's condition. The
backscattered radiation is collected by the emitting antenna.
4.2 Physical mechanism
In this section the physical mechanism relevant for Doppler reectometry is presented.
For the sake of simplicity, the slab case is used here. The slab geometry is commonly used
in several elds of fusion research, in particular it is often used for Doppler reectometry
modelling [18, 19, 21]. Furthermore, most of the modelling presented in chapters 5, 6
and 7 is done in this geometry.
The slab geometry is depicted in Fig. 4.1a, where the green color represents the plasma
density n which grows with x. The plasma-vacuum boundary is indicated with a green
line. The background magnetic eld and density gradient directions are indicated in
the upper-left corner of the gure. The slab geometry is used as a local approximation
to fusion plasmas provided that the x, y and z directions are related to the radial,
perpendicular and magnetic eld directions, respectively.
In Doppler reectometry a microwave beam is sent into the plasma by an emis-
sion/reception antenna located outside the plasma. In Fig. 4.1 the antenna is depicted
in black in the lower left corner. The center of the microwave beam is indicated with
a black ray. The launching direction denes an angle of incidence  with respect to
the normal of the plasma boundary as depicted in the gure. The probing frequency
of the beam f0 denes the vacuum wavenumber k0 = 2f0=c outside the plasma where
the refractive index N is 1. The beam enters the plasma and propagates to regions
with higher plasma density n and smaller N . As a consequence the beam bends and is
reected outwards at the so-called cuto layer (magenta line in the gure) where N is
minimum. Consequently, the wavenumber decreases and reaches a minimum ki at the
cuto where it is purely perpendicular to the density gradient. Moreover the electric
eld of the wave is amplied at the cuto [75].
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The density uctuations interact with the probing beam and produce scattering along
the beam path. However, the maximum of the electric eld at the cuto makes the di-
agnostic mainly sensitive to the scattering in this region, thus Doppler reectometry
provides spatially well localized measurements of the density uctuations. Furthermore,
the use of the same antenna for emission and reception, makes the diagnostic mostly sen-
sitive to the backscattering from the density uctuations with perpendicular wavenumber
(k?) fullling Bragg's condition at k? =  2ki, where ki is the wavenumber of the inci-
dent microwave beam [14]. The backscattered wave propagates from the cuto back to
the antenna where it is detected as the reectometer signal V . The propagation back
to the antenna is depicted by a magenta ray in Fig. 4.1b. For typical experimental
conditions k? is in the range of several cm 1.
For the slab geometry, the k? of the uctuations satisfying Bragg's condition is given
by
k? = 2k0 sin : (4.7)
For a general conguration including the real plasma geometry and density and magnetic
eld proles, k? and the cuto position are obtained using ray tracing techniques [76].
The trajectory and local wavevector of the ray are computed from a WKB approximation
of the wave equations in the cold plasma approximation. The implementation of the ray
tracing for AUG and TJ-II will be discussed later in this chapter.
If a linear interaction of the wave with the density uctuations is assumed, the diag-
nostic response is said to be linear. This condition is fullled for small turbulence level,
e.g. in the plasma core. In this case the backscattered power P is proportional to the
k? resolved turbulence level [14],
P / n2rmsh2?(k?); (4.8)
where h?(k?) is the k? spectrum and nrms is the density turbulence level. For high
turbulence levels, non-linear eects may produce signicant deviations from Eq. 4.8. The
detailed response of P to the turbulence level nrms and k? spectrum is called power
response, and is one of the main modelling topics of this thesis studied in detail in Ch. 5
and 6.
The motion of the density uctuations with a velocity u induces a Doppler shift in
the frequency of fD = !D=(2) in the backscattered wave. The Doppler shift depends
on u and the scattered wavenumber ks according to
!D = u  ks = urkr + u?k? +ukkk : (4.9)
The dot product is written in the radial, perpendicular and parallel components corre-
sponding to the x-, y-, and z-coordinates of the slab case, respectively. The radial term is
neglected with respect to the perpendicular one because in the conned region ur  u?
and because kr  0 at the cuto. The parallel term is neglected because the antenna is
perpendicularly aligned with respect to the magnetic eld such that kk  k?. Thus the
Doppler shift is produced by the perpendicular velocity u? of the desity uctuations as
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Figure 4.2: Power spectrum of the reectometer signal measured in the ASDEX Upgrade
tokamak. The backscattered power P and Doppler shift fD are indicated.
indicated in Fig. 4.1b with a red arrow. u? is obtained from the Doppler shift through
u? =
2fD
k?
: (4.10)
The perpendicular velocity u? corresponds to the E  B velocity and the phase
velocity (cf. Eq. 2.3). It has been conrmed in several experiments [14, 77, 78] that
the phase velocity is small compared to the E  B velocity in the plasma edge, vph 
vEB . Hence neglecting vph allows to calculate the radial electric eld as Er  u?B.
Nevertheless, there are experimental conditions typically in the plasma core in which a
non-negligible phase velocity has been measured [79, 80].
The Doppler reectometry signal V is obtained using the heterodyne detection tech-
nique [81]. It removes the fast oscillation of the probing frequency and provides a complex
signal. A sample power spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.3. It is computed as jV^ j2 whereb denotes the Fourier transform. The spectrum is two side because V is complex, with
the frequency axis f giving the dierence with the probing frequency f0. A peak, named
Doppler peak, is observed. The area below it gives the backscattered power P and its
position the Doppler frequency fD. A Gaussian t to the Doppler peak is shown in blue,
P and fD are indicated for the t in the gure.
4.2.1 Correlation measurements
The radial structure of the density turbulence is investigated by using two Doppler
reectometry channels with the technique known as radial correlation Doppler reec-
tometry [15]. In this case two beams with dierent probing frequency are launched
simultaneously into the plasma using the same antenna. They are called reference and
hopping probing channels, and are represented with two rays in Fig. 4.3. Due to the
dierent probing frequencies the cuto layer of the channels is displaced with respect to
each other dening a (radial) separation x.
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Figure 4.3: Schematics showing the two probing channels used for radial correlation Doppler
reectometry. Dierent probing frequencies produces a x separation of the cuto layers.
The correlation of the density uctuations n between the two probing positions is
estimated from the cross-correlation function of the backscattered signals,
C() =
R
dt (Vref(t)  hVrefi)(Vhop(t+ )  hVhopi)R
dt jVref(t)  hVrefij2
R
dt jVhop(t)  hVhopij2
; (4.11)
where  is the time delay,  stands for the complex conjugate and h i for the average.
Vref=hop is the signal of the reference/hopping channel, respectively. By scanning the
probing frequency of the hopping channel the correlation is measured for dierent x or
radial separations. Further details on this experimental technique will be given in Ch. 7
where it is applied to simulated data. Furthermore, an innovative analysis technique of
the correlation data will be presented. It can provide information on the 2D structure
of the turbulence, in particular the mean tilt angle of the turbulent structures.
Diagnostic eects related to the k? selectivity and non-linearities have been observed
in experiments [15, 16], simulations [19] and theory [21]. These eects are relevant topics
of this thesis and will be investigated in simulations (cf. Ch. 7) and experiments (cf.
Ch. 8).
4.2.2 Spatial and spectral resolution
Due to the probing wavelength in the mm range and the probing beam width w, the
main contribution to the Doppler reectometer signal comes from an extended scattering
region located at the cuto. In Fig. 4.4a the beam is depicted by the grey envelope of the
ray and the scattering region is indicated in magenta. The extension of the scattering
region along the cuto is approximately w, and r in the x-direction as indicated in the
gure.
The radial resolution of the Doppler reectometry measurements is dened by r.
Its exact value depends on 0 and the detailed plasma geometry, density and magnetic
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Figure 4.4: (a) Schematics showing the extended scattering region at the cuto. The extension
along the x-direction denes the radial resolution r, and the extension along the cuto w is
related to the spectral resolution of the diagnostic. (b) Schematics showing the direct reec-
tion and non-local scattering. They can be responsible for extra contributions to the Doppler
reectometer signal.
eld proles. It can be roughly estimated with [82]
r = 0:5L
1=3
N2

2=3
0 ; (4.12)
where L
N2
= (dN2=dr) 1 is the scale length of the squared refractive index.
The width of the scattering region along the cuto denes the spectral resolution
k, which can be regarded as the accuracy of the k? selected by the diagnostic. The
spectral resolution can be estimated with [14]
k =
2
w
s
1 +

w2k0
Re
2
: (4.13)
The pre-factor 2=w is obtained for the slab case and non-divergent beams, whereas the
square root includes corrections due to the curvature of the cuto layer and beam front
accounted for by the eective radius of curvature Re . See Ref. [14] for more details.
The exact determination of the spectral and radial resolution is not trivial. Detailed
studies combining ray and beam tracing with two-dimensional full-wave simulations have
shown complex dependencies of k and r on the experimental parameters [82].
4.2.3 Other contributions to the Doppler reectometry signal
There can be extra contributions to the Doppler reectometer signal dierent to the
backscattering previously discussed. The direct reection and the non-local scattering
are introduced here. Their impact in the data analysis will be discussed in simulations
(Sec. 7.2) and experiments (Sec. 8.1).
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Direct reections of the probing beam can be collected by the antenna. This is
depicted in Fig. 4.4b by a blue ray which is reected back to the antenna. This direct
reection contribution is often called m = 0 contribution in the literature [14]. Contrary
to the backscattering contribution, the direct reection is not Doppler shifted and its
spectrum is symmetric around zero frequency.
Scattering along the beam path may occur and may further contribute to the Doppler
reectometer signal. An example of this process is schematically shown in Fig. 4.4b,
where the scattering of the reected beam is collected by the antenna as indicated with
the orange ray. These contributions are called non-local scattering [21]. Although they
do not contribute strongly to the power of the signal P , they can be relevant for the
correlation analysis.
4.3 Doppler reectometer systems
In this section the Doppler refelctometry systems on the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak and
the TJ-II stellarator are presented.
4.3.1 ASDEX Upgrade Doppler reectometers
In this thesis the data of the steerable mirror system in sector 11 of the ASDEX Up-
grade tokamak are used. The system is bi-static, meaning that two nearby antennas and
two transmission lines are separately used for emission and reception. Two oversized
waveguides transmit the probing and backscattered waves between the in-vessel focusing
elements and the emission/detection electronics located outside. The beams are formed
by two horn antennas, two plane mirrors and one ellipsoidal mirror. The in-vessel com-
ponents have been optimized for probing frequencies in the W-band (75{105 GHz) and
have been aligned to measure perpendicularly to the magnetic eld [83]. The orientation
of the ellipsoidal mirror is controlled by a piezo actuator. It allows to change the angle
of incidence of the beam in the plasma during the discharges. The in-vessel components
are shown schematically on the ASDEX Upgrade cross-section in Fig. 4.5.
One W-band (75{105 GHz) reectometer has been in operation since the installation
of the system in 2011. Since 2014 an extra W-band and 2 V-band (50{75 GHz) reec-
tometers have also been installed. If operated in parallel, the reectometers are coupled
to the oversized waveguides with wire grid polarisers, which set the polarization either to
O- or X-mode. By combining the frequency bands and the polarization, a broad range
of plasma densities can be investigated. The beam size in the plasma is about 2.8 and
1.9 cm for O- and X-mode, respectively. For typical plasma conditions, the spectral
resolution is around 2.1 and 2.3 cm 1 for O- and X-mode, respectively [17].
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Figure 4.5: Cross-section of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak. The in-vessel components of the
reectometer system are shown. Two sample rays corresponding to dierent mirror angles are
depicted in red and blue. The measurement positions are indicated with circles.
Two sample rays for dierent mirror angles are depicted by blue and red lines in
Fig. 4.5. The circles indicate the cuto obtained corresponding to the minimum of the
refraction index along the ray trajectory. The ray trajectory, cuto position and k? are
computed using TORBEAM [76]. This is the standard code used for wave propagation in
the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak. The experimental measurements of the ASDEX Upgrade
reectometers will be presented and analysed in Sec. 8.1 and Ch. 9.
4.3.2 TJ-II Doppler reectometers
The TJ-II Doppler reectometer system is located at the toroidal angle of 67:1 in the
port C6, the position is indicated in top view in Fig. 4.6a. The system has been aligned
for measuring on the plane perpendicular to the magnetic eld. Fig. 4.6a indicates the
direction of the magnetic eld at the designed position and the perpendicular plane, with
R? the coordinate along it.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Schematic top view of TJ-II. The magnetic eld at the Doppler reectometry
measurement position and the perpendicular plane are depicted. The coordinate R? is indi-
cated. (b) Cross-section of TJ-II on the plane perpendicular to the magnetic eld. The in-vessel
components of the reectometer system are shown. Two sample rays are shown in red and blue,
and the respective measurement positions are depicted by circles.
The system is mono-static, with a common antenna and transmission line for emission
and reception. A fundamental waveguide transmits the probing and backscatted waves
between the in-vessel focusing elements and the emission/detection electronics located
outside. The probing beam is achieved by a choked-corrugated antenna coupled at
the end of the waveguide and one ellipsoidal mirror. The system possesses a mirror
manipulator which modies the angle of incidence of the beam in the plasma on a shot-
to-shot basis. The antenna and mirror have been optimized for probing frequencies in
the Q-band (33{50 GHz) [26, 69]. The in-vessel components are schematically shown on
the perpendicular cross-section of TJ-II in Fig. 4.6b. Two Q-band channels probing in
X-mode polarization have been in operation since the installation of the system in 2009.
Two sample ray trajectories for dierent mirror angles are depicted by red and blue
lines in Fig. 4.6. The measurement positions are depicted by circles. The trajectories are
computed with TRUBA [84], which is the standard ray tracing code used for TJ-II wave
propagation. The beam size in the plasma is about 2.5 cm and the spectral resolution is
around 2:1 cm 1 [26, 69]. The experimental measurements of the TJ-II reectometers
will be presented and analysed in Ch. 8.2.
Chapter 5
Modelling of Doppler reectometry
The modelling of Doppler reectometry requires the description of the wave propagation
in plasmas with realistic geometry and including density uctuations related to the
turbulence. Thus solutions to Maxwell equations where the plasma is included through
the current density are required. The general problem is simplied as a result of the
strong magnetic eld B characteristic of magnetic connement fusion devices. The
fast dynamics along magnetic eld lines smooths out uctuations such that invariance
along the magnetic eld direction can be assumed. In the slab geometry (cf. Sec. 4.2)
where the magnetic eld is taken along the z-axis, this condition implies @z = 0 and
reduces the problem to two dimensions in the (x; y)-plane. Furthermore O- and X-mode
polarizations can be treated separately. Note that for the Doppler reectometry case
only wave propagation perpendicular to B is relevant.
Despite the mentioned simplications, modelling of the Doppler reectometry re-
mains challenging. In this chapter dierent simulation methods and tools are reviewed.
The methods will be applied in Ch. 6 and 7 for investigating the diagnostic response.
5.1 Born approximation and linearity
It has already been established from theory and simulations that the density uctuation
amplitude plays an important role in the diagnostic response [18, 19, 85]. In the limit
of small and large turbulence levels the Doppler reectometer operates in the so-called
linear and non-linear regime, respectively. The linearity of the response has a large
impact on the measurements of k? spectra and correlation lengths.
To investigate the linearity of the response, the O-mode case is considered rst. The
wave propagation at frequency !0 = ck0 is described by
r2 + k20

1  n
nc

E = 0; (5.1)
where the electric eld of the wave E is purely along the z-direction, the frequency
!0 enters through the cuto density nc, and n is the local plasma density. The latter
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accounts for both, background density n0 and density uctuations n,
n = n0 + n: (5.2)
Solving Eq. 5.1 is challenging given the complex geometry of fusion plasmas, as well as
the stochastic nature and multiplicity of scales of the turbulence.
For most of the experimental conditions (excluding the scrape-o layer), the plasma
uctuations are smaller than the background density, i.e. n < n0. Given that the
cuto density is of the order of the background density at the cuto, the last condition is
translated into n < nc. Using Eq. 5.2 in the dispersion relation obtained from Eq. 5.1
gives
1  n
nc
= 1  n0
nc
  n
nc
:
The last term is of the order  = n=nc < 1. This allows for a perturbative approach to
the scattering problem, where  also accounts for the strength of perturbations on the
electric eld produced by the density uctuations [86].
The electric eld can be expanded in terms of :
E = E0 + E1() + E2(
2) + E3(
3) + ::: (5.3)
Replacing n and E by their expansions in Eq. 5.1 one obtains
r2 + k20

1  n0
nc
  n
nc
()

(E0 + E1() + E2(
2) + E3(
3) + :::) = 0:
The lowest orders are:
0 :

r2 + k20

1  n0
nc

E0 = 0; (5.4)
1 :

r2 + k20

1  n0
nc

E1 = k
2
0
n
nc
E0; (5.5)
2 :

r2 + k20

1  n0
nc

E2 = k
2
0
n
nc
E1; (5.6)
...
The zeroth order equation describes the wave propagation of the unperturbed electric
eld E0 in the background density and is equivalent to Eq. 5.1 without turbulence, i.e.
n = n0. In the rst order equation 5.5, the term nE0 on the r.h.s. indicates that
the unperturbed beam is scattered by density uctuations producing the rst order
perturbed eld E1. This corresponds to a single scattering process. The second order
equation 5.6 gives correspondingly the scattering of E1 by density uctuations as the
source of E2, and implies a double scattering process. The set of Eqs. 5.4{5.6 describes
a multiple scattering process common to scattering and perturbation theories in physics,
e.g. as the higher-order Born approximation Dyson series in quantum mechanics [87].
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For small turbulence levels, it is sucient to consider only the rst order approxi-
mation of Eq. 5.5 which corresponds to the linear scattering theory also known as the
Born approximation [88]. This condition is fullled in the core region of fusion plasmas
where the turbulence level is small, n=n0  0:1 %. It has been shown [89] that the
reectometer signal V1 in Born approximation is
V1 /
k20
nc
Z
dxE20(x)n(x); (5.7)
where E0 is the electric eld of the beam emitted by the antenna, as if there was no
turbulence. The last equation shows that the scattering of the incoming beam by density
uctuations is the source of the backscattered signal. Note that V1 scales with the
uctuation level n, hence the linear backscattered power P scales as n2 as expected
from the linear ansatz of Eq. 4.8. It is also important to note that E20(x) weighs the
contribution of the density uctuations to the signal in Eq. 5.7, hence it is often called
the weighting function W .
The range of validity of the linear theory has been analytically studied for conven-
tional reectometry [90]. For a Gaussian turbulence spectrum and slab geometry the
following linearity criterion has been proposed
 =

nrms
nc
2 G2(2)2Lref  Lx
20
ln
 
Lref
Lx
!
 1; (5.8)
where Lref = (dN2=dx) 1 is the scale length of the squared refractive index, Lx is the
radial correlation length of the turbulence, and  is the non-linearity coecient. G is an
enhancement factor accounting for the polarisation [90],
G =
8<:
1 for O mode
(!20 2!2p)(!20 !2c )+!4p
(!20 !2p !2c )2
for X mode: (5.9)
For   1 non-linear eects are expected [17, 19].
Despite the abundant literature on the topic, there are still open issues regarding the
linearity of Doppler reectometry measurements. The question of whether Eq. 5.8 can
be applied for the Doppler case has not been tackled yet. Furthermore Eq. 5.6 predicts
a double scattering regime with P / n4, as well as higher order regimes are foreseen
by higher order contributions. The eect of these higher order contributions was not yet
studied. In Ch. 6 these contributions are investigated and their importance for Doppler
reectometry is proved.
5.2 Physical optics model
The physical optics (PO) model was originally developed for studying the scattering of
waves by rough surfaces [91]. It has been applied in dierent elds as oceanology [92],
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Figure 5.1: Schematics of the physical optics model geometry. A corrugated reecting surface
(blue) along the y-axis is characterized by the displacement "(y) in the x-direction. An incoming
paraxial Gaussian beam with wavenumber k0 is scattered at the surface. The angle of incidence
with respect to the x-axis is  and the beam size is w.
geology [93], and meteorology [94], i.e., where random surfaces are characterized by their
scattering properties. The physical optics model was applied for the rst time for Doppler
reectometry modelling in [95], based on the idea of a roughness of the cuto layer due
to density turbulence in fusion plasmas. Although it was early introduced as a simple
modelling tool only, it will be shown in the next chapter that it can recover relevant eects
of Doppler reectometry. Moreover, due to its mathematical simplicity and numerical
eciency, it contributes substantially to the understanding of the scattering physics
behind the diagnostic response.
The geometry to be considered is shown schematically in Fig. 5.1. The original
model [95] assumes a corrugated reecting surface along the y-direction characterized by
"(y), which gives its displacement in x-direction from the mean surface. This rough sur-
face scatters an incoming paraxial Gaussian beam with wavenumber k0 and an incidence
angle . Invariance along the z-axis is assumed. The physical optics model provides the
electric eld backscattered at the antenna which is taken as the reectometer signal:
V =
Z
dy exp

 y
2 cos2 
w2
+ i2k0y sin 

exp( i2k0" cos )("0 sin    cos )


Z
dy exp

  y
2
w2
 1
; (5.10)
where w is the beam size at the surface and "0 = d"=dy. The backscattered electric
eld is normalized to the reected electric eld from a smooth surface at perpendicular
incidence. V is equivalent to the scattering coecient in Ref. [95].
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The physical optics model is applied to Doppler reectometry under slab approxi-
mation (see Sec. 4.2) and assuming that " is related to the the density uctuations at
the cut-o layer. Since the turbulence evolves slowly in time (s) compared with the
probing wave time scale (ns), the turbulence can be assumed static with respect to the
wave propagation. Therefore Eq. 5.10 can be computed at each time t for dierent tur-
bulence realizations "(y; t), which results in a time signal for the backscattered electric
eld V (t). Given that the reectometer signal is proportional to the backscattered elec-
tric eld in the antenna, V (t) from Eq. 5.10 can be taken as the reectometer signal and
can be analysed as in the experiment. Although only the slab case is considered here,
the physical optics model can be extended to more general geometries [96].
Equation 5.10 is deduced by solving the Helmholtz integral in the far eld and by
applying the Kirchho approximation [91]. The latter assumes the corrugation to be
locally at, neglecting the local curvature of ", which requires the corrugation amplitude
j"j to be small compared to the vacuum wavelength 0, jj  0. This condition imposes
a limitation on the application of the model regarding the turbulence level. Nevertheless,
the original theory has been extended [97, 98] in order to include the local curvature,
providing a more general theory.
The extensions to the Kirchho approximation presented in Ref. [97] have been
adapted to the Doppler reectometry case within this thesis (see Appendix A of Ref. [85]).
There, the backscattered electric eld is given as an expansion in the momentum trans-
fer. The rst order in the expansion recovers the original model of Eq. 5.10 [85]. The
second order provides the extended model
V = cos 
Z
dy exp

 y
2 cos2 
w2
+ i2k0y sin 

exp
  i2k0" cos ) exp( "0 tan 
 exp

 i(1 + tan
2 )"00
2k0 cos 
  ("
0 tan )2
2
Z
dy exp

  y
2
w2
 1
: (5.11)
Note that while the rst two exponentials appear also in the original model and the third
one can be reduced to the term "0 sin    cos , the last exponential includes a further
correction considering the curvature through "00 = d2"=dy2.
The zeroth order in the expansion provides the eective model
V = cos


Z
dy exp

 y
2 cos2 
w2
+ i2k0y sin 

exp( 2ik0" cos )


Z
dy exp

  y
2
w2
 1
: (5.12)
It is of interest for the the analytical calculations of Sec. 6.2.4 given its mathematical
simplicity. See appendix A of Ref. [85] for more details on the derivation of the two
introduced models.
In Sec. 6.2.4, the results of the original, extended and eective models will be com-
pared in order to establish the validity range of the physical optics in its application to
Doppler reectometry studies.
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a
Figure 5.2: (a) Electric eld contour (black) and density uctuation (color-coded) obtained in
a 2DFW simulation of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (adapted from Ref. [17]). (b) Electric eld
contour obtained with 2DFW simulations in slab geometry using the code presented in [18, 19].
5.3 Two-dimensional full-wave simulations
Two-dimensional full-wave (2DFW) simulations provide a numerical solution to the
Maxwell equations in cold magnetized plasmas. Invariance is assumed along the back-
ground magnetic eld B, hence the equations are solved on the perpendicular plane. The
2D geometry separates O- and X-mode polarization into two dierent sets of equations
relating the components of the electric and magnetic eld. These systems are solved by
dierent numerical schemes.
Two-dimensional full-wave simulations are considered nowadays the best modelling
tool for uctuation reectometry because they contain all the relevant wave physics, and
do not make assumptions regarding neither the linearity of the diagnostic response nor
the geometry of the system. These simulations have been successfully applied to realistic
experimental conditions and using turbulence from gyrokinetic codes, recovering the
eects observed in the experiments [17, 99, 100]. Nevertheless, since 2DFW simulations
are computationally demanding, systematic studies are rather limited. Sample results
of 2DFW simulations in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak are shown in Fig. 5.2a [17].
In this work the 2DFW code presented in Refs. [18, 19] is used in Secs. 6.3 and 7.2
for modelling the Doppler reectometry response in the slab geometry. The code uses
a rectangular computational domain which is surrounded by a perfectly matched layer
for avoiding non-physical boundary eects. The plasma density including uctuations
and the background magnetic eld are dened on the grid. A mono-static antenna is
simulated at the left side of the simulation domain. The beam propagation is simulated
for a static turbulence realization, and the reectometer signal V is obtained by weighting
the electric eld at the antenna. A sample contour plot of the electric eld simulated in
the slab geometry with the code under discussion is shown in Fig. 5.2b.
Chapter 6
Power response modelling
In order to measure k? spectra and radial correlation lengths reliably using Doppler re-
ectometry, a linear diagnostic response is required. However, this is not always the case
for typical experimental conditions. In this chapter, the power response of Doppler reec-
tometry is studied in detail. Specically deviations from the linear behaviour (Eq. 4.8)
and their eects on k? spectrum measurements are studied.
First, a 2D Gaussian synthetic k spectrum of the turbulence is studied. The power
response is investigated using the physical optics (PO) model, in particular an enhanced
power response regime is found, understood and characterized. In order to validate
the results with a more reliable model, the power response is also studied with two-
dimensional full-wave (2DFW) simulations in slab geometry for experimentally relevant
parameters in Sec. 6.3. The same eects are obtained which conrms the PO analy-
sis. In Sec. 6.4, a more realistic case regarding plasma geometry and k? spectrum is
considered [100]. Applications of the developed tools to experimental data analysis are
also discussed. Parts of the results from this chapter have been published in Refs. [85]
and [101].
6.1 Synthetic Gaussian turbulence
From theory [23, 24, 25] and simulations [10, 27, 28] the turbulence is expected to
have a wavenumber spectrum characterized by a decay of the spectral intensity with
k. Furthermore, due to the dierent processes in the plasma, elongation and tilting of
turbulent structures are also expected [29] (cf. Sec. 2.1). Gaussian k spectra have often
been used in theory [21, 90] and simulations [18, 19] of Doppler reectometry. They
exhibit a spectral decay and are particularly suitable for analytical calculations.
For the modelling purposes of this work 2D Gaussian, elongated and tilted wavenum-
ber spectra are used. The absolute value of the k spectra used here is given by
jh(kx; ky)j = `min`max
8
exp
"
 (kx cos    ky sin )
2`2max + (kx sin  + ky cos )
2`2min
8
#
;
(6.1)
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Figure 6.1: (a) 2D wavenumber spectrum h(kx; ky) and (b) a sample of the turbulent eld
n(x; y). Elongation and tilting of the spectrum and turbulent structures are observed.
where  is the tilt angle of the spectrum with respect to the ky-axis, and `max and
`min dene the minor and major spectral widths, respectively. The complex phase of
the spectra will be discussed below. Apart from including elongation and tilting the
Gaussian shape provides well dened statistical properties. This type of spectrum will
also be used in radial correlation Doppler reectometry modelling in Ch. 7. In this
chapter, `max = 1:40 cm, `min = 0:51 cm and  = 20
 are used. The contour plot of jhj
is shown in Fig. 6.1a, where the elongation and the tilting can be recognized.
The density uctuation or turbulent eld n(x; y) is the inverse Fourier transform of
h(kx; ky):
n(x; y) =
ZZ
dkx dky h(kx; ky)e
ikxx+ikyy: (6.2)
For the analytical calculations all the integrals are performed over the range ( 1;1).
For numerical applications the turbulent eld n(x; y) is computed by 2D fast Fourier
transform of h(kx; ky) over a nite domain after including random complex phases,
h(kx; ky) = jh(kx; ky)jei(kx;ky);  2 [ ; ] random: (6.3)
The resulting turbulent eld is dimensionless and has a rms of 1. In the following the
turbulence amplitudes will be renormalized in order to include the turbulence level and
the proper physical dimensions.
A sample contour plot of the turbulent eld is shown in Fig. 6.1b for the wavenum-
ber spectrum given in Fig. 6.1a, where random, elongated and tilted structures can be
observed. In average the turbulent structures are elongated and tilted by  = 20 with
respect to the x-axis, and the average size along the major and minor axes are `max and
`min, respectively. In Ch. 7 it will be shown that these two quantities correspond to the
widths of the correlation function of the turbulence along the principal axes.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Sample slice of the turbulence layer n(x0; y) which is used as input for the PO
model and (b) the corresponding perpendicular wavenumber spectrum h?(ky) of the complete
turbulent eld. The thicker line depicts the input spectrum from Eq. 6.5.
6.2 Physical optics modelling
In this section the physical optics model (cf. Sec. 6.2) is applied to the power response of a
Doppler reectometer. First the implementation is discussed. Then, the power response
is simulated and the eects on the measured k? spectrum are studied. Afterwards the
validity range of the PO model is discussed and a multiple scattering interpretation of
the power response based on analytical calculations is given.
6.2.1 Numerical implementation
The physical optics model considers the turbulence only at the cut-o layer corresponding
to a vertical slice of the turbulent eld n(x0; y). A sample of it is plotted in Fig. 6.2a.
Taking the turbulence at a xed position x0 in Eq. 6.2, shows that the spectrum of
n(x0; y) can be obtained by integrating h along kx. Furthermore it corresponds to the
k? spectrum of uctuations along the cuto layer given by,
h?(ky) =
Z
dkx h(kx; ky): (6.4)
For the Gaussian case the previous equation gives
h?(ky) =
Lyp
8
exp( L2yk2y=8); with Ly =
`min`maxq
`2max cos
2  + `2min sin
2 
(6.5)
the perpendicular correlation length. In Fig. 6.2b the k? spectrum computed from
n(x0; y) is plotted, the thicker line depicts the input h? from Eq. 6.5 with Ly = 0:54 cm.
Note that Ly is dierent from `max and `min because the nite tilt angle of the turbu-
lence .
The integral in Eq. 5.11 is numerically computed (midpoint rule) over the interval
( 7w; 7w). " is chosen to be proportional to the uctuation amplitude n at the cut-o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Figure 6.3: Power spectra of the backscattered signal simulated using PO for two angles of
incidence  and two turbulence levels . The positions of the Doppler peaks depend on the angle
of incidence and the intensity depends on the turbulence level.
which is shown in Fig. 6.2a, hence "(y) =  n(x0; y). The normalization factor  sets
the rms value of " and is the control parameter for the turbulence level scans. Note that
 has the unit of a length. In this section a broad  scan is done in order to study its role
in the power response. Afterwards in Sec. 6.3.2, results of PO and 2DFW simulations
are compared, and  is related to the turbulence level and density and magnetic eld
proles taking into account the polarization of the probing wave.
The time dependence is included by assuming the turbulence to be frozen and to move
along the cuto layer in the y-direction, n(x0; y u?t). This is numerically achieved by
displacing the turbulence matrix nd grid points between consecutive time steps, thus the
perpendicular velocity of the turbulence is u? = nd y=t, with y the spatial resolution
of the grid and t the time step. Note that t denes the sampling frequency fS = t
 1.
6.2.2 Power response
The power response of the Doppler reectometer is studied using the extended physical
optics model form Eq. 5.11. The complex signal V (t) is computed for two angles of
incidence  and two turbulence levels , with w = 1:66 cm and 0 = 0:318 cm, corre-
sponding to a probing frequency f0 = 94:4 GHz. Figure 6.3 shows the power spectra of
the signal, where the x-axis corresponds to the frequency f normalized to the sampling
frequency fS . Doppler peaks are observed at the Doppler frequency fD obtained from
Eq. 4.7 and indicated with vertical dashed lines. fD increases with  because of the
higher k? obtained from Eq. 4.7.
The narrow contribution at f=fS = 0 is the direct reection (cf. Sec. 4.2.3) also
predicted by the PO model. For a xed , the Doppler peak intensity decreases with 
because of the smaller spectral intensity at larger k? expected from Eq. 6.5. For xed
, the Doppler peak intensity increases as the backscattered power increases with the
turbulence level .
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Figure 6.4: (a) Backscattered power P=P0 and (b) scaling exponent  as a function of the
turbulence level =0. At small  the response of the diagnostic increases linearly with 
2
yielding  = 2. The critical turbulence level c=0 at which the response becomes non-linear is
computed with Eq. 6.12, and is indicated for each angle with dashed lines. The arrows on the
top indicate the =0 values at which the k? spectra are computed later (cf. Fig. 6.5).
In order to study the linear and non-linear responses of the reectometer, a scan in
both  and  has been performed. Figure 6.4a depicts the backscattered power P as a
function of the turbulence level  normalized to the vacuum wavelength (solid lines), the
colours represent dierent angles of incidence . Note that due to the normalization of
V in Eq. 5.11, the received power is normalized to the probing beam power P0.
For small  the power increases proportionally to 2 for all  values. This corresponds
to the linear regime following the linear ansatz (Eq. 4.8). With increasing  the power
reaches a maximum and then decreases with . In this saturation regime non-linear
physical phenomena such as multiple and non-coherent scattering take place, which
explain the decrease of the power despite a turbulence level increase. These two regimes
have been already observed and reported in literature [18, 102].
Nevertheless the transition between both regimes is not always clear and appears
to depend on . For small angles the transition from linear to saturation is immediate
( = 0, blue line at =0  10 1). For larger , there is an intermediate regime in
which the power increases stronger than in the linear regime with  . Furthermore, the
location and extent of this regime depends on : for larger angles it starts at smaller 
and ends at larger .
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Figure 6.5: Input k? spectrum (black) and k? spectra measured using the PO model at dierent
. Spectra are normalized to 2. A good agreement with the input spectrum is found for small
 (blue line) due to the linear response. For larger  the spectral power is overestimated (green
and red lines) for large k? due to the enhanced power response. For the largest  value (magenta
line), the measured spectrum is at due to saturation.
The transition can be better analysed by considering the local scaling exponent 
dened as P  . It is computed as i = ln(Pi+1=Pi)= ln(i+1=i) where i indicates
the values on the computational grid. Fig. 6.4b shows  as a function of =0 for
the dierent values of  from Fig. 6.4a. It conrms that for low turbulence levels the
response is linear with  = 2 in agreement with Eq. 4.8. A transition to an enhanced
power response regime before saturation is observed, which is characterized by an increase
of . The vertical dashed lines indicate analytic calculations of the transition points to
be discussed later.
Moreover for large angles, e.g.  = 30, there is a  range where   4. Following
the reasoning from Sec. 5.1, one can conclude that the enhanced power response is due
to higher order scattering processes. The description in terms of a multiple scattering
process will be discussed later (cf. Sec 6.2.4).
6.2.3 Perpendicular wavenumber spectrum measurement
In Fig. 6.5, the k? spectrum is constructed by plotting the backscattered power P as
a function of k?. The dierent colours represent various turbulence levels , which are
also marked by the vertical arrows at the top of Fig. 6.4a. The black line depicts the
input k? spectrum computed from the turbulent eld n and corresponding to h2?(ky)
from Eq. 6.5. Since the input turbulence level is proportional to , all spectra have been
normalized to 2 in order to compare the dierent cases with the input spectrum. For a
low turbulence level (blue line), P gives an accurate measurement of the k? spectrum,
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Figure 6.6: Backscattered power P=P0 as a function of the turbulence level =0. Extended
(dashed), original (dotted) and reduced (solid) models are compared at normal and oblique
incidence. All three models agree in the  range of interest
as expected in the linear regime (Eq. 4.8). When  increases, the already discussed
non-linear response attens progressively the measured k? spectrum.
For a intermediate turbulence level (green line), the signal at large k? is enhanced
by the non-linear response ( > 2) and overestimates the spectral power density while
the signal at small k? is linear and gives an accurate measurement of the spectrum. In
this case the enhanced power response causes the attening of the spectrum at large k?.
For a high turbulence level (light blue line) the saturation induces an underestimation
of the power for small k?, which results in a attening of the spectrum. For extremely
high turbulence levels (magenta line) the response is deeply saturated on the entire k?
range and the spectrum is at.
6.2.4 Perturbative expansion of the physical optics model
In order to achieve a better understanding of the linearity of the power response, a
perturbative expansion of the PO model is performed. For the sake of mathematical
simplicity the eective model is considered. First, the accuracy of the eective model is
assessed by comparing its results to those from the extended and original PO models.
These studies reveals also the range of validity of the dierent model and of the Kirchho
approximation. The reader should refer to Sec. 5.2 where the dierent models have been
introduced.
 scans are performed with the original (Eq. 5.10), extended (Eq. 5.11) and eective
(Eq. 5.12) models. The results for  = 0 (blue) and  = 22:7 (red) are shown in
Fig. 6.6. All the models agree for perpendicular incidence ( = 0). This is trivial,
because the rst order term in Eq. 5.11 and the second part of the second order term
disappear for  = 0. For oblique incidence, all the models agree in the linear, non-linear
and saturation ranges. For the largest turbulence levels the original model diverges. The
eective model saturates and the extended model decreases with the turbulence level.
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In summary, although the extended model treats the problem of the scattering from
a rough surface more rigorously, the original and eective models are valid in the 
range where the Doppler reectometry response is studied. Since the eective model of
Eq. 5.12 is accurate and can be easily treated analytically, it is used in the following for
the estimation of the transition from linear to non-linear regimes.
The eective PO model from Eq. 5.12 without the normalization term is written as:
V =
Z
dy exp

 y
2 cos2 
w2
+ i2k0y sin 

exp( i2k0" cos ); (6.6)
where the rst exponential corresponds to a lter function f which sets the diagnostic
selectivity at k? = 2k0 sin . The second exponential in Eq. 6.6 can be Taylor expanded
in ",
V =
Z
dyf exp( i2k0" cos ) 
Z
dy f(1  i2k0" cos    2k20"2 cos2  + :::);
=
Z
dy f| {z }
V0
+ ( i2)k0 cos 
Z
dy f"| {z }
V1
+ ( 2)k20 cos2 
Z
dy f"2| {z }
V2
+:::: (6.7)
Equation 6.7 is a power series of " (uctuation amplitude), and is equivalent to the
perturbation expansion considered in Eq. 5.3. The physical optics model has allowed
to estimate analytically the relative magnitude of the dierent contributions in Eq. 6.7.
Here the results for the rst (V1) and second order (V2) contributions are discussed. For
details on the derivation referrer to Ref. [85].
The magnitude of the rst order term is
jV1j  2k0 cos h?(k?): (6.8)
It is proportional to the turbulence level  and the k? spectrum, recovering the linear
power response given by Eq. 4.8. If the value of  is small, V1 is dominant and the linear
regime is obtained. This contribution is understood in terms of a single scattering process
because the only contribution to the signal is from k?. It is represented schematically
on the k? spectrum in Fig. 6.7a, where a black arrow represents the single scattering
event giving a contribution h?(k?) only.
The magnitude of the second order term is
jV2j  2k20 cos2 2(h?  h?)(k?); (6.9)
Note that it is quadratic in  and involves the convolution:
(h?  h?)(k?) =
Z 1
 1
dk1 h?(k1)h?(k?   k1| {z }
k2
): (6.10)
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Figure 6.7: Schematics of (a) single and (b) double scattering processes represented on the
k? spectrum. In (a) a single scattering event at k? (black arrow) indicates a contribution only
from h?(k?), while in (b) two scattering events with k1 and k2 (green and red arrows) give
contributions from dierent wavenumbers than k?.
For intermediate values of , V2 may dominate inducing an enhanced power response
characterized by  = 4. Moreover based on the convolution from Eq. 6.10, this contri-
bution is understood as a double scattering process at k1 and k2 represented in Fig. 6.7b
by green and red arrows, respectively. Although Bragg's condition is still fullled for
the sum k1 + k2 = k?, the integration in Eq. 6.10 over k1 implies the contribution
of turbulence with multiple k1 and k2 to the reectometer signal. Hence dierent ky
contributions to the signal degrade the k? selectivity and introduce deviations from
Eq. 4.8.
By equating the magnitudes of the linear and quadratic terms, jV1j = jV2j, it is
possible to estimate a critical c at which non-linear eects set in as
c
0
=
1
2 cos 
h?(k?)
(h?  h?)(k?)
: (6.11)
It gives an estimation of the transition from the linear to either enhanced power response
or saturation regimes. The appearance of the k? spectrum shows that the power response
depends non-trivially on the spectral shape.
For the Gaussian k? spectrum under study (Eq. 6.5) this expression gives:
c
0
=
1
2 cos 
p
2
exp
 
 L
2
yk
2
?
16
!
=
1
2 cos 
p
2
exp
 
 L
2
yk
2
0 sin
2 
4
!
: (6.12)
This equation predicts a decrease of c with  and Ly. In Fig. 6.4 c is plotted as dashed
lines together with the simulated data. A good match to the transition from the linear
to the non-linear regime is achieved.
In principle there are several regimes characterized by double, triple, etc. scattering
processes in which the reectometer signal scales with 4, 6, etc. but the range in which
they appear is limited. For large , if the argument of the second exponential in Eq. 6.6
is larger than one (j   i2k0 cos "j > 1), all terms contribute and the series in Eq. 6.7
cannot be truncated any more. In this case saturation is reached. The turbulence level
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Figure 6.8: Power response map for (a) the Gaussian and (b) at k spectrum cases. The
red colour indicates saturation, yellow 2 and orange 8 enhanced and green linear. The blue
dashed line gives critical turbulence level computed from Eq. 6.12.
for saturation s can be roughly estimated as
s
0
=
1
4 cos 
: (6.13)
Note that for normal incidence, c  s. In this case there is a direct transition from
the linear to the saturation regime as in Fig. 6.4, while for oblique incidence transitions
to higher order regimes occur between c and s.
6.2.5 Graphical representation of the power response
The transition between the dierent regimes is smooth. For example, the scaling expo-
nent  in Fig. 6.4b shows a slow increase with  for the black curve during the transition
to the enhanced power response regime. In this work the saturation is dened at the
turbulence level where P has a maximum, dP=d = 0, because from this point on the
measured power does not increase with the turbulence level. Since the enhanced power
response yields an overestimation of the spectral intensity, a transition to a times two
(2) enhanced response is dened, which is at the turbulence level where P is overesti-
mated by a factor of two with respect to the linear response. A 8 enhanced response
with P eight times overestimated is also regarded [101, 103].
These denitions allow to illustrate the power response dependence on the turbulence
level and the probed k?. In Fig. 6.8 the linear (green), 2 (yellow) and 8 (orange)
enhanced and saturation (red) regimes are depicted in the (k?; =0)-plane for the Gaus-
sian (a) and a at k? spectrum (b). The blue dashed line is the critical turbulence level
from Eq. 6.11.
For the Gaussian case (Fig. 6.8a), a direct transition from linear to saturation regime
is observed at small k?. In contrast, a strong enhanced power response appears for
intermediate turbulence levels and large k?. The transition to enhanced power response
shifts to smaller  when k? increases. On the other hand, the at k? spectrum case
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depicted in Fig. 6.8b is radically dierent from the Gaussian one. A direct transition
from linear to saturation regime is observed for all k? at approximately the same . The
absence of the enhanced power response in the at spectrum case explains why it has
not been observed in previous works [18, 102], where either a completely or locally at
spectrum was used.
The analytical prediction (blue dashed line) reproduces properly the k? dependence
of the transition to a non-linear behaviour for both cases. There is a slight vertical shift
of the blue line with respect to the green area boundary. The condition jV1j = jV2j used
for the derivation of Eq. 6.11 yields a convention dierent from the one used to dene
the regions in the plot. Note that for the at spectrum case (Ly ! 0) Eq. 6.12 gives
c  s for all , leaving no room for an enhanced power response. Hence, a direct
transition from a linear to saturation regime is expected in this case.
In conclusion, the enhanced power response and saturation regimes introduce devia-
tions from the linear diagnostic response of Doppler reectometry. They are responsible
of the attening of the k? spectra measured at high turbulence levels. Moreover the
spectral shape has a strong eect on the Doppler reectometry power response. In
particular, the transition from a linear to a non-linear response can be estimated with
Eq. 6.11 which explicitly contains a non-trivial dependence with h?(k?). Furthermore,
the diagram presented in Fig. 6.8 is useful for assessing the linearity of the measurements
in a broad parameter space. In the experiment =0 is xed by the turbulence level and
other experimental parameters. For a given k? range, the diagram provides information
on the scattering regime.
6.3 Two-dimensional full-wave simulations
In order to study the existence of enhanced power response regimes in Doppler reec-
tometry and to validate the analysis based on the PO model, the power response is
studied in detail using two-dimensiontal full-wave simulations (2DFW). As mentioned
in Sec. 5.3, 2DFW simulations contain all relevant (non-linear) physics and can thus be
used to cross-check the results from the previous section.
Simulations of the wave propagation in ordinary (O) and extraordinary (X) mode
have been performed in slab geometry. The probing frequencies are f0 = 60:2 and
94.4 GHz, respectively. The background density prole is linear, n0 = nc(x=L), with the
cuto for normal incidence located at L = 5 cm from the plasma boundary and with a
cuto density of nc = 4:5  1019 m 3. An uniform magnetic eld with a strength of B =
2 T is applied. The beam waist is w = 3:48 and 2.22 cm for O- and X-mode, respectively.
The turbulent eld n(x; y) is normalized and added to the background density. The
normalization is chosen to set the required turbulence level given by nrms=nc. Four
values of  are used such that the resulting k? in between 2 and 15 cm 1 is experimentally
meaningful. These parameters correspond to typical ASDEX Upgrade conditions.
An example of the electric eld contours for O-mode is depicted in Fig. 6.9a{c. The
angle of incidence is  = 17:7. The dierent plots correspond to various nrms=nc,
indicated in the bottom left of each plot. For a low turbulence level (Fig. 6.9a) incoming
and reected beams are observed, also a regular electric eld pattern is obtained at the
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Figure 6.9: Electric eld contours for 2DFW O-mode simulations with an incidence angle
 = 17:7 and dierent turbulence levels n=nc = 0.1 % (a), 1.6 % (b) and 8.0 % (c). (d)
Absolute value of the weighting function normalized to its maximum value in the simulation
domain. The nominal cuto is indicated by a dashed line in all cases. The strongest contribution
at the cuto layer position indicates a good localization of the scattering there.
cuto. The propagation of the beam is barely aected by the turbulence. For a higher
turbulence level (Fig. 6.9b and c) an interaction with the turbulence is noticeable; random
structures appear in the cuto, also both incoming and reected beams are perturbed.
In Fig. 6.9d the corresponding weighting function W is shown, which corresponds to
the squared electric eld without turbulence averaged within a microwave period. The
strongest contribution can be observed at the cuto (there is a slight displacement which
is discussed in Appendix A), whereas weaker contributions appear in other regions. It
indicates that most of the contributions to the backscattered power are well localized at
the cuto layer.
This setup is used in the following systematic scans of both, turbulence level and
incidence angle, and will be later compared to the PO results. Furthermore, in Sec. 7.2
the radial correlation Doppler reectometry measurements will be modelled using the
same conguration.
6.3.1 Power response
A scan of the turbulence level has been performed for dierent angles of incidence and
both polarizations. Fig. 6.10a and b show the backscattered power P as a function of
the turbulence level nrms=nc for O- and X-mode, respectively. The points depict the
2DFW results and the solid lines show the PO results which are discussed later. The
scaling exponent  (cf. Sec. 6.2.2) is correspondingly plotted in Fig. 6.10c and d. The
upper axes show the non-linearity parameter from Eq. 5.8.
For low turbulence level (0.1 %) a linear response can be observed especially for the
O-mode polarization and for small  in X-mode polarization. For larger turbulence level
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Figure 6.10: Backscattered power P for (a) O- and (b) X-mode polarizations, and scaling
exponent  for (c) O- and (d) X-mode as a function of the turbulence level for dierent angles.
2DFW data are plotted with points and PO results with solid lines.
(1.0 %) a larger growth of the power with nrms=nc is evident for large values of  and
especially for X-mode polarization. This indicates an enhanced power response. For
the largest turbulence level (8.0 %) the power saturates. The occurrence of  > 2 for
turbulence levels between the linear and saturation regimes conrms the existence of the
enhanced power response regime in 2DFW simulations of Doppler reectometry.
The 2DFW results are in qualitative agreement with those obtained from PO. Hence
the same interpretation in terms of multiple scattering processes seems to be valid in
general for Doppler reectometry. In particular,  values of up to 6 may be explained
by double and triple scattering events.
6.3.2 Comparison with physical optics
The main contribution to the Doppler reectometer signal is expected to be originated
from a well localized region around the cuto due to the minimization of the refractive
index there. This is conrmed for the case under study by the dominance of the weighting
function at the cuto in Fig. 6.9d. Since the interactions away from the cuto can
be neglected, the application of physical optics to Doppler reectometry modelling is
justied. It is important to remark that although the weaker contributions away from
the cuto are not relevant for the power response, they may be important for radial
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correlation length studies, where signal contributions of very low amplitude can still give
strong correlations [21].
In order to compare results from the physical optics model and 2DFW simulations,
the density uctuation eld n used as input for the 2DFW simulations has to be trans-
lated into the corrugation " in the PO model. In the Born approximation (Eq. 5.7)
and the linear contribution of physical optics model (V1 in Eq. 6.7), the turbulence is
weighted by a function related to the beam and integrated over a certain domain. There-
fore, in order to make both equations analogous " / n is chosen, which means using
the density uctuations n as the corrugation in the physical optics model with a proper
normalization.
Accordingly, a normalization factor N linking the turbulence level in the PO model
and the 2DFW simulations is dened as,
nrms
nc
= N: (6.14)
This normalization factor must account for the density gradient, magnetic eld and the
wave polarization, which are not included in the PO model. It is possible to estimate N
by matching the s for normal incidence (Eq. 6.13) with  = 1 from the conventional
reectometry linearity criterion (Eq. 5.8). This yields
N =
s
4
G2LrefLx ln(Lref=Lx)
: (6.15)
Furthermore the non-linearity parameter can be written in terms of  as:
 =

4
0
2
: (6.16)
For O-mode, the squared refractive index (cf. Eq. 3.8) is linear in the plasma density,
therefore Lref;O = (rn0=n0) 1 = 5 cm. For X-mode, the magnetic eld has to be taken
into account (cf. Eq. 3.10). The squared refractive index is numerically computed and
from its gradient at the cut-o Lref;X = 2:5 cm is obtained. The enhancement factor for
X-mode (cf. Eq. 5.9) computed at the cut-o is GX  4:9.
The same f0, w and  as for the 2DFW simulations are used for PO calculations.
Note that the dierence between O- and X-mode is included through the dierent f0,
w, G and Lref . Using the normalization given in Eq. 6.14, the PO data are plotted
with continuous lines together with 2DFW results (points) in Fig. 6.10. The qualitative
agreement in terms of the occurrence of the dierent regimes is evident.
It is remarkable that the dierence between O- and X-mode is reproduced by the
PO model only by the choice of the probing frequency f0. Equation 6.11 indicates that
the linearity depends mainly on k? and the specic k? spectrum. Therefore the large
dierence observed between both polarizations is mainly due to the intrinsically smaller
k? of the O-mode. Thus if O- and X-mode measurements are compared at the same
angle of incidence, the O-mode response is expected to be more linear, whereas this large
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dierence in diagnostic response is not expected if they are compared at the same k?.
Nevertheless the enhancement factor G in Eq. 6.15 makes the O-mode more linear than
the X-mode even when comparing at the same k?.
The agreement of the two models for O- and X-mode in Fig. 6.10 at  = 8:73 (close to
normal incidence) suggests that the normalization factor N from Eq. 6.15 is appropriate,
thus PO may be used for quantitative estimations in Doppler reectometry. However,
here only one scenario with a specic radial correlation length of the turbulence Lx, and
density and magnetic eld proles has been studied. Further studies are required in
order to validate this normalization factor, in particular for the case of shallow density
gradients where the PO model may fail [99].
In the pure linear regime at low turbulence level, the two models do not agree com-
pletely. Indeed, the 2DFW simulations underestimate the spectral intensity at large k?
due to a sensitivity loss inherent to the wave propagation. This eect, known as scatter-
ing eciency [85, 101], is discussed in detail in Appendix A. It should be noted that the
impact of the scattering eciency on the k? spectrum measurements is small compared
to that of non-linearities.
The scaling exponent  has comparable values and peaks at a similar turbulence level
value for both models, although the PO gives a maximum  smaller than the 2DFW
simulations. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the PO model can reproduce indeed
most of the features of the 2DFW power response regarding the linearity in the broad
parameter space under study. These studies show that PO can be used as a tool for
estimating the linearity of real Doppler reectometry measurements. In particular the
representation given in Fig. 6.8 will be shown to be of special interest for experimental
data analysis in the following section.
6.4 Application to Kolmogorov-type turbulence and
realistic plasma geometry
It is also important to assess the impact of the enhanced power response and saturation in
a more realistic case, regarding both, k? spectrum and plasma geometry. In this section
the power response from more realistic 2DFW simulations is compared with the previous
modelling. The application of the main results and developed methods to experimental
data analysis is also discussed.
In Ref. [100], the wave propagation for a previously installed W-band X-mode Doppler
reectometer [104] on the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak was simulated using a 2DFW code.
The plasma geometry and density prole are obtained from the equilibrium reconstruc-
tion and multi-diagnostics prole measurements for discharge #22009, respectively. The
real geometry of the magnetic eld is included in the code. An isotropic synthetic density
turbulence is included. Its k? spectrum is Kolmogorov-like, at up to 3.0 cm 1 followed
by a spectral decay with a spectral index of  4:0. More details on the experiments and
simulations can be found in Ref. [100].
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Figure 6.11: (a) Power and (b) scaling exponent as a function of the turbulence level for 2DFW
data (points) for the ASDEX Upgrade case and a Kolmogorov-type k? spectrum [100]. The solid
lines depict PO results. (c) Power response map for the Kolmogorov-type spectrum. The red
colour indicates saturation, yellow 2 and orange 8 enhanced and green linear. The dashed
line indicates the critical turbulence level obtained from Eq. 6.11. The hatched are indicates the
parameter space where the experimental measurements presented in Ref. [100] were performed.
A scan of the turbulence level has been performed in Ref. [100] (see Fig. 15 of the
reference). The resulting backscattered power P and the scaling exponent  are presented
in Figs. 6.11a and b, respectively. 2DFW data are depicted by points and PO data are
presented by solid lines. The colours represent three k? values and the upper axis the
non-linearity coecient . A similar behaviour as for the Gaussian case is observed:
For small k? values (blue points) the transition from linear to saturation regime is
direct,  is 2 for small  and drops for  > 1. Whereas for large k? (red points) an
enhanced power response is obtained as indicated by   4 at   40. This conrms
the existence and importance of enhanced power response for Doppler reectometry
measurements in more realistic conditions. The vertical oset between PO and 2DFW
data is related to the scattering eciency and is discussed in detail in Appendix A. The
PO model recovers qualitatively the power response regarding the appearance of the
dierent regimes, e.g. the maximum  for each k? series is approximately recovered.
The comparison of 2DFW and PO results in Figs. 6.11a and b conrms the suitability of
PO to describe approximately the linearity of a Doppler reectometer in realistic cases.
The power response for the Kolmogorov-type k? spectrum is studied using the PO
model and presented on the (k?; )-plane in Fig. 6.11b (see Sec. 6.2.5). The linear
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(green), 2 (yellow) and 8 (orange) enhanced and saturation (red) regimes are de-
picted. The boundaries of the regimes are dierent from the Gaussian and at spectrum
case presented in Fig. 6.8. For low enough  the response is linear for all k?. The
enhanced power appears for  around 10 and large k?. The critical level obtained from
Eq. 6.11 is plotted with a dashed blue line. Although it does not match accurately the
linear boundary, it also predicts a linear response for all k? at small  and an enhanced
power response at intermediate  and large k?. The dierence between Gaussian, at,
and Kolmogorov-type cases shows that the spectral shape plays an important role in
determining the linearity of the response.
The hatched region in Fig. 6.11b indicates where the X-mode experimental mea-
surements presented in the Ref. [100] were performed. The response is saturated below
k?  10 cm 1 and enhanced above. This is in agreement with the simulated and mea-
sured k? spectra therein, where a at spectrum (saturation) and an underestimated
spectral index (enhanced power) were observed below and above k?  10 cm 1, respec-
tively. A similar assessment of the linearity of O- and X-mode Doppler reectometry
measurements at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak has been performed in Ref. [103]. The
results of this chapter will be consider for the discussion of the linearity of the experi-
mental measurements presented in Ch. 8.
Summary
The power response of Doppler reectometry has been investigated using the physical
optics model. In addition to the known linear and saturation regimes, an enhanced
power response regime has been found for the rst time. It is characterized by a growth
of the backscattered power with the turbulence level faster than in the linear regime.
The enhanced power response contributes to the non-linear attening of the measured
k? spectra, in particular at large k?. The enhanced power response has been also
observed in two-dimensional full-wave simulations for both, a Gaussian k? spectrum in
slab geometry and a Kolmogorov-type k? spectrum in realistic plasma geometries.
A graphical representation of the power response dependence with the turbulence
level and k? has been proposed (cf. Figs. 6.8 and 6.11c). It was shown that the shape of
the k? spectrum plays a key role in determining the occurrence of the dierent regimes.
Moreover this representation has been used to assess the linearity of experimental mea-
surements.
A perturbative expansion of the physical optics has been performed. It was shown
that the enhanced power response is produced by multiple scattering events. Further-
more, these results allow to extend the conventional reectometry linearity criterion from
Eq. 5.8 to include the Doppler reectometry case:
nrms
nc
2 G2(2)2LrefLx
20
ln
 
Lref
Lx
!
(h?  h?)(k?)
h?(k?)
2
 1: (6.17)
This equation allows to estimate the linearity of the experimental measurements ac-
counting for k? and the spectral shape through h?(k?).

Chapter 7
Modelling of radial correlation
Doppler reectometry
Radial correlation Doppler reectometry, already introduced in Sec. 4.2.1, is an exper-
imental technique which can provide information on the radial structure of turbulent
density uctuations. In this chapter, the technique is studied in detail. Diagnostic ef-
fects are investigated by means of two-dimensional full-wave simulations (2DFW) and a
linear analysis based on the Born approximation. Furthermore, an innovative analysis
technique is developed, which provides a measurement of the tilt angle of the turbulent
structures (cf. Sec. 2.2).
First, the characterization of a turbulent eld by correlation techniques assuming
a point measurement is discussed in Sec. 7.1. It is shown how the correlation length
in radial and perpendicular directions, and the tilt of the turbulent structures can be
recovered. Afterwards, the complex diagnostic response is investigated with 2DFW
simulations in Sec. 7.2. The lter eect of the diagnostic is investigated based on the Born
approximation in Sec. 7.3. The impact of the temporal decorrelation of the turbulence
is analytically studied in Sec. 7.4. Finally, a realistic turbulent eld obtained from
gyrokinetic simulations [17] is investigated in Sec. 7.5.
7.1 Turbulence characterization: Point measurement
In this section, a method to characterize the correlation function of a turbulent eld
is discussed. It uses a local and exact measurement of the eld in slab geometry (cf.
Sec. 4.2). The method is applied to the characterization of turbulent elds with a
2D Gaussian wavenumber spectra given by Eq. 6.1. The application of the method to
reectometer signals including further diagnostic eects and to more realistic k spectra
is discussed in the following sections.
A point measurement assumes the reectometer signal probing at (x; y) to be pro-
portional to the density uctuation amplitude at the measurement position,
V (x; y) = n(x; y): (7.1)
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Figure 7.1: (a) Schematics showing the measurement positions of the reference and hopping
channels on a turbulent eld. x and y are depicted. (b) Cross-correlation function Cx(x;y)
for dierent separations x. The denitions of Cmax, Ly and ymax are illustrated.
The turbulence advection by plasma ows and its intrinsic dynamics results in a time
dependence of the reectometer signal V . In the following, the intrinsic dynamics of the
turbulence is neglected in the so-called frozen approximation, where the uctuations are
assumed frozen in the plasma frame. The motion of the turbulence in the y-direction
with velocity u? (cf. Eq. 2.3) provides the equivalence y = u?t. The eect of the
intrinsic dynamics in the following analysis will be discussed in Sec. 7.4.
7.1.1 Correlation function
The point measurement approximation of Eq. 7.1 is replaced in the cross-correlation
function of Eq. 4.11. The following expression is obtained for the reference and hopping
channels probing at x and x+ x, respectively:
Cx(x;y) =
Z
dy n(x; y)n(x+ x; y + y); (7.2)
where * stands for the complex conjugate. The turbulent eld has a zero mean value and
is normalized such that the denominator of Eq. 4.11 is not required. Given the frozen
approximation the time delay  of the cross-correlation is translated into y = u? . The
measurement positions of the channels and x and y are illustrated on a schematic
turbulent eld in Fig. 7.1a. The turbulent structures are depicted by blue ellipses.
The cross-correlation function of the signals (Eq. 7.2) is computed for the synthetic
turbulent eld discussed in Sec. 6.1 at an arbitrary x position. In Fig. 7.1b the results
are plotted for dierent separations of the channels x in dierent colors. In all cases
a peak is observed. Its amplitude decreases and its position moves to positive y when
x increases. The correlation function is characterized with its maximum Cmax, 1=e-
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Figure 7.2: (a{c) Maximum Cmax, 1=e-half-width Ly and position of the maximum ymax of
the cross-correlation as a function of the separation x. Lx and m are indicated. The thin grey
lines depict the results for several x values and the blue symbols their mean. The red lines depict
the analytical results from Eq. 7.6-7.9. (d) Schematics illustrating the eect of the tilt angle of
the structure on the time delay.
half-width Ly and position of the maximum ymax. The three quantities are indicated
on Fig. 7.1b for the x = 0:72 cm curve in red. It is important to remark that max =
ymax=u? is time delay between the signals.
In Figs. 7.2a{c the dependence on x of the properties of the correlation function is
shown in detail. The thin grey lines depict the results at dierent reference positions x
and the blue symbols the average of them with the error bars indicating the standard
deviation. The red line depicts the analytical prediction which will be discussed later.
The maximum of the correlation Cmax decays with x due to the spatial decorrelation
of the turbulence in the x (radial) direction, therefore the 1=e-decay length is dened as
the correlation length Lx. The width of the correlation function is independent of the
radial separation and its value is the correlation length in the y (perpendicular) direction
Ly.
The position of the maximum ymax or equivalently the time delay, shows a linear
behaviour ymax = mx characterized with a slope m, which is related to the tilt
angle of the turbulent structures. This is schematically shown in Fig 7.2d where three
structures with dierent tilt angles are displayed. The measurement points are depicted
by black circles, the empty one indicates the reference. A clockwise tilted structure
(purple) is seen earlier by the reference channel, resulting in a positive time delay that
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increases with x, and gives a positive slope m. On the contrary, a counter-clockwise
tilted structure (red) is seen later by the reference channel giving a negative time delay
and m value. If the structure is not tilted and therefore aligned with the measurement
points, the time delay and m are zero.
Since Eq. 7.2 depends explicitly on the reference position x, it gives a local measure-
ment of the correlation function. This is illustrated by the grey lines in Fig. 7.2a{c which
dier slightly for dierent x. Nevertheless, for statistically uniform turbulence, the cor-
relation function is expected to be independent of x. For the synthetic turbulence, the
niteness of the computational domain induces uctuations of Cx(x;y) which can be
treated as statistical uncertainties on Lx, m, and Ly.
For the following analytical calculations it is suitable to integrate Eq. 7.2 over x.
The results do not change given the statistical uniformity of the turbulence, and it is
convenient because the 2D correlation function of the turbulent eld is obtained:
Cx(y) =
ZZ
dx dy n(x; y)n(x+ x; y + y): (7.3)
Inserting Eq. 6.2 into 7.3 yields the correlation function of the k spectrum:
Cx(y) =
ZZ
dkx dky jh(kx; ky)j2eikxx+ikyy; (7.4)
which corresponds to the inverse Fourier transform of jhj2. The previous result allows to
link quantitatively the characteristics of the correlation function to the 2D k spectrum
of the turbulence. This is done in detail for 2D Gaussian wavenumber spectra in the
next subsection and for a Kolmogorov-type spectrum in Sec. 7.4.2.
7.1.2 Two-dimensional Gaussian k spectrum case
The correlation function of the Gaussian wavenumber spectrum in Eq. 6.1 is computed
using Eq. 7.4. In this case a 2D Gaussian correlation function is obtained,
Cx(y) = exp
"
 (x cos  + y sin )
2
`2max
  (x sin   y cos )
2
`2min
#
: (7.5)
In Fig. 7.3a the 1=e-contour of the correlation function is shown. It can be considered as
the shape of the average turbulent structure, which is elongated and tilted by an angle
 with respect to the x-direction. The correlation lengths along the major, `max, and
minor, `min, axes are indicated.
It is useful to rewrite Eq. 7.5 as
Cx(y) =
Cmaxz }| {
exp

 (x)
2
L2x

exp
"
 (y  
ymaxz }| {
mx )2
L2y
#
; (7.6)
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. The
values obtained from synthetic turbulence (points) are in agreement with the results of Eqs. 7.7{
7.9 (solid line).
where
Lx = `max cos 
"
1 +
`2min
`2max
tan2 
#1=2
; (7.7)
Ly =
`min
cos 
"
1 +
`2min
`2max
tan2 
#1=2
; (7.8)
m = tan 

1  (`min=`max)2
1 + (`min=`max)
2 tan2 

: (7.9)
The geometrical meaning of Lx, Ly, and m is shown in Fig. 7.3a. Lx gives half the
maximum width of the structure in the x-direction marked by the red point. The vertical
position of this point is mLx and depends on the tilt angle. The half width in y-direction
on the axis is given by Ly.
For every x, Eq. 7.6 gives a Gaussian peak with amplitude Cmax, width Ly, and
centred at ymax, which is in agreement with the cross-correlation function depicted in
Fig. 7.1b. Furthermore, the x dependence of Cmax, Ly, and ymax depicted by red
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lines in Figs. 7.2a{c matches the average synthetic data (blue points), proving that the
results of Eq. 7.2 and 7.3 are equivalent.
In order to conrm the dependence of Lx, Ly, and m on the turbulence parameters
given in Eqs. 7.7{7.9, a scan of the tilt angle  has been performed. The values of Lx,
Ly and m obtained from the synthetic turbulence are depicted by points in Figs. 7.3b{d,
respectively. The results from the analytical expressions of Eqs. 7.7{7.9 are depicted
by solid lines. Lx evolves from `max at  = 0
 to `min at  = 90, corresponding
to a change from horizontally to vertically aligned structures. Ly exhibits the opposite
behaviour with a transition from `min to `max. For small , m increases as the structure's
major axis misaligns with respect to the x-axis, whereas for  close to 90, m decreases
as the structure's minor axis aligns with the x-axis. As a result of these behaviours
m has a maximum around 70. Figs. 7.3b{d show good agreement between the results
from the synthetic turbulence and the analytical model from Eqs. 7.7{7.9 for the three
quantities. The system of equations 7.7 to 7.9 can be inverted for obtaining `max, `min,
and  from the measurements of Lx, Ly, and m.
Since m increases with the tilt angle in a broad  range, it can be used to estimate
directly the tilt angle. The bracket term in Eq. 7.9 can be approximated by 1 for
elongated structures (`min=`max < 1) and angles far from 90
 obtaining
m  tan : (7.10)
This approximation is depicted in Fig. 7.3d by a dashed blue line. It agrees well with
the exact solution for  up to 30, therefore the tilt angle is precisely obtained from
 = tan 1m. For  between 30 and 55, tan  is above the exact solution hence
the tilt angle is underestimated. The range of validity of the approximation increases
with the elongation. Eq. 7.10 allows to calculate the tilt angle directly from m, assuming
elongated structures with a nite tilt angle with respect to the cuto. This approximation
is useful because the diagnostic eects have an impact on the Lx and Ly measurements
that make the inversion of Eqs. 7.7{7.9 problematic.
7.1.3 Ray propagation eect
For oblique angles of incidence, the radial scan pertaining to a radial correlation mea-
surement results in a perpendicular displacement of the measurement position. Fig. 7.4a
depicts rays for dierent probing frequencies in slab geometry. The measurement posi-
tions are indicated with circles. The change in the radial position x induces a perpen-
dicular displacement yray of the measurement position. For a small cuto separation
the measurement points are aligned along a straight line dening an angle ray with
respect to the x-axis which fulls
yray = tan(ray)x: (7.11)
The geometrical denition of ray is shown in the zoomed Fig.7.4b. The upper and right
axes indicated x and yray, respectively. ray can be computed from ray tracing data.
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Figure 7.4: (a) Rays of the reference frequency and three hopping frequencies for O-mode and
linear density prole,  = 17:7. The measurement positions are indicated with circles. x
and yray are depicted for one case. (b) Zoom showing schematically the eect of the vertical
displacement of the measurement positions on the ymax measurement. Refer to the text for
more details.
Equations 7.2 and 7.3 assume that both Doppler channels are measuring at the same
y-position. This is valid only for normal incidence where there is no perpendicular
displacement of the measurement positions. However, for Doppler reectometry the per-
pendicular displacement of the measurement points introduces an extra contribution to
ymax and therefore to m. This extra contribution results from geometrical considera-
tions as shown in Fig. 7.4b. The measurement points are depicted by red points and the
turbulent structure is shown with the blue contour. The measurement ymax (indicated
with a black line) is the sum of the ray tracing contribution yray = x tan ray (red
line) and of the structure tilt contribution x tan  (blue line). Therefore
m = tan  + tan ray: (7.12)
Concluding, it is important to consider the perpendicular displacement of the measure-
ment positions, which has an impact on yray (hence on the time delay max) and m.
The geometrical considerations summarized in Eq. 7.12 are the basis of the tilt angle
measurement method. In Chs. 8 and 9 the tilt angle will be determined from the analysis
of experimental time delays max, u?, and ray in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak and
the TJ-II stellarator. Eq. 7.12 will be adapted to the sign conventions of time delay and
angle used there. Diagnostic eects on this measurement are investigated in the following
sections. In particular, the impact of the temporal decorrelation of the turbulence is
discussed in Sec. 7.4.
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7.2 Two-dimensional full-wave simulations
In order to investigate the inuence of plasma-wave interactions in the correlation mea-
surements and to asses if the characterization method presented in the previous section
can be applied to Doppler reectometry signals, radial correlation Doppler reectometry
measurements are modelled with 2DFW simulations. The same conguration as for the
power response studies (cf. Sec. 6.3) is used with 60.2 and 94.4 GHz as reference frequen-
cies. The hopping channel signal is obtained by repeating the simulations with lower
frequencies in the range 60.2{47.8 and 94.4{83.4 GHz for O- and X-mode, respectively.
The turbulent eld with a 2D Gaussian spectrum is the same of Sec. 6.1. Five turbulence
levels within the same range as in the power response studies were used. Aiming for a
better k? overlap between O- and X-mode,  = 5:6 is also simulated for X-mode. In
order to minimize statistical uctuations the number of samples was increased to 5920.
7.2.1 Linear case
From the power response studies (cf. Fig. 6.10) it is known that for nrms=nc = 0.1 %
the reectometer response is linear for both polarizations, excluding the X-mode at
 = 22:31 where a slight enhanced power response is observed. This linear case allows
to study the diagnostic response excluding any non-linear eect.
The cross-correlation function of the complex signals is calculated. Only its abso-
lute value is considered, since the complex phase contains information on the Doppler
frequency irrelevant for the correlation analysis. The quantities Cmax, Ly and ymax
are computed. Figs. 7.5a{c shows the O-mode results (points) as a function of x for
dierent angles of incidence . The dashed lines will be explained later. The correlation
decays with the radial separation, but the decay is strongly aected by the angle of
incidence. A similar eect has been already observed in Ref. [19] and was attributed to
non-local scattering [21]. The width of the cross-correlation Ly is independent of x for
small values and shows a slight dependence with . ymax shows a linear behaviour with
the radial separation for small x as observed previously. The slope m increases with 
as expected from the perpendicular displacement eect already discussed (cf. Sec. 7.1.3).
For large x and small  (blue and green data), the correlation decay seems to be
slower than what is expected for a Gaussian decay depicted by the dashed lines. This
eect is related to non-local scattering, where scattering along the beam path contributes
to the reectometer signal (cf. Sec. 4.3). This results in a higher correlation compared
to what one would expect for the cuto [21]. This eect explains also the deviations of
ymax from the expected linear behaviour, because the scattering from dierent regions
along the probing beam do not have a well dened time delay like the contribution from
the cuto.
A Gaussian t Cmax = exp[ (x=Lx)2] is done weighting the data with 1=C2max.
Since points with low correlation are less important, this procedure lters out non-local
scattering eects and focuses the analysis to the cuto contribution. Furthermore, it is
also convenient because for low correlation levels, the cross-correlation and therefore the
extracted quantities are strongly aected by the statistical uctuations. A detailed study
of non-local scattering eects would require increased statistics in the simulations. Ly
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Figure 7.5: (a{c) Correlation parameters Cmax, Ly and ymax obtained from 2DFW simula-
tions in the linear regime. The colours represent dierent angles of incidence . (d{f) Lx, Ly
and m obtained from O- and X-mode 2DFW data. Refer to the text for more details.
is taken from its value at x = 0. ymax is tted with a linear function using only the
rst few points which behave linearly and are not aected by the non-local scattering.
Lx, Ly and m are obtained from the tting process described above. The results as a
function of  are shown in Figs. 7.5d{f. Additionally, data from X-mode simulations are
included. Lx decreases with the angle of incidence for both polarizations in Fig. 7.5d. A
similar trend has been observed previously in simulations [19] and experiments [16]. Lx
is slightly overestimated for small  compared to the true value marked with a dashed
line in the plot, and is underestimated for large . It has been found that the k? variation
produced by the probing frequency scan induces decorrelation of the signals for large .
This eect is discussed in detail in Appendix B. The decorrelation eect is strong in the
performed simulations and is responsible, to a large extent, for the Lx reduction with
 reported here. This prevents a detailed study of the non-local scattering which may
induce an overestimation of Lx for small  and a convergence to the true value for large
 [21]. In the presented simulations, the correlation length Lx can be estimated from the
data at small  (not aected by the decorrelation eect) with an error of 10 and 20 %
for O- and X-mode, respectively.
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For both polarizations, Ly is strongly overestimated compared to the true value
indicated with a black dashed line in Fig. 7.5e. Ly exhibits a slight dependence on  for
the O-mode data. Note that the obtained values match well the beam size w indicated
with dotted lines for each polarization. Therefore in the simulations presented, the width
of the cross-correlation gives the beam size rather than the perpendicular correlation
length Ly.
The 2DFW data for both polarizations in Fig. 7.5f underestimate m compared to
the point measurement depicted by dashed lines and computed with Eq. 7.12 ( = 20).
Nevertheless the dependence with  is similar, which shows that the m change is due to
the perpendicular displacement eect. Note that m is larger than the point measurement
for the case without tilting ( = 0) depicted by dotted lines. This means that a non-
zero tilt with the correct sign is recovered from the simulations. The tilt angle obtained
from the simulated data using Eq. 7.12 is   10, which has the correct sign but
underestimates the true value by 50 %.
In summary, the radial correlation length Lx can be estimated (10{20 % error) from
the simulated data at small  for which the impact of decorrelation eect discussed in
Appendix B is negligible. The width of the cross-correlation gives an estimation of the
beam size and not of the perpendicular correlation length Ly. The time delay and the
slope m behave as predicted by the perpendicular displacement discussed in Sec. 7.1.3.
The tilt angle of the turbulence can be extracted from the simulated data with the
correct sign, although the value is underestimated. These simulations have shown the
applicability of the developed analysis techniques to Doppler reectometer signals in the
linear regime. The role of the radial and spectral resolutions on the linear measurements
will be investigated in the next section, which will allow to understand better the eects
observed in these simulations. Moreover the conditions required for a more accurate
characterization will also be discussed.
7.2.2 Non-linear case
The previous correlation analysis is repeated for the turbulence level scan. Lx, Ly and
m are obtained from Cmax, width and ymax as for the linear case. The results are
shown in Fig. 7.6 as a function of the turbulence level for dierent angles of incidence
depicted by dierent colours. O- and X-mode results are plotted in the left and right
columns, respectively. The upper axis shows the non-linearity parameter  (cf. Eq. 5.8).
Lx decreases with the turbulence level in the non-linear regime ( = 0:1{10), for all
angles of incidence and both polarizations. In the saturation regime (  10), Lx does
not depend on the angle of incidence and is underestimated compared to the true value
indicated with the dashed line. Ly does not change appreciably with the turbulence level.
For increasing turbulence level between  = 0:1{1, m decreases as the reectometer starts
operating in the non-linear regimes. This eect is stronger for X-mode since it runs rst
into non-linear operation (cf. Ch. 6). For the highest turbulence level in the saturation
regime m shows an erratic behaviour.
The decrease of the correlation with the turbulence level (Figs. 7.6a and d) is ex-
plained by the multiple scattering processes responsible for the non-linear eects dis-
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Figure 7.6: Turbulence parameters Lx, Ly and m as a function of the turbulence level obtained
from O- (a{c) and X-mode (d{f) 2DFW data. The colours depict dierent angles of incidence.
cussed in Sec. 6.2.4. In the linear regime, the reectometer signal is produced by scat-
tering events at k?. This contribution is well correlated for both reectometer channels.
However, for large turbulence levels, multiple scattering events at wavenumbers dierent
from k? contribute to the reectometer signal (see Fig. 6.7). These multiple contribu-
tions are poorly correlated.
The strong eects of non-linearities on Lx and m limit the direct application of the
characterization method when the diagnostic response is non-linear. The method could
be still applied if non-linear eects are assessed with 2DFW simulations. Nevertheless,
this must be done in detail for the specic experimental conditions, because the linearity
of the response depends strongly on the k spectrum and diers from the Gaussian case.
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7.3 Diagnostic lter eect
The lter eect of the diagnostic in k space is considered. This allows to understand
better the linear simulations presented in the previous section, to predict the diagnostic
response for more general cases, and to identify conditions for which the characterization
of the turbulence with radial correlation Doppler reectometry is accurate.
The Doppler reectometer is studied using the Born approximation from Eq. 5.7. For
the sake of simplicity, here E20 or equivalently the weighting function W is approximated
with a Gaussian lter function f given by
E20(x; y)  f(x; y) = exp

  x
2
(r)2
  2y
2
w2
  ik?y

: (7.13)
The width in the x- and y-directions is dened by the radial resolution r and the beam
width w = 2=k, respectively. The complex phase gives the Bragg condition at k?. In
Fourier space the lter function is
bf 1(kx; ky) = exp  k2x(r)2
4

exp
"
 (ky   k?)
2
2(k)2
#
; (7.14)
whereb 1 stands for the inverse Fourier transform. It corresponds to a 2D lter centred
at kx = 0 and ky = k? and is analogous to the lter function f introduced for the
physical optics model in Sec. 6.2.4.
Equation 7.13 is a reasonable approximation given the maximization of E0 at the
cuto discussed in Sec. 6.3. It will be shown that it recovers some of the eects observed
in 2DFW simulations and experiments. Furthermore, it is useful for the understanding
and assessment of the impact of the radial and spectral resolution on the characterization
method discussed in Sec. 7.1. Nevertheless, quantitative predictions should be taken
carefully considering the approximations done and the absence of non-local scattering
eects [21].
Using the Born approximation (Eq. 5.7) with the lter function (Eq. 7.13), the
Doppler signal probing at the position (x; y) is
V (x; y) =
ZZ
dx0dy0 n(x+ x0; y + y0)f(x0; y0): (7.15)
This expression considers the integration over the scattering volume, therefore it is a
generalization of the point measurement of Eq. 7.1. Writing n in terms of the k spectrum
from Eq. 6.2, Eq. 7.15 becomes:
V (x; y) =
ZZZZ
dx0dy0 dkxdky h(kx; ky)eikx(x+x
0)+iky(y+y0)f(x0; y0);
=
ZZ
dkxdky h(kx; ky) bf 1(kx; ky)eikxx+ikyy: (7.16)
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In the last step the signal is given by the turbulent eld ltered in k-space. This indicates
the ltering role of the Doppler reectometer.
The cross-correlation of the Doppler reectometer signals is
eCx(y) = ZZ dx dy V (x; y)V (x+ x; y + y);
where the tilde stands for the fact that the ltered signals are used as input. In the last
equation the statistical uniformity of the turbulence has been used as it has been done
to obtain Eq. 7.3. Inserting Eq. 7.16 in the last expression yields the correlation function
eCx(y) = ZZ dkxdky jh(kx; ky)j2j bf 1(kx; ky)j2eikxx+ikyy: (7.17)
It corresponds to the inverse Fourier transform of the ltered k spectrum. This is dierent
from the point measurement case of Eq. 7.4 where no lter is included.
For the 2D Gaussian spectrum of Eq. 6.1, the integral in Eq. 7.17 is solved analytically
obtaining
j eCx(y)j = exp
"
 (x)
2eL2x   (y   emx)
2eL2y
#
: (7.18)
The absolute value is taken because the ky-lter gives a complex phase without further
physical information. The tilded quantities are:
eLx = Lx
s
1 +
2(r)2
L2x
; (7.19)
eLy =
s
L2y +
4
(k)2
+
2m2(r)2
1 + 2(r)2=L2x
; (7.20)
em = m1 + 2(r)2
L2x
 1
: (7.21)
The measured radial correlation length eLx is overestimated by a factorp1 + 2(r)2=L2x.
If the radial resolution is small compared to the radial correlation length, r  Lx, this
eect is small and the true Lx is recovered. This is in agreement with the linear 2DFW
results from Fig. 7.5d at small , where a slight overestimation of Lx is observed. It is
important to note that no dependence on k? is obtained for the Gaussian case. The
decrease of the measured Lx with  observed in the simulations is not reproduced by the
lter eect and is explained in Appendix B.
The measured width of the correlation eLy is overestimated by the spectral and radial
resolution through the second and third term in Eq. 7.20, respectively. For a good spec-
tral resolution (Lyk  1), the second term dominates and the width of the correlation
is rather given by the beam width, eLy  2=k = w. This is the case of the 2DFW
simulations shown in Fig. 7.5e.
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The slope em in Eq. 7.21 underestimates m due to the radial resolution by a factor
(1 + 2(r)2=L2x)
 1. Nevertheless, for r  Lx this eect is also negligible. There is also
no k? dependence for the Gaussian case. The lter eect recovers the underestimation of
m and hence of the tilt angle  obtained from the 2DFW results by taking r  0:8 cm.
Note that the ray propagation eect can be considered by adding tan ray at the r.h.s.
of Eq. 7.21.
The ltering eect of the Doppler reectometry does aect the quantities used for the
2D characterization of the turbulence. The measured radial correlation lengths and time
delays can be aected by the radial resolution, nevertheless for favourable experimental
conditions (r  Lx) the eect is negligible, thus the radial correlation length and tilt
angle can be measured. The width of the correlation is mostly given by the beam width,
hence the estimation of the perpendicular correlation length is problematic.
7.4 Temporal decorrelation eect
Up to now, frozen turbulence has been assumed in the characterization method presented
in Sec. 7.1 and has been used in the 2DFW simulations and the ltering eect discussed
in the previous sections. This is a valid assumption if the structures do not change
appreciably while they propagate through the scattering region. This condition can be
fullled depending on the turbulence decorrelation time d and the plasma ow u?. Here,
the eect of the decorrelation time is considered. A correction to the characterization
method accounting for the decorrelation time is given.
The cross-correlation function for a given radial separation x and considering the
decorrelation time of the turbulence is
Cx() = Cmax exp

 (u?  ymax)
2
w2

exp
 
 
2
2d
!
(7.22)
The rst two terms correspond to the frozen turbulence case as in Eq. 7.6, where Cmax
and ymax are dened by the 2D structure of the turbulence. The beam width w is
taken instead of Ly because of the ltering eect discussed previously. The last term
includes a Gaussian correlation function in time [105].
Cx() has been plotted in Fig. 7.7 for w = 4:0 cm, u? = 1 km/s, ymax = 1:0 cm.
Colours indicate dierent d values. The blue line for d !1 shows a peak centred at
max = ymax=u? = 10 s as in the frozen turbulence case. As d decreases the peak
becomes narrower and moves closer to  = 0, implying a reduction of the measured time
delay max. This eect is small for d = 119 s (green line) with a time delay 10 %
smaller than the one of the frozen case. The eect is strong for d = 13 s (light blue
line) with a time delay 90 % smaller than the one of the frozen case. The maximum of
the correlation is not strongly aected, even for small d.
It can be shown that the maximum of Cx() is at
max =
ymax
u?
 
1 +
w2
u2?
2
d
! 1
=
ymax
u?
Fd: (7.23)
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Figure 7.7: Cross-correlation function from Eq. 7.22 for dierent d values. The blue curve
corresponds to the frozen turbulence case.
The rst term gives the time delay expected from the frozen turbulence case, and the
second term is a correction factor Fd related to the temporal decorrelation that reduces
the measured time delay. It is relevant for d  w=u?.
The time delay reduction leads to an underestimation of m. This eect can be
included in Eq. 7.12 with the correction factor Fd as follows:
m = Fd [tan() + tan(ray)]: (7.24)
In the experiments, the impact of the decorrelation time can be assessed by comparing
the passing time w=u? with d measurements or expected values [105, 106]. For large
plasma velocities the passing time is substantially smaller than d and the decorrelation
time eect has no impact, whereas for small velocities the passing time is comparable to
or larger than d and the correction factor Fd is necessary. The impact of the temporal
decorrelation on the experimental measurements will be investigated in Chs. 8 and 9.
Eq. 7.24 will be used for the tilt angle measurement and Eq. 7.23 for estimations of the
correction factor and decorrelation time.
7.5 Realistic wavenumber spectrum
Gaussian k spectra have often been used in theory [21] and simulations [19] of radial
correlation Doppler reectometry. Their properties make them suitable for analytical
calculations, as it has been shown in the previous sections and in Ch. 6. Nevertheless,
more realistic Kolmogorov-type spectra should be also considered (cf. Sec. 2.1). It is
important to assess how the spectral shape impacts the correlation measurements and
what other eects may appear when non-Gaussian spectra are considered. In this section
the turbulence from a gyrokinetic simulation of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak plasma is
studied. The 2D k spectrum is computed and characterized with the method presented in
Sec. 7.1. Then, the diagnostic eects are investigated with the lter eect from Sec. 7.3.
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Figure 7.8: Contour plot of the density uctuations on the cross-section of the ASDEX Upgrade
tokamak. A zoom to the region of interest is also shown. The turbulence is computed byt he
gyrokinetic code GENE [17, 41].
7.5.1 Gyrokinetic turbulence and 2D k spectrum
The gyrokinetic simulations for the plasma conditions in Ref. [17] are studied. The
reference discharge is AUG#31260, a L-mode in USN conguration with 1 MW NBI
and 0.45 MW ECRH power. The core average density is 5.51019 m 3. The density
uctuations are obtained from non-linear GENE [28, 41] simulations, local to the ux
surface at  = 0:8. The turbulence is ITG driven for large scales k?s < 1. More details
on the discharge and the simulations can be found in Ref. [17].
The poloidal cross-section of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak together with a sample
contour plot of the density uctuations is shown in Fig. 7.8. The turbulent eld located
between the ux surfaces  = 0:75 and 0.95 shows an asymmetry between the high
and low eld side. The uctuation level is higher on the low eld side (bad curvature)
reecting the ballooning character of the turbulence. Elongated turbulent structures are
observed, their size and tilt changes along the ux surface reecting the locality of the
turbulence.
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Figure 7.9: (a) Contour plot of the k spectrum computed from GENE data. (b) Perpendicular
and radial k power spectra. Power laws in dierent k ranges are indicated.
The analysis in this section is focused on the region where the steerable Doppler
reectometer system measures (cf. Sec. 4.2.2). This region is indicated with a dashed
square in Fig. 7.8 and magnied on the right side of the gure. Elongated and tilted
structures show a tilt angle with respect to the normal to the ux surface of about 67
as indicated in the zoomed area.
In order to compute the 2D k spectrum a local coordinate system (x0; y0) is dened
with the x0-axis perpendicularly aligned to the ux surfaces. The new coordinate system
and the analysis domain are depicted by arrows and a dashed box in the zoom in Fig. 7.8.
The 2D k spectrum is obtained by computing the Fourier transform of the density
uctuations in this new coordinate system.
The contour plot of the k spectrum averaged over 20 samples is shown in Fig. 7.9a.
Elongation and a tilt of 67 with respect to the vertical axis are observed, similarly to
the synthetic Gaussian case in Fig. 6.1a. The radial and perpendicular wavenumber
spectra are computed by taking the spectral power jhj2 at ky = 0 and kx = 0, respec-
tively. The results are plotted in Fig. 7.9b, where a Kolomorov-type spectrum of density
uctuations is obtained for both cases. The perpendicular wavenumber spectrum is at
up to approximately 2 cm 1. Afterwards it is characterized by power laws with spec-
tral indices of about  4 and  8 in regions separated by a knee at about 8 cm 1. The
radial wavenumber spectrum is almost at up to approximately 4 cm 1 and then it is
characterized by a spectral index of  5.
It has to be remarked that tilt angles obtained in local simulations do not consider
radial shear of the plasma parameters, which is a relevant ingredient in the tilt angle gen-
eration mechanism [38]. A comparison of the tilt angle with experimental measurements
requires global gyrokinetic simulations which do account for these eects.
7.5.2 Correlation function
The correlation function is computed from the 2D k spectrum using Eq. 7.4. The contour
plot of Cx(y) is shown in Fig. 7.10a, where a main structure centred at the origin is
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Figure 7.10: (a) 2D correlation function of the turbulent eld. (b) Cmax, (c) Ly and (d) ymax
as a function of x. Predictions of Eqs. 7.7{7.9 are depicted in blue.
obtained. Its elongation and tilt are in agreement with the structures zoomed in Fig. 7.8.
The 1=e-contour depicted by the yellow line is approximately an ellipse characterized with
`max = 1:40 cm, `min = 0:32 cm and  = 67
. The three quantities are indicated in
Fig. 7.10a.
The turbulent eld is characterized using the method presented in Sec. 7.1. Cmax, Ly
and ymax are computed from Cx(y) at dierent x, which corresponds to vertical
cuts in Fig. 7.10a. Cmax, Ly and ymax are plotted with points as a function of x in
Figs. 7.10b{d. The maximum of the correlation decreases similarly to the Gaussian case
for small x. The radial correlation length Lx computed with Eq. 7.7 is depicted by the
dashed blue line in Fig. 7.10b. It matches the 1=e-decay length. Nevertheless contrary
to the Gaussian case, there is a slowly decaying tail for large x. This is due only to
the spectral shape and not to diagnostic eects which have not been considered yet. Ly
in Fig. 7.10c is not constant contrary to the Gaussian case, instead it increases with x.
Nevertheless Ly computed from Eq. 7.8 depicted by a blue line matches the value at
x = 0. ymax in Fig. 7.10d depends linearly on x. The solid blue line depicts mx
with m computed from Eq. 7.9. A good agreement is obtained for small x.
Cmax, Ly and ymax are well described by the model proposed in Sec. 7.1.2, also for
a Kolmogorov-type k spectrum. The characterization method presented in Sec. 7.1 can
be applied to more realistic turbulence in the point measurement case.
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Figure 7.11: (a) eCmax, (b) eLy and (c) fymax as a function of x obtained from the ltered cor-
relation function. The colours depict dierent k? values. The non-ltered (point measurement)
results are shown with black symbols.
7.5.3 Diagnostic lter eect
It has been shown for the Gaussian case in Sec. 7.2, that diagnostic eects can have
an important impact on correlation measurements and therefore on the proposed char-
acterization method. A complete study for realistic k spectra would require systematic
2DFW simulations in order to include non-linearities, non-local scattering and k ltering.
Nevertheless, here only the ltering eect discussed in Sec. 7.3 is considered. Further
studies with 2DFW simulations are left for future work.
The lter eect of the Doppler reectometer is included through Eqs. 7.14 and 7.17.
The values for the radial and spectral resolutions are 0.2 cm and 3.5 cm 1, respec-
tively. The ltered correlation function for dierent k? values is computed and eCmax,eLy and fymax are obtained. The results are plotted in Figs. 7.11a{c where the colours
correspond to dierent k? values. The black points depict the non-ltered (point mea-
surement) case already shown in Fig. 7.10b{d.
In Fig. 7.11a, Cmax decays faster for larger k?. This eect, absent in the Gaussian
case, is due to the lter eect combined with the spectral shape. It is important to remark
that despite of the qualitative similarities, this behaviour is not caused by non-local
scattering [21] or the decorrelation eect discussed in Appendix B. Moreover for small
k?, the correlation decays slightly slower compare to the point measurement because
of the nite radial resolution. It should be noted that the radial correlation length is
well recovered for the measurements at small k?. This eect can explain the reduction
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of the radial correlation length with k? measured in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (cf.
Sec. 8.1.3) and the TJ-II stellarator (cf. Ref. [16]).
For small k?, eLy in Fig. 7.11b follows the point like measurements, but overestimate
the value due to the beam waist contribution (cf. Eq. 7.20). For larger k?, eLy decreases
and shows a dierent behaviour with x. In Fig. 7.11c, ymax increases linearly for small
x in all cases. The slope obtained at small k? (blue and green lines) recovers the value
of the point like measurement related to the tilt angle of the turbulence. Nevertheless,
the slope decreases with k? obtaining values close to zero for the higher k? (light blue
line). This eect was also absent in the Gaussian case.
In summary, the lter eect of the Doppler reectometer has an impact on the
correlation measurements. In particular, a k? dependence of Lx and m appears for
Kolmogorov-type turbulence. Although Lx and m are underestimated for large k?, the
values obtained at small k? yield to a good estimation of the the radial correlation
length and tilt angle. This eect has not been investigated yet in the literature where
only Gaussian turbulence has been considered [19, 21]. The dierence between the Gaus-
sian and the Kolmogorov-type case, show that the spectral shape plays an important
role in the diagnostic response. This deserves further investigations.
Summary
A new analysis technique of the time delay of the cross-correlation function max, velocity
u? and the geometry of the measurement positions has been proposed (cf. Sec. 7.1). It
can be used to measure the tilt angle of elongated turbulent structures. The eect of
the temporal decorrelation of the turbulence has been investigated. It has been shown
that for small velocities, u?  w=d, the measured time delays are underestimated with
respect to the frozen turbulence case. This eect can be assessed and accounted in the
analysis with a correction factor Fd (cf. Sec. 7.4). The analysis technique developed will
be applied in Chs. 8 and 9, where the tilt angle will be measured in the experiments.
The diagnostic response has been considered using two-dimensional full-wave simu-
lations and a linear analysis based on the Born approximation. It has been found that
in the linear diagnostic regime, the radial correlation length and the tilt angle can be
estimated. The impact of the nite radial resolution of the diagnostic has been stud-
ied, it is relevant when the radial resolution is comparable or bigger than the radial
correlation length. The non-linear diagnostic response has a strong impact on the cor-
relation measurements, hence estimations of the radial correlation length and tilt angle
are problematic when a strong linear diagnostic response is involved.
It has been found that the spectral shape plays an important role in the diagnostic
response. For a realistic Kolmogorov-type turbulence, the lter eect of the Doppler
reectometer induces a reduction of the measured radial correlation length and tilt angle
with k?. This result is used for the interpretation of experimental data in Sec. 8.1.3.
Chapter 8
Turbulence characterization in
ASDEX Upgrade and TJ-II plasmas
The density turbulence in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak and the TJ-II stellarator is
characterized in detail using Doppler reectometry. The k? spectrum, u? prole and
radial correlation length Lr are experimentally investigated. The purpose of these studies
is two-fold. On the one hand the experimental data are analysed based on the modelling
presented in Ch. 6 and 7. The impact of the diagnostic eects and the accuracy of
the measurements are discussed. On the other hand, specic physical aspects of the
turbulence are discussed. In particular, the eect on the turbulence structure of dierent
driving forces and the turbulence regulation by sheared ows (cf. Ch. 2) is discussed.
The application of the analysis techniques developed in Secs. 7.1.3 and 7.3.2 to ex-
perimental data is discussed in detail. As a result, the mean tilt angle of the turbulent
structures is measured in the conned region for the rst time in both machines. This
is a proof of principle of the tilt angle measurement method which is one of the major
contributions of this thesis. The tilt angle measurement in TJ-II is compared to results
from gyrokinetic simulations.
L-mode plasmas in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak and the TJ-II stellarator are ex-
perimentally investigated in Sec. 8.1 and 8.2, respectively. A discussion summarizing the
results in both machines and conclusions are presented in Sec. 8.3.
8.1 Measurements on ASDEX Upgrade
In this section, the density turbulence is investigated with Doppler reectometry in
the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG) in a medium density L-mode discharge . The
recently installed W- and V-band reectometers (cf. Sec. 4.3.1), together with the steer-
able mirror [83] have made possible detailed k? spectra and radial correlation studies.
In Sec. 8.1.1 the discharge under investigation is described. In Sec. 8.1.2 a detailed
experimental study of k? spectra and u? prole is presented. Doppler reectometry
measurements with O- and X-mode polarizations are compared. In Sec. 8.1.3 a detailed
study of the diagnostic eects on the radial correlation length Lr is carried out and the
new measurement technique of the tilt angle of turbulent structures is applied.
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Figure 8.1: Time traces of (a) the plasma current, (b) auxiliary heating power and (c) plasma
density for the reference discharge #33714. The phase of constant density used for the reec-
tometry measurements is indicated with magenta lines. (d) Density and (e) temperature proles
during the measurement phase. Measured data are depicted by symbols and the respective ts
with solid lines.
8.1.1 Discharges
Dedicated experiments have been performed on the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak for the
turbulence characterization using Doppler reectometry. ECRH heated L-mode plasmas
with medium density have been investigated. The density has been chosen in order
optimize the radial range measured by the Doppler reectometers. The upper single
null (USN) conguration has been used in order to avoid a transition into the H-mode
because of the higher L-H power threshold for this conguration [107].
The time traces of the plasma current, heating power and line average density of
the reference discharge #33714 are shown in Figs. 8.1a{c. A constant 0.8 MW of ECR
heating power on axis is applied to the plasma. The core and edge line average densities
are stationary between t =2.5 and 4.5 s. The reectometry measurements are performed
during this time window as indicated at the top of the gure. A NBI blip is applied for
CXRS measurements. Four comparable discharges (#33714{17) have been performed to
allow for a complete reectometer parameter scan.
The density and temperature proles in the measurement phase are shown in Figs. 8.1d
and e, respectively. The plasma density obtained from Thomson scattering and lithium
beam diagnostics is shown in Fig. 8.1d with symbols. The solid line depicts the t to
the density prole which will be used later for ray tracing calculations with TORBEAM.
The electron temperature depicted by green plus symbols in Fig. 8.1e is obtained from
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Figure 8.2: (a) Probed k? values as a function of the measured radial position . (b) Measure-
ment position on the poloidal AUG cross-section. O- and X-mode are plotted with red and blue
symbols, respectively.
Thomson scattering and ECE measurements. The ion temperature (red squares) is ob-
tained from the CXRS measurements. In both cases the solid line depicts the t to
the data. The density and temperature proles are stationary during the measurement
phase and are similar for the four discharges.
8.1.2 Measurement of k? spectra and u? prole
The two V-band (50{75 GHz) reectometers have been used in O-mode polarization, and
the W-band (75{103 GHz) in X-mode polarization. For more details on the reectometer
conguration refer to Sec. 4.3.1. In this section only the data of one W- and one V-band
channel is considered for k? spectra and u? prole measurements. The second V-band
channel will be considered later in Sec. 8.1.3 for correlation measurements. The probing
frequency has been stepped rapidly (5 ms per frequency). A broad scan of the angle of
incidence (12 values) and probing frequencies (120 frequencies per angle of incidence)
has been performed during the measurement phase of the four discharges (cf. Figs. 8.1a{
c). The frequency patterns have been specially designed in order to cover a large radial
region and to have an overlap of the O- and X-mode measurements.
The scattering position and the probed k? are computed using TORBEAM with the
t to the density prole shown in Fig. 8.1d. The probed k? is plotted as a function of the
radial position  in Fig. 8.2a. O- and X-mode data are depicted by red and blue symbols,
respectively. For each polarization 12 rows of points are distinguished. Each of them
corresponds to one angle of incidence, and the constitutive points to the dierent probing
frequencies. The coloured areas illustrate the radial windows where the k? spectra are
computed later. Both polarizations overlap radially in the range   0:87{0.97. The
measurements overlap also in k?, while the specic range depends on . The X-mode
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Figure 8.3: Power spectra of the (a) O- and (b) X-mode reectometer signal measured at
similar radial positions and k?. The t to the Doppler peak is shown with a blue line. The
O-mode exhibits a zero-order reection.
probes at higher k? (up to 16 cm 1) due to the higher probing k0. Fig. 8.2b shows
the O- and X-mode measurement positions on the AUG cross-section, which overlap
spatially.
For each probing frequency and angle of incidence, the power spectrum of the reec-
tometer signal is computed as described in Sec. 4.2. Example spectra measured in O-
and X-mode polarization at similar  and k? values are depicted in Figs. 8.3a and b,
respectively. The blue and magenta lines are the ts to be explained below. Both spectra
show a Doppler peak (blue) at approximately 0.45 MHz, however the O-mode spectrum
exhibits also a contribution at zero frequency (magenta). It corresponds to the direct
reection discussed in Sec. 4.2.2 which contains information dierent to the backscat-
tering at the cuto, and that can corrupt the analysis if it is not properly treated. The
direct reection is excluded from the analysis by tting separately the Doppler peak
and the direct reection contribution with Gaussian functions as depicted in Fig. 8.3a.
The X-mode spectrum shows no direct reection contribution and is tted with a single
peak as shown in Fig. 8.3b. The backscattered power P and the Doppler shift fD are
obtained from the Gaussian t to the Doppler peak in both cases. The optimization of
the antenna and mirrors for frequencies in the W-band [83] explains the better quality
of the X-mode spectrum.
The k? spectra at dierent radial positions are computed by taking P as a function
of k? for narrow radial windows, plotted with dierent colours in Fig. 8.4 for (a) O-
and (b) X-mode data. The dierent spectra have been vertically oset for visualization
purposes. A spectral decay with k? is observed for all cases. In general the O-mode
spectra decay faster than the X-mode spectra, and a faster decay for large k? is observed.
Separate power laws have been tted to the spectra for small and large k?. The results
are depicted by solid lines and the spectral indices are indicated in the gure. The
dispersion of the X-mode data at  = 0:85 and 0.9 (blue and green data) makes the t
dicult, thus in these cases the ts are just meant as a guide to the eye.
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Figure 8.4: k? spectra at dierent radial positions ( ranges are indicated in the legend)
obtained with (a) O-mode and (b) X-mode polarization. The spectra are vertically shifted for
better visibility. Power law ts are depicted by solid lines, and the spectral indices are indicated.
A progressive steepening of the spectra in the high k? range is observed for increasing
. For O-mode polarization, the spectral index increases slightly between  = 0:85 and
0.95 from  2:5 to  3:0, then it increases rapidly between  = 0:95 and 0.97 from  3:0
to  5:2. For X-mode data, the the spectral index increases from  1:9 to  3:7 in the
entire measured range. The wavenumber separating the regions with dierent power
laws suggests the presence of a knee in the spectra. For the O-mode the knee is located
at around 4 cm 1 for  . 0:95. It moves to higher k? as  increases reaching a value of
about 6 cm 1 for the outermost measurement positions. For the X-mode the knee is at
higher k? for all cases.
In Ch. 6 it has been discussed that non-linear diagnostic eects may occur as the
turbulence level increases, and that they can lead to a attening of the measured k?
spectrum. Since the turbulence level is expected to increase towards the plasma edge, a
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transition to the non-linear regime would cause a attening of the measured spectra as
 increases. In contrast, the O-mode data shows a strong spectral steepening towards
the plasma edge. This suggest a linear diagnostic response and a radial variation of the
real k? spectrum.
The O-mode spectral indices are in all cases more pronounced than the X-mode ones.
The smallness of the X-mode spectral indices indicates a non-linear diagnostic response
as discussed in Sec. 6. The approximately at spectra observed up to 8 cm 1 suggest a
power response closed to the saturation regime, while the smaller spectral indices in the
high k? range indicate an enhanced power response, cf. Fig.6.11c. The observations on
the linearity of the O-mode and non-linearity of the X-mode measurements are supported
by studies done for similar experimental conditions and presented in Ref. [17, 103]. In
the following, the O-mode spectra are interpreted in terms of physics, while the X-mode
spectral shape is most likely inuenced by diagnostic eects.
The small change of the O-mode spectra measured between  = 0:85 and 0.95 indi-
cates similar turbulence characteristics in this radial range. The further steepening of the
spectra at  > 0:95 may indicate a change of the turbulence drive or a non-linear satu-
ration mechanism. This change will be further discussed in this section after considering
the turbulence level prole and the turbulence driving terms.
The spectra knees are in the range k?i = 0:26{0.4 which is rather low compared
to the typical observation of k?i  1 [17, 30]. For the innermost measurements, the
spectral indices are comparable to those obtained in Ref. [30] ( 3:5 and  3:0) in a similar
k?i range. In previous measurements at AUG reported in Ref. [17], a spectral knee at
around 8 cm 1 and spectral indices of  2:2 and  7:2 were measured in the  = 0:80{0.85
range. The knee obtained here is at lower values and the spectral indices are shallower.
Nevertheless it should be noted that the plasma investigated in Ref. [17] had lower ECR
and additional NBI heating, thus a dierent turbulence driving or non-linear saturation
mechanism may lead to a dierent k? spectrum. Further investigations with gyrokinetic
simulations may provide a better understanding of the measured k? spectra and the
radial evolution observed. This is left for future work.
The relative variations of the turbulence level n2rms can be estimated from the
backscattered power P measured in the linear regime according to Eq. 4.8. The ra-
dial prole of P is plotted in Fig. 8.5b as an estimation of the turbulence level. The
O-mode measurements in a low (2.5{3.8 cm 1 red circles) and high (7.0{9.0 cm 1 red
crosses) k? range are depicted. The last set of data is lower due to the spectral drop-o.
X-mode data in the low k? range have been also included (blue symbols) in order to have
edge measurements. It should be noted that due to the non-linear diagnostic response
of the X-mode measurements, the turbulence level cannot be accurately obtained from
the X-mode data. Although trends in P may still be an indication of turbulence level
changes, quantitative estimations based on X-mode data should be taken carefully. The
normalized gradients of ion temperature rTi=Ti and density rn=n are plotted on top
with a magenta dashed and green solid lines, respectively. The u? proles (cf. Eq. 4.10)
obtained for the same sets of data are shown in Fig. 8.5c. The plasma density and ion
temperature proles have been included in Fig. 8.5a for comparison.
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Figure 8.5: (a) Plasma density and ion temperature, (b) turbulence level and (c) velocity
proles. The turbulence level is estimated from the backscattered power P . Refer to the text for
more details.
The turbulence level in Fig. 8.5b shows a slow increase in the range  = 0:80{0.96, and
a faster one in  = 0:96{0.98. O- and X-mode data show a similar behaviour, neverthe-
less X-mode data increases slower probably due to the non-linear diagnostic saturation
discussed previously. The turbulence level peaks at   0:98 and then decreases drasti-
cally. u? in Fig. 8.5c is about  2 km/s for the innermost positions and becomes more
negative ( 3 km/s) at  = 0:97. At  > 0:97, a well is observed in which the velocity
drops to  4:5 km/s. This radial range corresponds to the shear region observed in AUG
L-mode discharges [68, 108]. A correspondence between turbulence level and u? shear
is observed in Fig. 8.5b and c. The turbulence level increases in the range where the
u? shear is small ( < 0:97), and saturates where the u? shear is strong (  0:98).
This may be an indication of turbulence decorrelation by sheared ows as discussed in
Sec. 2.3.
From the normalized gradients rTi=Ti and rn=n, depicted in Fig. 8.5b, two radial
regions can be dened. A rst region at  . 0:96 with rTi=Ti > rn=n, and a second one
at  & 0:96 with rTi=Ti < rn=n. Note that the turbulence level follows approximately
the dominant normalized gradient, reproducing approximately the slight turbulence level
increase below   0:96 and the strong one above. The density gradient is dominant in
the edge region, suggesting a electromagnetic drift-wave (EDW) dominated turbulence
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Figure 8.6: (a) Example frequency pattern used for the correlation measurements. The refer-
ence and hopping channel probing frequencies are depicted. (b) k? as a function of the measured
radial position  for the O-mode. Reference and hopping channels are indicated. Data in red
and black are used for k? scans, while data in blue for a radial scan.
regime [43, 44, 45]. In the core region, where the temperature gradient is dominant ITG
and TEM dominated turbulence is expected [44].
The radial evolution of the k? spectra in Fig. 8.4a supports the previous observations.
The radial positions at which the k? spectra shown in Fig. 8.4a have been measured
are indicated with vertical arrows in Fig. 8.5c. The spectra measured in the rst region,
blue and green data in Fig. 8.4a, are similar despite of the large radial dierence between
the measurement positions. The steepening of the k? spectra is observed precisely at
the transition between both regions. The substantial dierences in the spectral indices
and knee position between  = 0:85 and 0.97 may indicate dierent driving and non-
linear saturation mechanisms of the turbulence. A detailed gyrokinetic stability analysis
would be necessary in order to determine precisely the dominant micro-instabilities in
the dierent radial regions. These detail comparisons are left for future investigations.
8.1.3 Correlation measurements
Detailed correlation measurements have been performed for the same set of discharges
discussed in Sec. 8.1.1. The measurements are performed with the two V-band systems
with O-mode polarization. One V-band channel (reference channel) probed 6 frequen-
cies, with 100 ms each. During this time, the other V-band channel (hopping channel)
probed 20 nearby frequencies. A sample of the frequency patterns showing two reference
channel frequencies is presented in Fig. 8.6a. The frequency patterns have been opti-
mized according to the density prole. The hopping channel frequency steps are large
in the edge region (low probing frequencies) because of the steep gradient of the density
prole, whereas they are smaller towards the plasma core (high probing frequencies)
because of the shallow gradients there.
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Figure 8.7: Cross-correlation function of the O-mode reectometer signals for dierent probing
frequency separations f . The reference channel probing frequency is 58.9 GHz, corresponding
to  = 0:955 and k? = 6:5 cm 1. The denition of Cmax, max and a is illustrated for the green
data.
The analysis of the cross-correlation assumes only backscattering contributions, hence
the direct reection contribution observed in Fig. 8.3a has to be suppressed. This is
done by ltering out the direct reection contribution of the spectra before computing
the cross-correlation function. Although a broad scan of the reference channel probing
frequency and angle of incidence has been done, here only cases are discussed where the
Doppler peak is dominant and the correlation quality is good. Further details on the
ltering process are given in Appendix C.
The probed parameter space k?() computed with TORBEAM is depicted in Fig. 8.6b.
Each reference channel data point depicted by a square is accompanied by several hop-
ping channel data points indicated by circles. A k? scan is performed for   0:96 and
0:98 as depicted by the black and red symbols, respectively. Also a radial variation of
the reference position at approximately xed k?  3 cm 1 is performed (blue symbols).
Cross-correlation function
The cross-correlation function C() of the reference and hopping channels is computed
with Eq. 4.11. Since the reectometer signal V is complex (cf. Sec. 4.2), C() is also a
complex quantity. In the following analysis only jC()j is considered, the complex phase
gives no further information for the correlation analysis. Representative cases of the
cross-correlation are shown in Fig. 8.7. The reference channel is probing at  = 0:955
and k? = 6:5 cm 1. The colours depict dierent values of the probing frequency dier-
ence f = f0;hopping f0;reference. The maximum of jC()j decreases and shifts towards
negative  for increasing f . For the following analysis, the maximum of the correlation
Cmax, time delay at the maximum max and width a (obtained at Cmax=e) are dened
as indicated for the green data in Fig. 8.7. The behaviour of the cross-correlation func-
tion is similar to the one observed for the synthetic turbulence shown in Fig. 7.1 and
discussed in Sec. 7.1. The reader is referred to that section where a detailed analysis of
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Figure 8.8: Measurement positions on the cross-section of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak.
The region of interest is zoomed in. The distance between hopping and reference measurement
positions is decomposed in a radial r and perpendicular yray separation. r is taken along
the gradient of the magnetic ux r. The geometrical denition of ray is also depicted.
the cross-correlation function is presented.
Radial and perpendicular separation
The measurement positions of the reference and hopping channels dene a radial r
and perpendicular yray separation, both required for the correlation analysis presented
in Sec. 7.1. The geometrical denition of the separations for the slab case has been
discussed in Sec. 7.1.3 and depicted in Fig. 7.4. Here the denition of the radial and
perpendicular separation in a general geometry is shown in Fig. 8.8 for the AUG case.
The measurement positions of the reference and hopping channels are shown in the
zoomed region of interest. The grey solid lines depict the ux surfaces.
The local gradient r at the reference measurement position denes the radial direc-
tion. This is indicated with a dashed grey line in the plot, which is locally perpendicular
to the ux surface. The distance between the reference and hopping measurement po-
sitions is decomposed into a vector parallel and perpendicular to r, their magnitude
denes r and yray, respectively. The vector decomposition is shown in the gure
for one measurement position of the hopping channel. r pointing outwards is dened
positive and yray pointing in the clockwise direction is dened negative. The same
denition and conventions will be used in Sec. 8.2 for the TJ-II correlation analysis.
All measurement positions in Fig. 8.8 lie on a straight line which denes an angle
ray with respect to the radial direction, as indicated in the gure. The angle is obtained
from:
tan ray =
yray
r
:
A clockwise ray is dened negative as the case depicted.
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Figure 8.9: Maximum of the correlation function Cmax as a function of the radial separation.
Sample error bars are shown. The dierent colours depict dierent k? and the dashed line the
Gaussian t to the data.
Since the calculation of r and yray depends on the measurement positions obtained
from ray tracing, a reliable density prole is required for an accurate determination of the
mentioned quantities. Attention should be paid to the density gradient at the scattering
position, to which r and yray are especially sensitive.
Radial correlation length
In this section the behaviour of Cmax as a function of r is studied experimentally. The
eect of k? in the experimental measurements is investigated in detail and the results
are compared with the modelling presented in Ch. 7. The radial correlation length Lr
of the turbulence is estimated from the experimental measurements. The impact of the
diagnostic eects and the accuracy of the measurement are discussed.
In Fig. 8.9 the maximum of the cross-correlation function Cmax is shown as a function
of the radial separation r. The results for   0:96 and dierent k? values are depicted
by dierent colours. The dataset corresponds to the one presented in Fig. 8.6 in black.
The points depict the experimental data and the dashed lines a Gaussian t that will
be discussed later. A symmetric decay of the correlation with the radial separation is
observed. The correlation drops faster for large k?. Moreover, a slowly decaying tail
is observed for small k?, this eect is particularly strong for k? = 2:2 cm 1 at large
positive r.
The data are in qualitative agreement with the correlation results of the Kolmogorov-
like k? spectrum shown in Fig. 7.11a. There, a faster decay of the correlation for large
k? and a slow decaying tail for small k? result from the ltering eect of the diagnostic.
A similar eect on the TJ-II measurements has been reported in Ref. [16]. Since the
k? spectrum is Kolmogorov-like (cf. Fig. 8.4), both the faster decay for large k? and
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Figure 8.10: Measured radial correlation length (a) as a function of k? at two radial positions,
and (b) as function of  for measurements with k? in the range 2.5{3.3 cm 1.
the deviations from Gaussian in Fig. 8.9 are likely to be caused to some extent by the
lter eect of the diagnostic. The non-local scattering may have an impact on the data,
specially in the slowly decaying tail. The relevance of this eect will be discussed later
in this section.
The Gaussian t depicted in Fig. 8.9 by dotted lines is computed by weighing each
data point with 1=C2max. The ts show a k? dependence of the correlation despite of
the slowly decaying tail. This tting method has also been applied in the analysis of
simulated data in Ch. 7. In this way, the t focuses the analysis on the data with
small r which reduces the impact of the slowly decaying tail in the analysis. This is
justied for the Kolmogorov like k? spectrum case studied in Sec. 7.5. There the radial
correlation length is dened by the Cmax drop for small r, which is followed by the
slowly decaying tail. The t can also reduce the contributions of non-local scattering to
the correlation that manifest as a slowly decaying tail (cf. Fig. 7.5a).
The radial correlation length Lr is extracted from the Gaussian t to the data Cmax =
exp (r=Lr). The results are plotted as a function of k? in Fig. 8.10a at   0:96
and 0.98 in black and red, respectively. The cases shown in Fig. 8.9 are included in the
black series. Lr decreases with k? for both radial positions. The values at   0:98 are
smaller than at   0:96. Hence, despite of the k? related diagnostic eect a reduction
of the radial correlation length for the outermost measurement position is conrmed.
The non-local scattering may produce an overestimation of Lr due to the scattering
along the beam path. Nevertheless this eect is reduced for large k?, thus a convergence
to the real correlation length is expected at large k? for a Gaussian k? spectrum [21].
Figure 8.10a shows no convergence of Lr as expected from non-local scattering. If Lr
converges for k? larger than the measured range, the convergence value would be smaller
than 0.05 cm. This is a non-realistic value for the radial correlation length, which is
expected to be of the order of (sub-)centimetres [15, 109]. Although non-local scattering
contributions cannot be discarded, they are not likely to produce the Lr reduction with
k? and have a small impact on the measurements.
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The decrease of Lr with k? is likely due to the diagnostic ltering eect discussed
in Sec. 7.5.3 and shown in Fig. 7.11a. In this case the best estimation of the radial
correlation length is the given by the measurements at small k?. For the measurements
shown in Fig. 8.10a the correlation length can be estimated to be Ltruer  0:4 cm and
Ltruer  0:2 cm for the black and red series, respectively.
The radial evolution of Lr is investigated by considering the measurements at small
and approximately constant k?. The probed parameters correspond to the blue data in
Fig. 8.6. The results are depicted in Fig. 8.10b as a function of . The radial correlation
length increases from 0.2 to 0.45 cm at   0:95, then decreases reaching 0.2 cm at
  0:98. Note that the two dierent behaviours corresponds approximately to the two
regions presumably with dierent turbulence driving mechanisms discussed in Sec. 8.1.2.
The small Lr of the outermost measurement, already in the shear region, may be re-
lated to the turbulence regulation by sheared ows (cf. Sec. 2.3). Alternatively, the
reduction of Lr may also be justied with the mixing length argument which predicts
Lr / nrms(rn=n) 1 [22], thus the steepening of the density prole towards the plasma
edge can account to some extent for the observation. The reduction of Lr at  > 0:95 co-
incides with the shift of the spectral knee towards larger k? observed in Fig. 8.4a. Since
a wider spectrum corresponds to a longer correlation length, the reduction of the radial
size of the turbulent structures is accompanied by a reduction of their perpendicular size.
Tilt angle measurement
The time delay of the cross-correlation function is investigated experimentally. The
results are analysed based on the modelling presented in Secs. 7.1.3 and 7.4, where the
time delays have been related to the tilt angle  and the perpendicular velocity of the
turbulent structures. The tilt angle is measured for the rst time in the AUG conned
region. The impact of the diagnostic eects is discussed.
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Figure 8.11: (a) Detail of the measurement positions on the AUG cross-section. Turbulent
structures are schematically depicted, the tilt angle and propagation velocity are indicated.
(b) Perpendicular displacement ymax = maxu? computed from the time delay of the cross-
correlation function vs. the radial separation. Selected cases measured at   0:96 are shown.
The dashed lines depict linear ts to the data. (c) Slope m as a function of ray; the t to the
data with Eq. 7.12 is depicted by a magenta line. The tilt angle  is indicated.
In the following, the measurement at   0:96 corresponding to the black data in
Fig. 8.6 are analysed. The measurement position of the reference and hopping channel
are shown on the AUG cross-section in Fig. 8.11a. The region of interest is shown in
detail. The nine sets of points stand for dierent angles of incidence. Due to the dierent
angle of incidence of the probing beam, the point sets have a dierent alignment with
respect to the radial direction. The lowermost points are better aligned with the radial
direction compared to the uppermost. Thus, the angle ray dened by the measurement
positions with respect to the radial direction is scanned between  27 and  60, from
the lower to the upper measurements. Turbulent structures are schematically depicted.
The time delay max at the maximum of the cross-correlation function has been com-
puted and multiplied by u? = 3:0 km/s in order to obtain the perpendicular displacement
ymax = maxu?. Sample results of ymax as function of r are shown in Fig. 8.11b,
the three cases correspond to the measurement positions depicted in Fig. 8.11a by the
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same colours. Data points obtained with high correlation and hence a well dened time
delay are considered. Positive max values mean that the signal features are detected
rst by the reference channel. A linear dependence is observed for the three cases. Linear
functions are tted to the data and are depicted by dashed lines in Fig. 8.11b. The ts
have a dierent slope m for the three cases shown.
The tilt and the propagation direction of the structures depicted in Fig. 8.11a are
consistent with the time delays presented in Fig. 8.11b. The structure is approximately
aligned with the red measurement positions, therefore it is seen almost simultaneously
by the reference and hopping channel (small time delays). Whereas the structure is
miss-aligned with respect to the blue measurement positions, hence it is "seen" rst by
the hopping channel (negative time delay) for positive r while it propagates upwards.
The tilt angle indicated in the gure is calculated next.
The slope m obtained from the ts (Fig. 8.11b) is plotted as a function of ray
in Fig. 8.11c. The blue, green and red data points correspond to the cases shown in
Figs. 8.11a and b. Despite the dispersion the data show a clear trend; jmj increases with
jrayj. It has been shown in Sec. 7.1.3 that m can be described with Eq. 7.12 under
the frozen turbulence approximation. The prediction of Eq. 7.12 for zero tilt ( = 0)
is depicted in Fig. 8.11c by a dashed black line. The experimental data show a similar
behaviour and are vertically shifted due to the tilt angle of the turbulence. Nevertheless
the increase of jmj with jrayj is slightly slower compared to the frozen turbulence
prediction, thus the data cannot be satisfactorily described by Eq. 7.12. One has to
include the eect of the decorrelation time of the turbulence discussed in Sec. 7.4. This
eect reduces the measured time delays with respect to the frozen turbulence expectation,
and can be accounted with a correction factor Fd included in Eq. 7.24. The data in
Fig. 8.11c has been tted with Eq. 7.24 with the tilt angle  and the correction factor Fd
as free parameters. The t is depicted by the magenta solid line in the gure. The good
quality of the t shows that the time delays are explained by the tilt of the turbulent
structures discussed in Secs. 7.1.3 and 7.4. The tilt angle and correction factor are
 = ( 27 12); Fd = 0:5 0:2: (8.1)
The tilt angle is indicated in the plot as the value of ray at the intersection with the
m = 0 axis, at which the structure is aligned with the measurement points. The resulting
tilt of the structures is schematically depicted in Fig. 8.11a.
The relevance of the decorrelation time of the turbulence d is assessed by comparing
it with the passing time of the structures in front of the probing beam. Taking a beam
width of 2.0 cm, the passing time is w=u?  7 s. In AUG, the decorrelation time
d has been investigated using a poloidal correlation reectometry diagnostic recently
installed [105, 106]. For ECRH discharges as the one under study, d is of the order
of 10 s [106]. Since the passing time is only slightly shorter than d, a correction
factor Fd  0:6 according to Eq. 7.23 is still needed. This value is comparable with the
experimental one (Eq. 8.1), which supports the modelling of the d eect presented in
Sec. 7.4. It should be remark that poloidal correlation reectometry diagnostic measures
at smaller wavenumbers (k? < 2 cm 1) compared with Doppler reectometry. Therefore
the decorrelation time which may vary with k? gives only a rough estimation of Fd.
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The impact of other diagnostic eects on the tilt angle measurement has been dis-
cussed in Ch. 7. In particular, the non-linear diagnostic response and the lter eect
have been considered. Here, non-linear eects are excluded based on the analysis of the
k? spectra presented in Sec. 8.1.2, where the linearity of the O-mode measurements has
been justied. The k ltering of the Doppler reectometer may lead to an underestima-
tion of m and therefore of the tilt angle, especially for large k?. The fact that all the
measured data are above the  = 0 line indicates that the same direction of the tilt is
recovered for all cases. However, the data for large jrayj corresponding to large k? are
closer the the  = 0 line. This may indicate an underestimation of m for large k? similar
to the one observed in Fig. 7.11c. A decrease of the tilt along the perpendicular direc-
tion could also explain this underestimation, nevertheless since the measurements span
only a small poloidal section of AUG, the turbulence characteristics are not expected
to change signicantly and the assumption of a constant tilt is well justied. Finally,
a precise numerical assessment of the lter eect would require an accurate knowledge
of the weighting function for the specic experimental conditions. This is left for future
studies.
Concluding, the analysis techniques developed in Secs. 7.1.3 and 7.4 can be applied
to the experimental data, and the mean tilt angle of the turbulent structures can be
experimentally measured. A further insight on the physical meaning of the measured
tilt angle (Eq. 8.1) would require a detailed modelling of the plasma under study. In
Ch. 9 the tilt angle measurement will be used to investigate changes of the turbulence
regime in plasmas with either dominant electron or dominant ion heating.
8.2 TJ-II measurements
A detailed experimental study of the density turbulence in L-mode TJ-II plasmas using
Doppler reectometry is presented in this section. In Sec. 8.2.1 the discharges under
investigation are introduced and in Sec. 8.2.2 k? spectra and u? proles are measured
and analysed. In Sec. 8.2.3 correlation measurements are presented. First, a radial scan
of the correlation length is done and second, the tilt angle measurement is carried on
for the rst time in TJ-II. In Sec. 8.2.4, the tilt results are compared with linear global
gyrokinetic simulations. In Sec. 8.2.5 a two-point correlation technique is presented.
8.2.1 Discharges
Dedicated experiments for the characterization of turbulence with Doppler reectome-
try have been performed in TJ-II. ECR heated L-mode plasmas with low density have
been investigated. The standard magnetic conguration has been used. Two series of
comparable discharges are analysed; the series 1 includes the discharges #42754-65, and
the series 2 #43459-91. The series 1 has been used for k? spectra and u? measure-
ments. The results will be shown in the following section. The series 2 has been used
for correlation measurements and will be discussed in Sec. 8.2.3.
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Figure 8.12: (a) Line average plasma density and (b) ECRH power time traces of representative
discharges of series 1 and 2. (c) Density proles during the measurement phases obtained from
a multi-diagnostics statistical analysis [110].
The line average density and ECRH power time traces for representative discharges
of the series are shown in Figs. 8.12a and b. Similar plasma conditions were targeted for
both sets of experiments. Nevertheless the two series were performed on dierent days,
thus the wall condition was not the same and a slightly higher density was obtained for
the second series. The line average density is below the critical density of 0.61019 m 3
for both cases, which ensures the electron root connement regime [111]. The plasma
density is stable between 1100{1200 ms for the series 1 and between 1100{1250 ms for
the series 2. The reectometry measurements are performed during these time windows
as indicated at the top of Fig. 8.12a.
The density prole during the measurement phases has been computed by statistical
analysis of Thomson scattering, interferometry and AM reectometer data [110]. The
proles for both series are shown in Fig. 8.12c. The prole for the series 1 is slightly
lower compared to the one of the series 2. These proles will be used as input for ray
tracing calculations with the TRUBA code.
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Figure 8.13: (a) Probed k? as a function of the measured radial position . The shadowed
areas correspond to the radial ranges where the k? spectra are computed. (b) Measurement
positions on the perpendicular cross-section of TJ-II. The gray lines depict the ux surfaces.
8.2.2 Measurements of k? spectra and u? prole
Detailed measurements have been performed with the two Q-band (33{50 GHz) X-mode
Doppler reectometer channels. For more details on the reectometer conguration refer
to Sec. 4.3.2. Fine probing frequency and angle of incidence scans have been performed
for discharges of the series 1. Seven angles of incidence have been used, with 16 probing
frequencies (5 ms each) in the range 33.0{40.5 GHz per angle. The angle of incidence has
been scanned on a shot to shot basis. The probed k? and radial position  obtained with
the TRUBA code are plotted in Fig. 8.13a. Data points connected with lines correspond
to the same angle of incidence. The radial range measured is  = 0:50{0.85 and k? is
between 1 and 12 cm 1. The measurement positions on the perpendicular cross-section
of TJ-II are shown in Fig. 8.13b. A poloidally extended region in the upper left side is
measured.
The power spectrum of the reectometer signal is computed for each probing fre-
quency and angle of incidence. A sample power spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.14a. A
Doppler peak at  0:44 MHz is obtained. No contribution from direct reection is ob-
served. That is the case for all the measurements on TJ-II discussed in this thesis.
Direct reections may be important under other plasma conditions with smaller turbu-
lence level, as it is the case for NBI heated plasmas or close to the shear layer where
turbulence is suppressed [32]. The blue line depicts the Gaussian t to the Doppler peak.
The backscattered power P and Doppler shift fD are obtained from t.
The k? spectra are calculated taking P as a function of k? for the dierent radial
windows depicted by coloured areas in Fig. 8.13a. The results for three radial positions
are plotted in Fig. 8.14 with dierent colours. A vertical shift between the dierent cases
has been included for visualization purposes. A spectral fall-o with k? is observed for
the three cases. It is faster for large k?. For a numerical comparison, the spectra have
been tted with power laws in the small and large k? ranges. The ts are depicted by
solid lines and the spectral indices are indicated in the gure. Similar spectral indices
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Figure 8.14: (a) Sample power spectrum measured in TJ-II. The t to the Doppler peak is
depicted by a blue solid line. No zero-order reection is observed. (b) k? spectra at dierent
radial positions measured in X-mode polarization. Similar spectra are obtained at dierent radial
positions.
are obtained in the three measured radial positions. For low and high k? the spectral
index is about  1:0 and  8:0, respectively. The two ranges are separated by a knee at
approximately k?  7 cm 1. The spectral indices in the low k? range are similar to
those measured in AUG, while the ones in the high k? range are more pronounced, and
the spectral knee is located at larger k? (cf. Fig. 8.4a.)
The similarity between the outer and inner most spectra (blue and red cases in
Fig. 8.14) suggest that the diagnostic response is linear in the measured range. Given
that the turbulence level is expected to increase towards the plasma edge, non-linear
eects would produce a atennig of the k? spectra (cf. Ch. 6) in the outermost mea-
surement positions. This non-linear eect has been reported in Ref. [16], where smaller
spectral indices were measured in the large k? range for outer measurement positions.
On the contrary, the measurements presented here show no spectral attening and spec-
tral indices comparable to those obtained in the linear regime in Ref. [16]. Therefore
strong non-linear scattering regimes in the measured range can be discarded.
The similarity of the spectra also suggests that the driving and saturation mechanisms
of the turbulence are the same in the measured radial range. The obtained spectral
indices are comparable to those reported in Ref. [16] for similar ECRH plasmas, though
the reported knee position at k?  5 cm 1 is slightly smaller. The spectral indices in
NBI heated plasmas reported in Ref. [31, 32] are more pronounced and the spectral knee
appears at larger k?  8:4 cm 1.
The relative changes of the turbulence level prole have been estimated from P
according to Eq. 4.8. The radial prole for k?  6 cm 1 has been plotted in Fig. 8.15b
as a proxy of the turbulence level nrms. This approximation is justied by the linear
diagnostic response discussed previously and by the approximately constant k? that
avoids changes of P related to the spectral fall-o. The turbulence level increases towards
the edge by approximately one order of magnitude. The growth follows roughly the
normalized gradient of the plasma densityrn=n, which is indicated in the Fig. 8.15b with
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electron diamagnetic        
            direction
Figure 8.15: (a) Density, (b) turbulence level and (c) u? proles for the series 1. The turbulence
level is estimated from P measured at k?  6.0 cm 1.
a dashed green line. The density prole has been included in Fig. 8.15a for comparison.
The perpendicular velocity u? has been computed from fD according to Eq. 4.10. The
results for the complete parameter scan are shown in Fig. 8.15c. u? has an approximately
constant value of 1 km/s between  = 0:5 and 0.7, then increases towards the edge
reaching values of about 3.5 km/s at   0:82.
Although a region of velocity shear is observed between  = 0:75 and 0.85, there is
no reduction of the turbulence level. Moreover, no signicant dierences in the spectral
shape have been observed in the k? spectra measured at the positions indicated with
arrows in Fig. 8.15c. The turbulence regulation by sheared ows mechanism (cf. Sec. 2.3)
is not observed in the uctuation level, or at least does not play a signicant role.
However, it should be noted that the velocity shear in electron root conned plasmas
is small compared to other types of plasma in TJ-II. A turbulence reduction correlated
to the velocity shear has been observed for densities close to the threshold density [112]
and in H-mode plasmas [32]. Similar eects have also been observed in other stellarators
at the transition between electron and ion root regimes [113].
8.2.3 Correlation measurements
Detailed correlation measurements have been performed in TJ-II for discharges of the
series 2 discussed in Sec. 8.2.1. The two Q-band X-mode Doppler reectometer channels
have been used; for more details refer to Sec. 4.3.2. The probing frequency of one channel
(reference) has been scanned slowly, 60 ms per frequency. During this time the other
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Figure 8.16: (a) Probed k? as a function of the radial position  used for correlation studies.
(b) Measurement positions on the perpendicular cross-section of TJ-II. Multi-colour data points
are used for correlation measurements at several radial positions. Black data points will be used
for the tilt angle measurement.
channel (hopping) probed 12 nearby frequencies, 6 above and 6 below with 5 ms per
frequency. The mirror position has been changed on a shot to shot basis. The probing
frequencies and the mirror angle have been specically designed for a radial position and
a k? scan.
The probed  and k? range of the reference and hopping channels are shown in
Fig. 8.16a. The measurement positions on the perpendicular cross-section of TJ-II are
presented in Fig. 8.16b. The multi-colour data points correspond to a radial scan of the
reference channel measurement position with a xed mirror angle. The position varies
between  = 0:67 and 0.81 and k? in the range 5 to 6 cm 1, with a slight increase
towards the core. The black data points correspond to a scan of the mirror angle. The
probing frequencies have been adjusted in order to compensate the radial displacement
of the measurement position when scanning k?, such that the reference channel probes
at  = 0:72 for all cases.
For the following correlation analysis the radial r and perpendicular yray separa-
tions are obtained from the ray tracing data as it has been illustrated in Fig. 8.8 for the
ASDEX Upgrade case. The cross-correlation function of reference and hopping channel
signals has been computed. The maximum of the correlation Cmax, time delay at the
maximum max and width a are obtained. This procedure has been explained in detail
for ASDEX Upgrade analysis in Sec. 8.1.3 and has been illustrated in Fig. 8.7. Given
that no direct reection has been observed in the TJ-II power spectra (cf. Fig. 8.14a), no
ltering in frequency is required before the cross-correlation function calculation. This
is contrary to the O-mode measurements in the ASDEX Upgrade shown in Fig. 8.3a and
discussed in the Appendix C.
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Figure 8.17: Maximum of the cross-correlation as a function of r. Data for dierent radial
positions of the reference channel are shown. k? is approximately 5.5 cm 1 for all cases. Gaussian
ts to the data are depicted by dotted lines.
Radial correlation length
The maximum of the cross-correlation Cmax has been plotted as a function of the radial
separation r in Fig. 8.17. The colours depict dierent radial positions of the reference
channel. The probed parameter space is included in the multicolour data points of
Fig. 8.16. A decay of the correlation with the radial separation is observed. The decay
is faster for outer measurement positions. The dotted lines in the gure corresponds
to Gaussian ts as explained for the AUG case, cf. Sec. 8.1.3. The comparison of the
data with the ts reveals an asymmetry of the positive and negative r branches of the
correlation. This eect is strongest for the  = 0:72 case in black, where the correlation
decays faster for positive r. This asymmetries will by further discussed next.
It has been shown in Sec. 7.4 that the lter eect of the diagnostic together with a
Kolmogorov type turbulence induces a k? dependence of the measured Lr. This eect
has been conrmed in Sec. 8.1.3 for AUG data and in Ref. [16] for TJ-II. Thus Lr
obtained from the t in Fig. 8.17 are underestimated by the k? eect. Nevertheless,
the measurements at dierent radial positions can be compared in order to investigate
relative changes because the probed k? and the spectrum are approximately constant.
Lr obtained from the (symmetric) ts are plotted in red in Fig. 8.18a as a function of .
A strong decrease of the radial correlation length towards the plasma edge is observed.
A strong decrease of the measured correlation length has been observed at the tran-
sition from the linear to the non-linear regime in two-dimensional full-wave simulations
(cf. Figs. 7.6a and d, and Ref. [19]). Nevertheless for the experimental conditions here, a
linear diagnostic response has been evidenced in the k? spectra studies in Sec. 8.2.2. Fur-
thermore there is only a modest increase in the turbulence level in the range  = 0:68{0.78
(see Fig. 8.15b) which cannot account for such a strong decrease of Lr. It is concluded
that the decrease observed in Fig. 8.18a is not due to a non-linear diagnostic response
and corresponds to a real reduction of the Lr towards the plasma edge.
The reduction of Lr is in line with the reduction of the density gradient scale length
Ln = (rn=n) 1, which has been re-scaled and depicted by a green dashed line in
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Figure 8.18: (a) Radial correlation length Lr measured at k?  5.5 cm 1 as a function of the
radial position . Results from the symmetric t are depicted by red, and ts of positive and
negative r by yellow and magenta, respectively. (b) Lr as a function of the density gradient
scale length Ln.
Fig. 8.18a. The scaling of Lr with Ln is observed in Fig. 8.18b. A similar scaling has
been observed for ECRH plasmas in Ref. [16], where Ln was varied by changing the
plasma density and magnetic conguration. Here a similar behaviour has been obtained
when the radial variation of Ln is considered. Alternatively, the increase of the u? shear
towards the plasma edge may indicate that turbulence regulation by sheared ows is
responsible of the Lr reduction (cf. Sec. 2.3). Nevertheless neither a turbulence level
reduction nor an eect on the k? spectra has been observed in Sec. 8.2.2.
The asymmetries observed in Fig. 8.17 are further investigated by tting the positive
and negative r wings separately. Lr obtained for positive and negative r are depicted
in Fig. 8.18a by orange and magenta lines, respectively. The inner and outermost mea-
surement positions show similar values for both ts, indicating symmetric Cmax(r).
Whereas an asymmetry is observed for intermediate radial positions in the Lr gradient
region. The longer correlation length is measured towards the core (r < 0) precisely in
the direction in which Lr increases. From these two observations the asymmetry of the
correlation function can be explained by the Lr gradient. If Lr has a strong gradient (as
at  = 0:75), the hopping channel measures in regions with dierent Lr when probing at
positive and negative r. Thus r < 0 measures at a smaller  having larger Lr, while
r > 0 measures at larger  providing a smaller Lr.
It is proposed that a strong Lr radial gradient induces asymmetries in the correlation.
It should be noted that, magnetic islands close to the measurement positions can also
produce asymmetries [114]. Nevertheless, in the presented experiments, no strong impact
of magnetic islands is expected because of the absence of low order rational surfaces in
the measured region, and no signatures of the magnetic islands in the Doppler peaks has
been observed as the ones reported in Ref. [115].
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Figure 8.19: (a) Measurement positions at  = 0:72 on the perpendicular cross-section of
TJ-II. Turbulent structures are schematically depicted, the tilt angle and propagation velocity
are indicated. (b) Perpendicular displacement ymax = maxu?. Results for three angles of
incidence are presented (see colours in a). Linear ts are indicated with a dotted lines. (c) Slope
m as a function of ray. The t of the data with Eq. 7.24 is depicted by the purple line, the tilt
angle  is indicated.
Tilt angle measurements
The time delay of the cross-correlation function and the tilt angle of the turbulent struc-
tures are studied in detail for the measurements at  = 0:72 (black points in Fig. 8.16).
The measurement positions of the reference and hopping channel are shown in detail on
the perpendicular cross-section of TJ-II in Fig. 8.19.a. The eight sets of points corre-
spond to dierent angles of incidence, hence the measurement positions are perpendic-
ularly displaced. The blue measurement points dene a negative angle ray (clockwise)
with respect to the radial direction, while the red ones dene a positive one (counter-
clockwise). The scan of the angle of incidence provides a broad ray scan between  60
and 40. Turbulent structures are artistically depicted.
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The time delay max at the maximum of the cross-correlation is multiplied with the
local perpendicular velocity u?. The perpendicular displacement ymax = u?max is
plotted as a function of r in Fig. 8.19b. Only points obtained with high correlation
and hence a well dened time delay are considered. The colours correspond to the three
angles of incidence coloured in Fig. 8.19a. Linear ts to the data are depicted by dotted
lines. The slope m is dierent for the three cases, and an opposite sign is observed for
the red and blue data.
The tilt angle and propagation velocity depicted in Fig. 8.19a are qualitatively con-
sistent with the time delays of Fig. 8.19b. Turbulent structures aligned with the green
measurement points provide a small time delay for this case. Moreover due to the
misalignment of the structures with respect to the blue (red) measurement points, the
structures are "seen" rst (later) by the hopping channel for positive r, resulting in a
negative (positive) time delay.
The slope m is plotted as a function of ray in Fig. 8.19c. The blue, green and
red data points correspond to the cases presented in Fig. 8.19b. A clear dependence of
m on ray is observed. In Sec. 7.1.3 it has been shown that under the frozen turbu-
lence approximation, m is related to the tilt angle of the turbulent structures  through
Eq. 7.12. The prediction of Eq. 7.12 for  = 0 is depicted in Fig. 8.19c by a dashed
black line. The comparison of the  = 0 line with the experimental data shows that m
is substantially small compared to the frozen turbulence expectation. The smallness of
m would require the unlikely alignment of the turbulent structures with the measure-
ment points for all the angles of incidence depicted in Fig. 8.19a if frozen turbulence
is assumed. Moreover, the passing time of the structures in front of the beam is esti-
mated as w=u?  2 cm=(1:5 km/s) = 13 s, which is comparable to typical values for
the decorrelation time of the turbulence d [105]. The last two observations indicate that
the frozen turbulence approximation is not valid for the present case.
The eect of the decorrelation time of the turbulence on the time delays has been
discussed in Sec. 7.4. It has been shown there that the temporal decorrelation of the
turbulence decreases the measured time delays by a correction factor Fd. This leads to
an underestimation of m which is accounted for by Eq. 7.24. The data of Fig. 8.19b
have been tted using Eq. 7.24 assuming a constant tilt angle . The validity of this
assumption will be discussed later. Fd and  are free parameters obtained from the
t. The purple solid line in Fig. 8.19c depicts the t obtained. It is remarkable that
the t recovers accurately the ray dependence of m. The good agreement between
the experimental data and the t shows that, although the decorrelation time of the
turbulence has a strong impact on the time delays, Eq. 7.24 reproduces the experimental
data and allows to compute the tilt angle of the turbulent structures. The tilt angle and
factor are,
 = ( 29 9); Fd = (9:9 0:9) 10 2: (8.2)
The tilt angle is indicated in Fig. 8.19c as ray value at the interception with the m = 0
axis, corresponding approximately to the data in green. The tilt depicted in Fig. 8.19a
corresponds to the value experimentally obtained. The above result is the rst measure-
ment of the turbulent structure tilt in the connement region of TJ-II
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Using Eq. 7.23, the decorrelation time of the turbulence can be estimated from Fd,
w = 2:0 cm and u? = 1:5 km/s to
d =
w
u?

F 1d   1
 1=2  4s: (8.3)
It should be noted that Eq. 7.23 has been derived for turbulence with a Gaussian cor-
relation function in both space and time. Hence this result is only a rough but the rst
experimental estimation of d done in TJ-II.
8.2.4 Comparison with linear gyrokinetic simulations
Given the uniqueness of the tilt angle measurement method, its accuracy and the va-
lidity cannot be assessed by comparison with other diagnostics currently installed on
TJ-II. In this section, results of linear global gyrokinetic simulations of the code EU-
TERPE [47, 48, 116] are qualitatively compared with the experimental results. The
similarities observed between measurements and simulations give condence in the ex-
perimental measurements as well as in the simulation code.
An accurate description of the fully developed turbulence requires non-linear simu-
lations including non-linear coupling between dierent modes. Nevertheless some fea-
tures of the turbulence are dened mainly by the linear drive and the most unstable
modes [28, 117, 118], and therefore can be investigated with linear simulations. Non-
linear gyrokinetic simulations of TJ-II plasmas will be available for the rst time in
the near future, and will make possible a numerical comparison with the experimental
measurements.
Global linear simulations for a similar discharge (#42759) of TJ-II have been per-
formed using EUTERPE [119, 120]. Simulations are electrostatic with kinetic electrons.
Collisions are not considered. The contour plot of the density and electric potential
uctuations are shown on the perpendicular cross-section of TJ-II in Figs. 8.20a and b,
respectively. The measurement positions of the previous analysis are depicted by green
circles. In both cases, the uctuations are stronger in the upper right region of the
plasma, where the more unstable modes are located. In this region well dened elon-
gated structures with a slight negative tilt are observed, consistent with the tilt obtained
experimentally. The structures in the density and electrostatic uctuations are similar,
though they are better dened for the electrostatic potential at the measurement posi-
tions. The zooms to the measurement region show that the structure tilt does not change
appreciably along the ux surface. Moreover, the structure tilt is similar to the one de-
duced from the measurements and depicted by ellipses. The constant tilt assumed for the
t of the experimental data and the obtained tilt angle are reasonable and comparable
to the simulation results. The similarities observed give condence in the measurement
method. A stronger statement on the accuracy of the tilt angle measurement and the
d estimation would be possible in the near future when non-linear global simulations of
TJ-II become available.
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Figure 8.20: (a) Density and (b) electric potential uctuations obtained from linear global
gyrokinetic simulations [119, 120] on the perpendicular cross-section of TJ-II. The measurement
positions for the tilt angle determination are depicted by green points. The inserts show a zoom
to the region measured in the experiments.
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Figure 8.21: (a) Measurement positions on the perpendicular cross-section of TJ-II. Radial
proles of (b) u?, (c) time delay of the cross correlation max, (d) tilt angle of the turbulence 
and (e) correction factor Fd. Refer to the text for more details.
8.2.5 Two-point correlation radial scan
The radial prole of the tilt angle has been investigated by two-point correlation measure-
ments. A ne scan of the reference channel probing frequency in the range 33{39 GHz
has been performed. In contrast to the frequency patterns previously used in this chap-
ter (cf. Fig. 8.6a) which had several f values, here the frequency dierence with the
hopping channel was xed at 500 MHz obtaining only one f per probing frequency.
Four angles of incidence, two with ray < 0 and two with ray > 0, have been used.
The measurement positions on the perpendicular cross-section of TJ-II are depicted in
Fig. 8.21a. Only the reference channel is shown.
The time delay max proles for two angles of incidence (blue and red measurements
in Fig. 8.21a) are shown in Fig. 8.21c. Note that the data sets have an opposite sign
due to the opposite ray leading to a dierent alignment with the turbulent structures.
For the outermost positions around  = 0:8, the magnitude of max is larger for the blue
than for the red data. This indicates a better alignment of the turbulent structure with
the measurement points depicted by red, obtaining a positive tilt angle. In contrast, for
the inner positions around  = 0:72, max is larger for the red data indicating a better
alignment with the blue measurement points and hence negative tilt angle.
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The slope is computed as m = maxu?=r for each radial position and angle of
incidence. The tilt angle  and correction factor Fd are obtained by tting the data of
the four angles of incidence in dierent radial windows with Eq. 7.24. The results are
shown in Figs. 8.21d and e, respectively. As expected from the time delay comparison,
there is a change of the tilt angle from approximately  30 to 20 from the innermost to
the outermost measurement positions. Fd increases towards the plasma edge.
At  = 0:72, the tilt angle and the correction factor agree with the values obtained
in the previous detailed measurements (cf. Eq. 8.2), which underlines the fact that a
two-point correlation scan can provide radially resolved information on  and Fd. The
increase of the correction factor is consistent with the u? increase towards the plasma
edge observed in Fig. 8.21b. A faster structure propagation means that the decorrelation
time of the turbulence has a smaller impact on the time delays, thus the correction factor
approaches one (cf. Eq. 7.23). The tilt angle increase towards the edge is consistent with
the u? shear direction as depicted schematically in Fig. 2.5. Moreover the Lr decrease
(cf. Fig. 8.18a) correlate with the u? shear increase towards the plasma edge. These
observations may be an indication of the turbulence regulation by sheared ows.
8.3 Discussion and summary
A similar characterization of the turbulent density uctuations using Doppler reectom-
etry has been performed in L-mode plasmas at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak and the
TJ-II stellarator. In this section the main results from both machines are summarized
and discussed together.
A radially resolved study of wavenumber spectra has been performed. In the AUG
case, the k? spectra measured with O- and X-mode polarization in the range  = 0:85 to
0.97 have been compared. The more pronounced spectral indices obtained with the O-
mode and the steepening of the spectra towards the plasma edge despite of the turbulence
level increase, support the linearity of the O-mode measurements. In the TJ-II case, k?
spectra have been measured with X-mode polarization in the range  = 0:61 to 0.79.
The small spectral shape variation despite of the turbulence level increase towards the
plasma edge and the large spectral indices indicate the linearity of the measurements.
The linearity of the measurements can be explained from the non-linearity parameter
 of Eq. 5.8, particularly by its G2=20(= G
2f20 =c
2) dependence. For the AUG case,
the X-mode measures more in the non-linear regime because of the enhancement factor
GX  5 and the higher probing frequencies (75{103 GHz). For the O-mode, GO = 1 and
the lower probing frequencies (50{75 GHz) provide a more linear measurement. In the
TJ-II case, although the enhancement factor is GX  5, the lower probing frequencies
(33{50 GHz) push the measurements towards the linear response. Moreover, a small
turbulence level is expected in the measured radial range.
A radial evolution of the k? spectra has been observed in AUG. Regarding the O-
mode measurements, the position of the spectral knee changes from 4 to 6 cm 1 and the
spectra index in the large k? range from  2:5 to  5:2. It has been suggested that the
changes of the k? spectra are related to a change of driving mechanism and non-linear
saturation of the turbulence towards the plasma edge. In TJ-II, no signicant radial
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variation of the spectra is observed. The spectral knee is at 7 cm 1 and the spectral
index in the large k? range is about  8:0.
The turbulence level and velocity u? proles have been investigated. In both ma-
chines, a turbulence level increase towards the plasma edge has been observed. In addi-
tion, a turbulence level decrease in the u? shear region is observed at the edge ( = 0:98)
of AUG. No turbulence reduction related to the u? shearing is evidenced in TJ-II. In
the AUG case, the analysis of the turbulence level and the comparison to the normal-
ized density and ion temperature gradients, suggest a change in the turbulence driving
mechanism towards the plasma edge, in agreement with the k? spectra observations.
Detailed radial correlation measurements have been performed in both machines. A
decreases of the measured radial correlation length Lr with k? has been observed in
AUG. The diagnostic ltering eect and the Kolmogorov-like nature of the turbulence
(cf. Sec. 7.5.3) can explain this behaviour which has also been reported in TJ-II mea-
surements [16]. The radial variation of Lr has been investigated. In AUG, Lr increase
towards the plasma edge for  < 0:95 and then drops. This could correspond either to
the change of the turbulence character already discussed, or to a u? shear eect. In
TJ-II, Lr drops rapidly towards the plasma edge. A explanation in terms of a Ln scaling
or a u? shear eect has been proposed.
The time delay of the cross-correlation function has been experimentally investigated.
The data analysis technique presented in Secs. 7.1.3 and 7.4 has been applied and the
tilt angle of the turbulent structures has been measured in both machines. The eect of
the temporal decorrelation of the turbulence has been accounted for with a correction
factor Fd (cf. Eq. 7.24). The impact of the temporal decorrelation is strong in the TJ-II
measurements; due to the small velocity (u? = 1.5 km/s) the time delays are strongly
underestimated (Fd = 0:099) with respect to the frozen turbulence prediction. In the
AUG measurements, the larger velocity (u? = 3 km/s) makes the frozen turbulence
approximation more suitable, though a small correction (Fd = 0:5) is still needed. The
correction factor in AUG is consistent with the one obtained with Eq. 7.23 from the
decorrelation time d predictions [106]. d  4 s has been estimated in TJ-II from the
the experimental data.
The tilt angle obtained in TJ-II is comparable to the results of a global linear gy-
rokinetic simulation. Moreover a two-point correlation technique has provided a radial
prole of the tilt angle. A change of the tilt angle from  30 to 20 consistent with the u?
shear direction has been observed, however no turbulence level reduction is evidenced.
The application of the analysis techniques developed (cf. Sec. 7.1.3 and 7.4) to the
experimental data presented here, constitutes the tilt angle measurement method. This
is one of the most important contributions of this thesis. In the next chapter, the tilt
angle measurements will be compared to gyrokinetic simulation results and related to
the dominant micro-instabilities for dierent plasma conditions in AUG.
Chapter 9
Tilt angle measurements in
predominantly ECR and NBI
heated plasmas
The tilt angle of the turbulent structures is a quantity predicted by theories [121, 122]
and gyrokinetic simulations [38, 123], which can provide information on the turbulence
interaction with sheared ows and the type of the dominant micro-instabilities, e.g. ITG
and TEM instabilities. The new tilting measurement method using Doppler reectome-
try opens the possibility of investigating experimentally the tilt angle and comparing it
with theory an simulation results, in benet of a better understanding of core turbulence
in fusion plasmas
In this chapter the tilt measurement method is applied to a low density L-mode
discharge of the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG). Two phases are considered, one
with NBI heating only and another with additional ECRH. The resulting dominant ion
and dominant electron heating are intended to induce an ITG and TEM dominated
turbulence regimes, respectively. The experimental setup is presented in Sec. 9.1. The
u? proles are discussed in Sec. 9.2. The tilt angle measurement is presented in Sec. 9.3,
where a tilt dierence between both phases is obtained. In Sec. 9.4, the character of
the turbulence is assessed with a linear gyrokinetic stability analysis, and the tilt angle
measurements are qualitatively compared with gyrokinetic simulation results.
9.1 Discharge and diagnostic setup
The dedicated discharge #34930 has been performed for the turbulence tilt angle de-
termination using Doppler correlation measurements. A low density L-mode plasma in
lower single null (LSN) conguration is investigated. The time traces of the plasma cur-
rect, ECRH and NBI heating power, and line average density are shown in Figs. 9.1a{d.
A constant low NBI power is applied, which is accompanied by blips for CXRS measure-
ments. On axis ECRH is applied during the second half of the discharge. Two phases
are considered: one labelled "NBI phase" with NBI heating only, and another labelled
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Figure 9.1: Time traces of the (a) plasma current, (b) ECRH and (c) NBI heating power, and
(d) line averaged plasma density for AUG#34930. The duration of the NBI and ECRH phases
is indicated on the top. (e) Plasma density, (f) electron and (g) ion temperature proles for both
phases.
"ECRH phase" with additional 1.5 MW of ECRH. The time windows of the phases are
indicated on top of Fig. 9.1a.
The plasma density, electron and ion temperature proles during the two phases are
shown in Figs. 9.1e{g. The plasma density in (e) is obtained from Thomson scattering
and lithium beam diagnostic. The solid lines depict the ts which will be used for ray
tracing calculations with TORBEAM [76]. A similar density prole is obtained for both
phases. The electron temperature proles in (f) are obtained from Thomson scattering
and ECE measurements. The additional electron heating results in a higher electron
temperature for the ECRH phase. The ion temperature in (g) obtained from CXRS is
rather similar for both phases. Although the NBI ion heating is the same for both phases,
the electron-ion collisional heat transfer increases slightly the ion temperature for the
ECRH phase. The NBI is kept on also during the ECRH phase in order to induce a high
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Figure 9.2: (a) Probed k? as a function of the radial position . (b) Measurement position
on the poloidal AUG cross-section. Empty and lled symbols depict upwards and downwards
angles of incidence. Only the reference channel is shown.
u?. This allows to apply the tilting angle measurement method avoiding corrections due
to the decorrelation time of the turbulence (cf. Sec. 7.4).
To measure this low-density plasma, correlation measurements have been performed
with two V-band channels (50{75 GHz) probing in X-mode polarization. The reference
channel probes three frequencies (50 ms each), and the hopping channel probes 10 fre-
quencies around the reference one with 5 ms per frequency. The same frequency patterns
is used with three and four mirror angles for the NBI and ECRH phase, respectively.
Angles with the mirror pointing up- and downwards have been selected.
The probed parameter space (; k?) and the measurement positions on the AUG
cross-section are shown in Fig. 9.2. The empty symbols depict the data for the mirror
pointing upwards. A radial overlap of up- and down-pointing measurements is achieved
between  = 0:75 and 0.85. The probed (; k?) range is similar for both scenarios given
the similarity of density proles, cf. Fig. 9.1e.
9.2 Measurement of u? prole
The u? proles have been computed from the Doppler shift according to Eq. 4.10. The
results for both phases are shown in Fig. 9.3. The convention for the mirror pointing up-
(empty symbols) and downwards (lled symbols) is kept. Large perpendicular velocities
are obtained for both phases. The ECRH phase has a approximately constant velocity
of about 6 km/s. The NBI phase has a larger velocity, it is about 7 km/s at  = 0:9
and increases to 10 km/s at  = 0:7. A scatter of the u? Doppler reectomety data is
observed. The measurements obtained with the mirror pointing upwards (empty circles)
are about 1 km/s smaller than the measurements pointing downwards (lled circles)
obtained closer to the mid-plane.
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ion diamagnetic        
       direction
Figure 9.3: u? prole for the (a) ECRH and (b) NBI phases. The Doppler reectometry
measurements are shown as circles, where the empty and lled symbols depict the data obtained
with the mirror pointing up- and downward, respectively. CXRS measurements are shown with
lines.
The EB velocity, vEB = Er=B, is computed from the radial electric eld Er ob-
tained from CXRS measurements (cf. Eq. 3.2) [124]. The results are depicted by lines to-
gether with the Doppler reectometry data in Fig. 9.3. It should be remarked that CXRS
measurements do not contain phase velocity contributions, whereas the Doppler reec-
tometry measurements do. In the ECRH phase, the velocities measured with Doppler
reectometry are smaller than CXRS data, indicating a phase velocity in the electron
diamagnetic direction. In the NBI phase, there is a better agreement between Doppler
reectometry and CXRS measurements indicating a small phase velocity. Nevertheless,
the Doppler reectometry measurements depicted with full symbols are slightly higher
than those of CXRS also taken close to the mid-plane. This suggest a phase velocity in
the ion diamagnetic direction.
The u? dierences between upper and mid-plane measurement positions can be due
to the phase velocity, ne diagnostic eects or even due to real u? poloidal asymmetries.
A multi-diagnostic investigation of this dierences is currently ongoing, but it is out of
the scope of this work. For the following analysis, the local u? obtained from Doppler
reectometry measurements is used. The dierences are accounted for with the error
bars.
9.3 Tilt angle determination
In this section the tilt angle of the turbulent structures is measured with the method
presented in Sec. 7.1 and applied in Secs. 8.1.3 and 8.2.3. The reader should refer to
these sections for more details.
The time delay max of the cross-correlation function and the perpendicular displace-
ment ymax = u?max are computed. ymax as function of r is shown in Figs. 9.4b
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Figure 9.4: (a) Measurement positions for two angles of incidence are shown on the AUG cross-
section. The reference and hopping channels are depicted by squares and circles, respectively.
Structures are artistically depicted. (b{c) ymax = u?max as a function of r for the two cases
depicted in (a). A dierent slope is obtained for ECRH and NBI phases.
and c. The results for the ECRH and NBI phases are depicted by blue and red symbols,
respectively. The two plots correspond to the measurement positions indicated on the
AUG cross-section in Fig. 9.4a. Due to the dierent angles of incidence used for the up-
per and lower case, the measurement positions are dierently aligned with respect to the
radial direction. ray is  27 and 7 for the upper and lower measurements, respectively.
A linear behaviour of ymax with r is observed in Figs. 9.4b and c. The dashed lines
are the linear ts to the data. For each measurement position, a dierent slope is obtained
for the ECRH and NBI phases indicating a dierent tilt angle of the turbulence. Note
that the dierence is similar for both measurement positions. The larger slope obtained
in the NBI phase implies a stronger structure tilt compared to the ECRH phase. For
both phases, the time delays in (b) are larger than those in (c). This is due to the
dierent alignment of the measurement position.
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Figure 9.5: m as a function of ray for the ECRH and NBI phases. The solid lines depict the
t to the data using Eq. 7.12.
The slope m from all the measurements in the range  = 0:70{0.84 is plotted as a
function of ray in Fig. 9.5. The data of both phases show a similar trend with ray
as the one predicted by Eq. 7.12 for  = 0 and depicted by a dashed black line. The
signs of the equation have been adapted to the conventions used here. The vertical oset
between both series indicates a dierence in the tilt angle. In this case no correction
factor Fd is required because of the large u? (cf. Sec. 7.4), hence the data is tted with
Eq. 7.12. The ts are shown with solid lines. A good agreement suggests that the time
delays are explained by the tilt of the turbulent structures. The dispersion of the data
could be due either to a radial or a poloidal change of the tilt, nevertheless within the
error bars the constant tilt is reasonable. The tilt angles are
ECRH = (18 7); (9.1)
NBI = (44 6); (9.2)
These values are indicated in the gure by the intersection of the t with the ray-axis.
The error bars are illustrated as shadowed areas around the t. A signicant dierence of
the tilt angle between both phases is obtained. This will be related to dierent types of
turbulence in the next section. Structures with the corresponding tilt are schematically
depicted in Fig. 9.4a.
Given the large value of u?, no correction factor Fd accounting for the decorrela-
tion time eect is required (cf. Sec. 7.4). The passing time of the structures is about
w=u?  3 and 2 s for the ECRH and NBI phases, respectively. This is smaller than
the decorrelation time d  9 s measured with the poloidal correlation reetometry
diagnostic recently installed on AUG [105, 106]. The frozen turbulence approximation
is suitable for this case.
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The radial correlation length Lr is estimated from the measurements at k?  4 cm 1
using a Gaussian t. For the ECRH and NBI phases Lr is about 0.5 and 0.6 cm,
respectively. That is larger than the radial resolution which is of the order of 0.2 cm.
Therefore no strong underestimation of the tilt angle due to the nite radial resolution
is expected.
The dierence of the u? shear observed in Fig. 9.3 is qualitatively consistent with the
tilt angle dierence obtained experimentally. On the one hand, the u? gradient in the
NBI phase may tilt the structures positively by the mechanism depicted schematically in
Fig. 2.5a. On the other hand, the structure tilt may contribute to the toroidal velocity
through the Reynolds [36, 39], and hence to u?. A strong statement on the relevance of
such contributions would require a detailed momentum transport study which is out of
the scope of this thesis.
9.4 Linear gyrokinetic modelling
The dominant electron and ion heating used in the ECRH and NBI phases, respectively,
can induce dierent turbulence regimes. It has been observed in simulations [38] and
analytical models [122] that the global linear unstable modes have dened tilt angles,
which change for the dierent types of micro-instabilities, e.g. TEM and ITG modes.
In this section, the measured tilt angles are related to the dominant instabilities. More-
over, the use of the tilt angle measurement as an important element to compare with
gyrokinetic simulations is discussed.
The dominant electron heating during the ECRH phase increases Te (Fig. 9.1f), ob-
taining a stronger rTe=Te which is a driving term for the TEM instability. Therefore
the additional electron heating during the ECRH phase may induce a more TEM dom-
inated turbulence with respect to the NBI phase with smaller rTe=Te. The character
of the turbulence depends non-trivially on the equilibrium and the detailed plasma pa-
rameter proles and gradients. It can be investigated using gyrokinetic simulations.
Although global non-linear simulations provide the most complete description available
of the turbulence, local linear simulations are often used to assess the linear stability of
the turbulent modes [17, 79, 100, 125].
The two phases have been investigated with linear local simulations using the gy-
rokinetic code GKW [46, 125]. The experimental density and temperature proles have
been used as an input for the code. A linear stability analysis has been performed at
 = 0:7 and 0.8, corresponding to the radial range of interest. The simulation provides
the growth rate  and the frequency !r of the most unstable mode with wavenumber ky
in the simulations grid. For the measurement positions under consideration, ky is aligned
with the perpendicular direction and metric corrections are unnecessary, therefore the
perpendicular wavenumber is directly obtained as k? = ky.
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Figure 9.6: Results of the linear stability analysis performed with the gyrokinetic code
GKW [46, 125]. The normalized growth rate  (a,c) and mode frequency !r (b,d) are pre-
sented as a function of k?. The results for  = 0:7 and 0.8 are shown on the left and right sides,
respectively.
The results of the linear stability analysis are presented in Fig. 9.6. The left column
shows data for  = 0:7 and the right one for  = 0:8. The ECRH and NBI phases are
depicted by blue and red symbols, respectively.  and !r are normalized with kyi and
are given in vth;i=R0 units, where i is the ion Larmor radius, vth;i is the ion thermal
velocity and R0 is the major radius. This normalization and units are typically used in
gyrokinetic studies [36, 125]. The upper and lower axes depict kyi and k?, respectively.
For  = 0:7 in the range kyi < 1, the unstable modes have a negative frequency
(electron diamagnetic direction) for the ECRH phase indicating TEM modes. Whereas
for the NBI phase the frequency is positive (ion diamagnetic direction) indicating ITG
modes. For  = 0:8, the unstable modes in the range kyi < 0:7 have a positive
frequency indicating ITG modes for both phases. In the large kyi range, the unstable
modes with negative frequency for all cases correspond to ETG modes. Their k? range
is not relevant for Doppler reectometry measurements probing up to k? = 10 cm 1.
Furthermore, no eect of ETG modes at large wavenumber (k?i  3) has been observed
in density uctuation measurements [30]. Summarizing, the NBI phase is linearly ITG
dominated in the radial range of interest, whereas the ECRH phase exhibits a mix
character between TEM and ITG unstable modes. Moreover, the phase velocity discussed
from the comparison of u? from Doppler reectometry with vEB from CXRS (cf.
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Figure 9.7: Structure of the global mode for (a) TEM and (b) ITG turbulence (adapted from
Ref. [38]).
Sec. 9.2), supports the identication of the NBI and ECRH phases with dominant ITG
and more TEM dominated turbulence regimes, respectively.
The TEM and ITG linear modes have an opposite tilt angle. This dierence has
been found using analytical expressions and in global linear gyrokinetic simulations [38].
The mode structure for TEM and ITG turbulence obtained in the Ref. [38] is shown in
Fig. 9.7a and b, respectively. Elongated and tilted structures are observed in both cases.
The tilt at the mid-plane, indicated in the gure, has a dierent sign for ITG (positive)
and TEM (negative) modes. The tilt angle dierence of 26 (cf. Eqs. 9.1 and 9.2)
observed in the experiment agree qualitatively with these results. The NBI phase is ITG
turbulence dominated, hence a positive and large tilt angle is expected. Moreover the in
ECRH phase one expects a mixture of TEM and ITG modes, thus the mode structure
would be a combination of structures with positive and negative tilts that averages to a
small tilt angle value.
The joint analysis of the tilt angle measurements, linear stability and u? proles
has shown the utility of the developed technique for physical studies in fusion plasmas.
Moreover, the measurement of tilt angle might be used as a signature of the dominant
turbulence regime. Nevertheless, a stronger statement on identication of the turbulence
regime using the tilt angle measurement requires quantitative comparisons with non-
linear global simulations for the specic conditions of the experiment. These simulations
are challenging and are left for future investigations.
Summary
The method developed to measure the tilt angle has been applied to a discharge using
dierent heating methods in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak. Measurements have been
performed in the range  = 0:70  0:84 for phases with either dominant ion or electron
heating. A tilt angle dierence of 26 has been obtained between both phases. The
tilt change is in qualitative agreement with a transition from an ITG dominated to a
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ITG/TEM mixed turbulence regime. The dominant micro-instabilities for the specic
plasma conditions have been conrmed with linear gyrokinetic simulations.
For the large velocities involved of u?  6 km/s, the temporal decorrelation of the
turbulence has no impact on the measured time delays. Therefore no correction factor Fd
is needed for the tilt angle determination according to the analysis presented in Sec. 7.4.
The sensitivity of the tilt angle measurement to dierent plasma conditions and the
qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions show that the tilt angle is an useful
quantity for comparisons of experimental measurements with theory and gyrokinetic sim-
ulations. Thus the measurement technique developed and applied in this thesis provides
a valuable tool for detailed turbulence studies in the future.
Chapter 10
Conclusions and outlook
Turbulence is a relevant phenomenon in magnetic connement experiments because it
contributes to the transport of energy and particles in fusion plasmas. Therefore, a
better understanding of the turbulence dynamics and the related transport is required
for optimizations of the experimental devices and future reactors. In the last years, a
large progress has been made towards the understanding of turbulence; theoretical pre-
dictions and gyrokinetic simulations have become available. However, a more detailed
experimental characterization of the turbulence is required for comparison and validation
of physical models and simulation codes. Doppler relfectometry is one of the experimen-
tal techniques used for density turbulence investigations in fusion plasmas. It uses the
scattering of microwaves o density uctuations to provide measurements of the per-
pendicular velocity u?, perpendicular wavenumber (k?) spectrum and radial correlation
length (Lr) of the density turbulence.
In this thesis, the Doppler reectometry technique has been deeply investigated and
applied to the detailed characterization of density turbulence in fusion plasmas. The
complex diagnostic response has been investigated by modelling the wave propagation
and scattering processes relevant for the technique. Experimental measurement have
been performed in L-mode plasmas at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG) and the
TJ-II stellarator. The experimental data have been analysed based on the modelling
results, which have made possible a more accurate and complete characterization of the
turbulence in both machines.
The linearity of the diagnostic response has been investigated in detail with the
physical optics model and two-dimensional full-wave simulations. An enhanced power
response regime has been found and characterized for the rst time. This regime and
the saturation regime have been found responsible of the attening of the k? spectra,
which is measured when a non-linear diagnostic response is involved. The physical optics
model has been used for a characterization of the power response in a broad range of
turbulence level and k?, and for dierent types of wavenumber spectra. This analysis
has shown that the power response depends strongly on the spectral shape and has been
useful to asses the linearity of experimental measurements. Furthermore, a perturbative
expansion of the physical optics model has shown that the enhanced power response is
produced by multiple scattering events.
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Radial correlation Doppler reectometry has been modelled using two-dimensional
full-wave simulations and a linear analysis based on the Born approximation. The eect
of the spectral and radial resolution on the diagnostic response has been investigated. It
has been found that the spectral shape of the turbulence has an impact on the correlation
measurements. In particular, the lter eect of the diagnostic and the Kolmogorov-like
nature of the wavenumber spectrum introduce a instrumental k? dependence of the
measured radial correlation length Lr. This eect explains the decrease of Lr with k?
measured in AUG and reported for TJ-II [16].
The density turbulence has been characterised in L-mode plasmas in AUG and TJ-II.
In AUG, a radial evolution of the k? spectra has been observed in the range  = 0:85 to
0.97. The spectral index at large k? increases from  2:5 to  5:2 and the position of the
spectral knee shifts from k? = 4 to 6 cm 1. Moreover a radial variation of the radial
correlation length Lr has been observed. The radial proles of density and temperature
normalized gradient, together with the radial changes observed in k? spectra and Lr
suggest a change of the turbulence regime towards the plasma edge. In TJ-II, the k?
spectra in the range  = 0:61{0.79 have a spectral index of about  8 and a knee at
k? = 7 cm 1, and show no radial evolution. A strong decrease of Lr towards the
plasma edge has been observed. Possible explanations are either a scaling with the
density gradient length Ln or a eect of the u? shear, which can lead to decorrelation
of the turbulent structures i.e. to a reduction of Lr according to standard theories.
A new method for the measurement of the mean tilt angle of the turbulent structures
has been developed. It is based on the analysis of the time delay of the cross-correlation
between Doppler reectometry channels, which measure at positions radially and per-
pendicularly displaced. Diagnostic eects have been considered with two-dimensional
full-wave simulations and a linear analysis. It has been found that for a linear diagnostic
response and for a radial resolution smaller than Lr, the method gives a good estima-
tion of the tilt angle. The impact of the temporal decorrelation of the turbulence on
the method has been investigated. The relevant quantities to asses such impact are the
decorrelation time of the turbulence d and the passing time of the structures in front
of the probing beam w=u?, with w the beam width. If the passing time is shorter than
the decorrelation time, w=u? < d, there is no impact and the method can be directly
applied. This is the case for large plasma velocities (u? > w=d), whereas for small ones
(u?  w=d) the temporal decorrelation of the turbulence reduces the measured time
delays. This eect has been accounted for with a correction factor Fd.
The tilt angle measurement method has been applied for the rst time to fusion
plasmas in AUG and TJ-II. The experimentally measured time delays correspond to the
modelling predictions and allow to obtain the tilt angle. The eect of the decorrelation
time of the turbulence has been experimentally conrmed; for u?  1:5 km/s the eect
is strong and the time delays are reduced by factor 10, for u?  3 km/s time delays are
reduced by a factor 2, and for u? > 5 km/s no time delay reduction has been observed.
Even in cases when the decorrelation time has a strong impact, the tilt angle can be
obtained using the correction factor Fd.
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The tilt angle measured in TJ-II is comparable to the one obtained in global linear
gyrokinetic simulations. Furthermore, a two-point correlation technique has been used
to obtain a radial prole of the tilt angle. A change from  30 to 20 has been observed,
which is consistent with the the u? shear eect on the turbulence expected from theories.
In AUG, the tilt angle has been measured in low density L-mode plasmas during phases
with dominant ion and electron heating. A change of the tilt angle has been observed
between both phases. Linear gyrokinetic simulations have conrmed a transition from a
ITG to a more TEM dominated turbulence regime. Moreover the tilt angle dierence is
in qualitative agreement with predictions for ITG and TEM dominated turbulence.
This thesis represents a major step towards a better understanding of Doppler reec-
tometry and towards a more advanced characterization of turbulence in fusion plasmas.
The detailed study of the power response and of the correlation measurements have
highlighted diagnostic properties and eects important for a more complete and accu-
rate characterization of the turbulence. In particular, the nding of the enhanced power
response regime has contributed to a better understanding of the measured k? spectra.
The tilt angle measurement method, proposed and applied here, has provided unique
measurements of this type in the connement region of fusion plasmas. It has been
shown that the tilt angle is an useful quantity for studies of the turbulence dynamics,
and which can be compared with physical models and gyrokinetic simulations. This
method can be applied for systematic experimental investigations in AUG and TJ-II,
and also in other fusion experiments where Doppler reectometry is available. The
methods developed in this thesis will potentially contribute to a better understanding of
the turbulence in fusion plasmas in the near future.
Outlook
During the development of this thesis, topics that deserve further investigation have
been identied. Regarding the Doppler reectometry modelling: (i) The correlation
measurements for Kolmogorov-like turbulence can be investigated with two-dimensional
full-wave simulations. The study of non-linearities and non-local scattering for this case
would complement the linear analysis presented here and the literature on the topic. (ii)
It has been shown that the physical optics model reproduces the linearity of Doppler
reectometry. Further studies of the weighting function and its inclusion into the model
could deliver a "2D physical optics model". This may simulate more accurately and
eciently Doppler reectometry taking into account multiple and non-local scattering
processes.
Regarding the experimental measurements presented here, the AUG and TJ-II dis-
charges characterized experimentally can be further investigated with global non-linear
gyrokinetic simulations. This would allow to study more accurately specic eects that
have been reported in the thesis. Some of them are listed: (i) the radial evolution of k?
spectra and Lr as a consequence of the turbulence regime change in AUG. (ii) The radial
evolution of Lr and the tilt angle as a consequence of the velocity shear in TJ-II. (iii)
The tilt angle change as a signature of the transition between ITG and TEM dominated
turbulence regimes in AUG.
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In this thesis, poloidal asymmetries in the plasma ow in AUG have been reported
for the rst time (cf. Sec. 9.2). Similar asymmetries have been already observed in
other fusion experiments and have been related to contributions of turbulence to plasma
ows [126]. These observations deserve further experimental investigations, which could
be the starting point of new turbulence studies in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak.
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Appendix A
Scattering eciency
It has been discussed in Ch. 6 how non-linear eects can produce large deviations of
the measured k? spectra with respect to the real one. Nevertheless, small deviations
have also been observed in the linear regime, e.g. a slight loss of the reectometer
sensitivity with k? has been observed in Fig. 6.10 and 6.11, and reported in Ref. [18].
This eect, referred to as scattering eciency modies the measured k? spectra. Hence
its understanding and the application of a correction is relevant for detailed studies of
the turbulence. In this section the scattering eciency is studied by comparing in detail
the k? spectra obtained in two-dimensional full-wave (2DFW) simulations for a linear
response with the input spectrum. A correction formula is proposed and tested.
The 2DFW simulations presented in Sec. 6.3 are extended in order to study the
purely linear response. In particular more angles (including normal incidence) and a
lower turbulence level (0.01%) for X-mode are included. The k? spectra computed from
the 2DFW data in linear regime are plotted with red symbols in Fig. A.1a, where the
black line represents the input spectrum (cf. Eq. 6.5). The blue symbols are the corrected
data to be explained afterwards. Although the reectometer is operating in the linear
regime, the k? spectrum decays slightly faster than the input spectrum for both O- and
X-mode.
In the linear regime, P is proportional to the power spectrum of the turbulence
according to Eq. 4.8. However, the beam propagation for dierent angles of incidence
induces an instrumental dependency of the backscattered power on  (or equivalently
k?), which causes the scattering eciency drop. This eect is included with a correction
factor A as
P / n2rmsA2()h2?(k?): (A.1)
From the simulated data A2 / P=h2?(k?) is computed. The values are normalized to
the normal incidence and plotted with symbols as a function of  in Fig. A.1b. The
correction formula for A is depicted by solid lines and will be explained next. A similar
decrease of the sensitivity with  is observed for O- and X-mode.
Although the scattering eciency has been observed in simulations [18] and has
been studied in the literature [127], predictions applicable to experimental data analysis
are not available. In the following a correction formula is deduced for O-mode in slab
geometry and with a linear density prole. It recovers the trends of the simulations, and
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Figure A.1: (a) k? spectra obtained with 2DFW simulations in the linear regime (red). The
black line depicts the input spectrum. k? spectra corrected with Eq. A.4 are shown in blue. (b)
Factor A2 accounting for the scattering eciency eect.
allows to understand the role of the basic parameters. Moreover it will be applied to a
more realistic case .
First, the unperturbed electric eld E0 is computed by solving Eq. 5.4. For slab
geometry, linear density prole and oblique incidence, the x-dependent part of the electric
eld is given by [75]
@2E0
@x2
+ k20

1  x
L
  sin2 

E0 = 0: (A.2)
Using the transformation
 =
 
k20
L
!1=3
(L cos2    x);
the previous equation turns into
@2E0
@2
+ E0 = 0:
The solution to the previous equation is given by the Airy function. It is depicted
in Fig. A.2a for  = 17:7. Both coordinates, x and  are shown in the lower and
upper axes, respectively. The nominal cuto, at x = L cos2  or equivalently  = 0, is
indicated with a green dashed line. E20 oscillates and maximizes close to the cuto as it
was discussed in Sec. 4.2. An absolute maximum is obtained at max  1 corresponding
to xmax = L cos
2    (L=k20)1=3, which is slightly displaced with respect to the nominal
cuto.
The solution shown in Fig. A.2a has an absolute maximum slightly displaced from
the nominal cuto, similarly to the weighting function from Fig. 6.9d. The dominance of
the scattering in a narrow region along xmax, makes possible a reduction of the problem
to one dimension. Shrinking the system to a line along xmax, Eq. 5.5 becomes
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Figure A.2: (a) Unperturbed electric eld squared obtained from solving Eq. A.2. A maximum
is observed close to the nominal cuto. (b) Scattering eciency A as a function of k?=k0
computed from Eq. A.3. A drop of the scattering eciency with k? is observed. Two scalings
are indicated in dierent ranges.
(@2y + k
2
max)E1 = k
2
0
n
nc
E0:
where kmax is taken from the dispersion relation at xmax following
k2max = k
2
0

1  n0(xmax)
nc

= k20
h
1  xmax
L
i
= k20
"
1
k0L
2=3
+ sin2 
#
:
The scattered eld can be computed with the Green function for the relevant geom-
etry [128],
E1 /
Z
dyG1D(y)nE0; with G1D(y) =
ieikmaxjyj
2kmax
:
The Green function introduces a k 1max dependency on the scattered eld E1, which
results in a k 2max dependency on the backscattered power. This dependency provides the
scattering eciency correction factor as A  k 1max, which after normalizing for normal
incidence gives
A =
"
1 +

2L
0
2=3
sin2 
#1=2
=
241 + L
8k20
!2=3
k2?
351=2 : (A.3)
In Fig. A.2 the scattering eciency A is plotted as a function of k?=k0 for the
parameters used in Sec. 6.3. In the limit of large k? the scattering eciency scales
as k 1? , hence the measured spectral index for the power could be underestimated by
at most 2. In the limit of small k? the scattering eciency is constant and 1, and in
between both limits A scales with a k? exponent in between 0 and 1. Fig. A.2 depicts
also a scaling k 0:4? at an intermediate position which has been reported in Ref. [18].
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Figure A.3: k? spectra for a Kolmogorov type input spectrum [100]. The input spectrum
is plotted with a black line and 2DFW data in the linear regime with red symbols. The blue
symbols depict 2DFW data corrected with Eq. A.4. Spectral indices for the dierent case are
indicated.
Although the previous calculation is done for O-mode and for a linear density prole,
it can applied in general cases by taking the gradient scale length of the squared refractive
index Lref . This includes the magnetic eld for the X-mode case. Fig. A.1b shows
that Eq. A.3 is able to follow approximately the simulated data for O- and X-mode.
Furthermore, k? spectra obtained in the linear regime can be corrected for the scattering
eciency with
Pcorrected = P
241 + Lref
8k20
!2=3
k2?
35 : (A.4)
The corrected k? spectra are presented with blue symbols in Fig. A.1a. A better agree-
ment with the input spectrum is observed for both polarizations.
The scattering eciency is also observed in the 2DFW simulations with the ASDEX
Upgrade geometry and a Kolmogorov-type turbulence presented in Sec. 6.4 [100]. The
k? spectrum obtained in the purely linear regime is shown in Fig. A.3 with red symbols.
The simulated spectrum recovers the shape of the input spectrum in black, but with
a stronger spectral index of  5:4 due to the scattering eciency eect. The spectrum
corrected using Eq. A.4 is shown in the gure with blue symbols. A better agreement
with the input spectrum is obtained after applying the correction; the corrected spectral
index is 3:9. This shows that the correction factor Eq. A.4 does reproduce the scattering
eciency for realistic plasma geometries and spectral shapes.
The k? spectra, measured for experimental conditions where the response of the
Doppler reectometer is linear, can be corrected with Eq. A.4. The eects here dis-
cussed could explain the small discrepancies between the spectral indices obtained in
gyrokinetic simulations and with O-mode Doppler reectometry measurements at the
ASDEX Upgrade tokamak [17].
Appendix B
Decorrelation due to k? variation
In the Sec. 7.2 the radial correlation Doppler reectometry has been investigated using
two-dimensional full-wave (2DFW) simulations. There a decrease of the radial correla-
tion length Lx with the angle of incidence  has been observed (cf. Fig. 7.5a and d).
The decorrelation eect responsible is discussed here.
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Figure B.1: Power spectra obtained from X-mode 2DFW simulations in linear regime. Two
angles of incidence and two probing frequencies are presented.
A probing frequency f0 scan is performed in order to induce a radial separation
between the reference and hopping channels. Moreover, k? depends on the probing
frequency as it is seen for the slab case in Eq. 4.7 through the k0 dependency. As a
consequence, the f0 scan results in a change of k? for oblique incidence. This eect is
observed in Fig. B.1, where the power spectra of 2DFW signals for two angles of incidence
and two probing frequencies are shown. The Doppler peak appears approximately at the
same position for  = 5:6 and both probing frequencies. However for  = 17:7, the
Doppler peaks appear at dierent positions for the two probing frequencies. For all
cases a broad peak centred at f = 0 is observed. It corresponds to the direct reection
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contribution (cf. Sec. 4.2.3) and is several orders of magnitude below the Doppler peak
in these 2DFW simulations.
The dierence of the peak position is large compared to its width for  = 17:7,
hence the overlap of the peaks is partially lost. It means that reference and hopping
channels are not measuring at the same k?. This causes a decrease of the correlation
between the two signals. Since the k? dierence increases with the frequency separation,
the correlation of the signals decreases with x. This is an instrumental eect that is
not related to the turbulence. It modies the decay of Cmax with x, and therefore the
measured Lx.
The simulations presented are performed with a good spectral resolution and a strong
density gradient. Accordingly narrow Doppler peaks (f < fD) are obtained and a
broad frequency scan is performed. These conditions make the decorrelation eect par-
ticularly strong, which is in line with the observed decrease of Lx with  in Fig. 7.5a
and d. This eect is strong and dominates over other eects on the correlation, e.q.
non-local scattering [21].
It should be noted that this eect is not relevant in the experimental measurements
presented in Ch. 8 and Ch. 9. The Doppler peaks there are wide rand a small k? variation
is induced by the probing frequency scan.
Appendix C
Eect of the direct reection
contribution in the correlation
analysis and its ltering
The characterization method of the density turbulence (cf. Sec. 7) using radial correla-
tion Doppler reectometry assumes backscattering contributions only. Nevertheless, the
direct reection introduced in Sec. 4.2.3 and observed the k? spectrum (cf. Fig. 8.3a)
can have an impact in the correlation analysis, which has to mitigated in the case where
is relevant. The direct reection contribution has been ltered out for the correlation
analysis in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak presented in Sec. 8.1 and Ch. 9. Here the
eect and the ltering are discussed in detail.
An example where the direct reection aects the O-mode correlation analysis is
discussed. The power spectra obtained for the reference and hopping channel are shown
in Fig. C.1a. A Doppler peak at about  400 kHz and a direct reection contribution
around zero frequency are observed. The impact of the contributions for the correlation
analysis can be analysed by looking at the cross-spectrum of the signals, V^0V^1

. The
absolute value and complex phase of the cross-spectrum are shown in Fig. C.1b and c,
respectively. Backscattering and direct reection contributions are also observed in the
cross-spectrum of the signals.
Although the direct reection contribution to the power spectra is weak compared
with the Doppler peak (Fig. C.1a), it is strong and comparable to the backscattering
contribution in the cross-spectrum (Fig. C.1b). This shows that the direct reection
has an impact in the correlation analysis. The complex phase of the cross-spectrum
in Fig. C.1c, shows a well dened linear behaviour at the Doppler frequency. Its slope
gives the time delay of the backscattering contribution which is related to the tilt of
the turbulent structures. Nevertheless, the phase behaves erratically at around zero
frequency due to the direct reection. This can corrupt the time delay analysis of the
correlation.
The cross-correlation function of the signals is shown in Fig. C.1d with red points.
A mixture of two peaks centred at dierent  is obtained. The interference of the direct
reection contribution with the backscattering corrupt the cross-correlation function
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backscattering
direct re!ection
Figure C.1: (a) Power spectra of the reference and hopping channels signal. (b) Absolute value
and (c) complex phase of the cross-spectrum. (d) Cross-correlation function for the raw signals
in red and the band-pass ltered signals in blue.
producing satellite peaks as the one one observed in the gure. The direct reection
contribution is suppressed by ltering, in this case the signals have been pass-ltered in
the range of 700 to 200 kHz. The cross-correlation function computed with the ltered
signals is depicted by blue symbols in (d). A single peak suitable for the correlation
analysis is obtained.
The analysis of the cross-spectrum shows that the direct reection contribution may
have negative impact on the correlation analysis; the maximum Cmax and the time delay
max of the cross-correlation can be aected. Nevertheless, this eect can be avoid by
ltering the out the direct reection contributions in the data processing.
The ltering works well when the Doppler peak is dominant (as in the case here
discussed) and when the Doppler shift is large. For cases where Doppler peak is sub-
dominant and small Doppler shift, the ltering the ltered signal quality is poor and the
correlation analysis is problematic.
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